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TRADE UNION MERGERS 

While revolutionaries have always favored trade-union 
unity, we favor such unity in order to further the. class . 
straggle. When it is premised upon joint trade-unlon actlo~s 
to strike the boss or to organize the unorganized, we heartlly 
wel~ome such unit Yo When, however, a trade-union merger ac-. 
conplishes the smashing of a militant opposition or sells out 
a particular section of workers--like the SSEU-AFSCME merger 
--then we oppose it. 

I would contend that the mergers in the post-World War 
II period have been of a reactionary character, in no way 
different from the generally reactionary policies pursued by 
the trade-union leadership. The realignments effected by 
union mergers were simply one aspect of the jurisdictional 
conflicts fomented by the labor bureaucracy (at the expense 
of the union rank and file and the unorganized workers). 
These mergers, which brought a temporafY end.to j~ri?dic~ional, 
battles, are no more supportable than lS an lmperlallst peace 
that follows an imperialist war (as in Vietnam). Indeed, the 
mergers simply recorded a changed relationship of forces 
within the labor bureaucracy rather than serving as a weapon 
to fight the capitalists. Perhaps the best example of this 
process is provided by the changing relations between the 
AFL anc CIa themselves. 

THE AFL AND CIa 

The CIa leadership from its inception was a section of 
the·~~reaucracy--Lewis, Hillman, and Dubinsky all repre
sented AFL unions organized on an industrial basis. The po
litical policies of the CIa leadership were not qualitatively 
different from those of the kB'L; even the issue of industrial 
unionism soon ceased to distinguish the CIa from the AFL, as 
the AFL leaders demonstrated a willingness to embrace indus
trial unionism, at least in some sectors, in order to meet 
the competition from the CIa. Nonetheless, the CIa was based 
upon a more dynamic section of the proletariat and achieved 
concrete relative gains for its membership, in terms of racial 
integration and union democracy. Preservation of these gains, 
as well as their extension to unorganized workers, required 
an approach to the AFL. Otherwise the bourgeoisie and its 
state would be able to playoff one union federation against 
the other. This in fact was to be the future course of 
events. 

The SWP correctly called for the building of a national 
left wing in both the AFL and the CIa on a programmatic 
basis, while on the whole maintaining a tactical orientation 
to the CIao Part of the SWP program for the unions included 
the following point: "A rank and file referendum for the uni
fication of the entire trade union movement on the basis of 
the preservation and extension of the industrial form of or
ganization" (Farrell Dobbs, Trade Union Problems, 1940). 
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While this provided a basic condition for unity, in itself it 
was not sufficient to guard against a government-sponsored 
unity effort based on wage controls and a no-strike pledge. 
Unity conditions that protected against such an eventuality, 
as well as the sacrifice of economic benefits or rights of 
political expression by a section of workers, should also have 
been included in the criteria for merger. While these condi
tions were not explicitly stated, it is to the credit of the 
SWP that at this time it opposed Roosevelt's schemes to unify 
the AFL and CIa, designed as measures to provide for a uni
formly disciplined labor force in ~~ II. 

The essentially conservative CIa leadership, of course, 
never counterposed a political alternative to the business 
unionism of the AFL. After WW II, the AFL--with its hard
line pro-Cold War leadership--remained the favorite of the 
government. The CIa bureaucracy, desiring to prove its re
liability to the bourgeoisie, eliminated Communist opposition 
from key leadership positions in the late '40's, expelling 
those unions it could not separate from Stalinist control. 
Rather than increasing the leverage of the CIa, however, 
these purges weakened the CIa vis-a-vis the AFL and the un
organized workers. These actions increased the appeal of the 
AFL bureaucrats, who red-baited the CIO as a commie-infested 
labor federation. As Art Preis describes it in Labor's Giant 
Step, the red purges were followed by an intensive raiding of 
the CIa by AFL unions (particularly the IBEW, the Teamsters, 
and the Carpenters). The result was that, while at the time 
Dobbs wmte in 1940 the memberships of the AFL and CIa were 
approximately equal, in 1955 at the time of merger the AFL 
had 10 million members to only 5 million for the CIa (and this 
was hardly due to an aggressive AFL orientation to the unor
ganized). 

Faced with widespread loss of membership, the CIa lead
ers had two alternatives: 1) to counterpose a class-struggle 
policy to the jurisdictional squabbling of the AFL and seek 
unity on that basis, or 2) to capitulate to AFL officials. 
Of course, they chose the latter. Despite the rhetoric of the 
bureaucrats, the AFL-CIO merger had nothing to do with streng
thening the position of labor. In fact, it came at the time 
of a pronounced retreat by the labor movement--the passage of 
Taft-Hartley and other anti-labor legislation, a falling off 
of organizing the unorganized, the McCarthy witchhunt of mi
litants and communists, etc. And of course, the labor leader
ship itself was becoming increasingly reactionary. At the 
CIa Convention directly preceding merger, almost all resolu
tions of a progressive character, such as calling for a labor 
party, were overwhelmingly squashed. 

The SWP incorrectly gave critical support to the AB'L-CIO 
merger. On February 21, 1955 the Militant wrote: "We have 
every reason to welcome the unity of organized labor in the 
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firm belief above all, that 15 million organized workers uni
ted in one great union, will not willingly accyt forever sub
mission to the capitalist political machines ii.e., will 
build a labor party instead7." And in Labor's Giant Step, 
Preis said: "Whatever the-aims and motives of the leaders, 
the very existence of a single labor organization of the 
monumental size of the merged AFL-CIO represented a tremen
dous historic achievement of the American working class." 
Rather than being a "tremendous historic aChievement," how
ever, the AFL-CIO merger represented the organizational con
clusion to the jurisdictional raidings and explicit anti
communism of the labor bureaucracies. In fact, the 1955 mer
ger was preceded by two no-raiding pacts between the AFL and 
CIO, beginning in late 1953, which were meant as first steps 
toward unification. This was clearly the fundamental con
cern. And reflecting the actual relationship of forces, the 
CIO bureaucrats came out second best in this peace treaty_ 
Meany grabbed the Presidency of the AFL-CIO, with CIO Presi
dent Reuther relegated to a position as head of the "Indus
trial Union Department." In addition, the CIO made a conces
sion to the AFL on racial policies--by accepting the principle 
of Jim Crow unions over the protests of A. Philip Randolph 
and others. This alone should have been enough to forfeit 
the support of genuine militants for this merger. 

The AFL-CIO merger provides a model for many of the 
mergers in the post-war era that reflect the surrender of 
the relative gains realized during the organization of the 
CIO. The failure of the leaderships of the old CIO unions to 
put forward a class-struggle policy of labor unity has allowed 
the companies and government to playoff their AFL or indepen
dent counterparts against them. The weakened position of 
these unions, in turn, drives them to seek "merger at any 
price," in order to retain even secondary bureaucratic posi
tions. For instance, when the once-Stalinist-controlled Fur 
and Leather Workers union merged with the Amalgamated Meat 
Cutters (AFL) in 1955, the unity conditions specified that 
no members of the CP could be officers of the union. Other 
outstanding examples are the ILWU and the Nl"lU. 

THE ILWU AND THE Nl"lU 

The ILWU (then part of the lLA) was organized at the 
beginning of the upsurge for industrial unionism in 1934 and 
achieved significant gains, like the union hiring hall. Al
though driven out of the CIO in the late '40's, the Bridges 
leadership remained intact. To this day ILWU members retain 
a relatively high degree of union democracy, frequent con
ventions and elections and a hiring hall for their warehouse 
section. However, the unwillingness of the ILWU to spearhead 
a united labor offensive against the effects of containeriza
tion and automation has led to a drastic loss in membership 
as well as an increase in jurisdictional conflicts with \ ~. 
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inland Teamster-organized warehouses. When Bridges recently 
put out merger feelers to the much larger Teamsters, the ILWU 
ranks reacted instinctively to this imminent betrayal of 
their interests • 

Similarly, the organization of the NMU in 1937 left only 
a shell of the old ~IU on the East Coast and Gulf--mainly 
racists and anti-Communists. The NMU leaders regarded the 
SIU with great disdain in those days. However, the conser
vative policies of the NMU leadership, its failure to take 
the lead in organizing foreign seamen, have driven it into 
a cutthroat struggle with the SIU for the dwindling number of 
jobs on American flag ships. The advantages and prestige 
which the NMU once enjoyed have disappeared: like the SIU, 
the NMU scabs on other strikers, offers to cut back on man
ning scales, packs its union with shoreside workers, witch
hunts reds, etco Gone also is the 20-year no-age pension. 
It is not Paul Hall and the SIU but the ~T bureaucrats who, 
having lost contracts to the SIU, now scream loudest for 
"unity" and "one unlicensed seamen's uniono" 

It is, in general, difficult to evaluate all of the pro
posed mergers, for the simple reason that negotiations are 
conducted behind closed doors by the bureaucrats, and the 
terms are not made availableo Nevertheless, it seems clear 
that these mergers are a substitute for united labor action 
against the bossses, attempts to bolster sagging memberships 
without organizing the unorganized, "solutions" to jurisdic
tional raiding by giving up the relative gains of one section 
of the class, rather than extending them to other workers, 
etc. This is true of proposed mergers like CWA-Postal Workert 
or AFT-NEA, as well as the above-cited mergers between the 
CIO unions and their AFL counterpartso 

POSTAL WORKER-CWA 

A recently-proposed merger involved the 450,000~member 
CWA, the 280,OOO-member American Postal Workers Union (APWU) 
and the 200,OOO-member National Association of Letter CarrierE 
(NALC) 0 .APWU and NALC (both AFL-CIO) are the two most impor
tant of four unions that represent postal workers (the others 
being Laborers International (AFL-CIO) and the National Rural 
Letter Carriers Association) 0 Recent conventions of APWU, 
NALC and CWA approved the setting up of 5-man merger commit
tees in each union to draft a constitution for the proposed 
new union. In the spring of 1973, however, the NALC leader
ship announced that for its part, anyway, merger plans were 
offo The stated reasons given were that the proposed set up 
would too sharply increase the per capita dues of NALC mem
bers, would underrepresent NALC membership at union conven
tions and would eljmjnate the referendum election of national 
officers (instituted at the last NALC convention over the 
opposition of the current leadership!) 0 
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While it is difficult to analyze all the factors invol
ved, the essential dynamics seem to be the relationships 
among the postal unions, with the Beirne bureaucracy eager to 
gain the benefits of playing off the squabbling postal unionso 
The rumored CWA-APWU merger would, in effect, be a substitute 
for one union for all postal workerso (The relations between 
the postal unions are demonstrated by the very division be
tween NALC and APWUo The APWU itself, founded in 1971, was 
a merger of 4 postal unions but could never come to terms 
with NALCo The CWA serves as a screen behind which the NALC 
and APWU bureaucrats continue their sniping at each other, at 
the expense of postal workers) 0 

Further, it is clear that a CWA-AFWU merger, on the 
terms the bureaucrats envision, would in no way be a prepara
tion for a real struggle against the bosses, for the union 
shop and the right to strikeo Present laws outlaw the union 
shop for postal workers; and it appears that postal union . 
bureaucrats are willing to settle for the agency shopo Thls 
is convenient for Beirne, who could safely continue his open 
("agency") shop operations in a merged uniono And, as Presi
dent Filbey of APWU put it in the July journal of the APWU: 
"The power to strike would give us that weighto But it is 
increasingly obvious that Congress is not yet in a mood to 
provide us with that kind of righto Merger with the CWA may 
provide one shortcut ooo l1; that is, a substitute for fighting 
for the right to strikeo 

AFT-NEA 

Another rumored merger involves the 385,OOO-member AFT 
and the 104 million-member NEAo (While it is incorrect at 
this point to consider the NEA a "company union," NEA locals 
have only recently begun to employ the strike as a weapon 
and the union's tradition of I1professionalism l1 correlates 
with a real backwardness in union consciousness among much of 
the membership) 0 Without going into much detail here, it is 
important to note the history of jurisdictional raids, strike
breaking, etco between these two unions, which continue to 
this day despite rumors of merger disseminated by the bureau
cratic topso 

Two of the "conditions" for merger presented by the NEA 
are 1) nonaffiliation with the AFL-CIO and 2) racial quotas 
for the union executive boardo Of the reactionary character 
of the first demand, little need be said; of the second, this 
is not only tokenism but a measure of the hypocrisy of the 
NEA leaderso Since the AFT represents urban areas, with 
relatively large numbers of black teachers, while the NEA is 
more heavily drawn from the suburbs, this means in effect 
quotas for the AFT leadershipo The SWP gives support to the 
NEA over the AFT, in view of the former's ostensibly more 
progressive policies for Vietnam and racial issueso While it 
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is true that the heavily Shanker-ir~luenced AFT bureaucracy 
takes a number of socially eonservative positions, it should 
be noted that the NEA's "social responsibility" includes 
"support for the community"--that is, strikebreaking, as it 
has often advocated in AFT urban strikes (as in the last 
Philadelphia teachers' strike). 

FOR TRADE-UNION UNITY 

The precondition for the AFL-CIO merger was the deterior
ation of the CIO unions and expulsion of militants and com
munists from their ranks. This made merger acceptable to the 
AFL labor fakers. It should not be construed from this fact, 
however, that socialists oppose orgarlic unity within the 
labor movemento On the contrary, we must fight for such 
unity on a class-struggle basis. The T-1 group we support 
calls for the following minimum conditions to be met in con
structing lI one militant 0 o o union , " (embracing T-1, T-2 and 
other related sections of the industry). 
a) Democratic unionism--full discussion of all issues, in

cluding merger proposals; right to express opposition 
viewpoints 

b) Parity--no sacrifice of benefits of any section of workers 
c) Commitment to international organizing 
d) No government intervention in unions and labor movement. 

--submitted by Jay Brule, 
3 November 1973 
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UNION ~lliRGERS IN THIS PERIOD 

by Joseph Seymour 

Our position on union mergers derives from our position in favor 
of industrial unionism, ,."hich, in turn, derives from our position in 
favor of trade unionism--i.e., the inclusive organization of "7orkers 
in units maximizing their economic leverage. Stronger industrial 
unions produced through mergers do not, in themselves, guarantee a 
higher level of class struggle, any more than anykInd of organiza-
tional structure can. This depends decisively on the union leader
ship and consciousness of the ranks. However, more inclusive indus
trial unions provide the o~ective organizational ba~is for a higher 
level of class struggle. -Therefore, we have a predisposition in fa
vor of mergers. 

There are three reasons for opposing mergers. One is vThere the 
merger is not along industrial union lines, but rather produces an 
inherently-fragmented structure more easily subject to bureaucratic 
control. T\vO is if the terms of the merger mean a significant de·-
terioration in democratic rights or economic advantages for the mem
bers of one or both unions. And three is "There the primary purpose 
of the merger is to allm"l an unpopular incumbent facing a rank-·and
file revolt to escape into a stronger bureaucratic machine. The un-
derlying principle is that mergers along industrial union lines 
should be supported, except \vhere they lead directly to a lONer level 
of class struggle • 

Differences with Comrade Brule 

It is clear that comrade Brule does not accept the above prin
ciples. Rather he would support mergers only on the basis of a pos
itive program representing a higher level of class struggle than 
that pursued by the blO unions prior to the ,merger. In other words, 
c'.)mrade Brule would support mergers only in the context of general 
leftward motion, probably involving a rank-and-file revolt against 
the inCUmbents. Comrade Brule's position means not supporting most 
mergers in this period and amounts to an unjustifiable bias in favor 
of the organizational status quo, which is, itself, simply a tempor
aLY result of past splits and mergers. 

A central part of comrade Brule's argument is that mergers in 
this period are irrelevant; that they do not result in working class 
unity even in the most elementary trade union sense~ 

, 

II I 'vould contend that the mergers in the post-T'lorld ~'Jar II period 
have been of a reactionary character, in no ,."ay different from 
the generally reactionary policies pursued by the trade-union 
leadership. The realignments effected by union mergers ,."ere 
simply one aspect of the jurisdictional conflicts fomented by 
the labor bureaucracy. . • These mergers, which brought a tempor
~~~ end to jurisdictional battles, are no more supportable than 
is an imperialist 'peace' that follows an imperialist ,."ar (as 
in Vietnam) . " 

The logic of comrade Brule's position is not to 9Ppose, but to 
abstain on most union mergers. The only basis for opposing a merger 
is that the existing situation is more beneficial to the "lOrkers 
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than the post-merger situation ",ould be. 

In contrast to comrade Brule, I contend the steps toward an in
dustrial union structure are progressive, even in this period. Not 
least important, such a structure determines the objective organiza
tional strength which a successful communist opposition will inherit. 
Most unions mergers will be beneficial or harmful to the interests 
of the class, although often in long term effect. 

It is certainly true that workers often have an exaggerated no
tion of the benefits of a merger. Such illusions are part of the 
general illusions about trade unionism. That \'lOrkers have illusions 
about the benefits of mergers is no more reason for opposing them 
~han that unorganized workers have inflated expectations about the 
benefits of unionization is a reason for opposing unionization. 
Rather if a merger is objectively beneficial, we should support it 
while pointing out ~ropagandisticallx that the Q9tentially greater 
strength of the post-merger union "l.vill not be used by the reactionary, 
incumbent bureaucracy i it "'Till only be used by a militant leadership 
committed to the class struggle. 

The AFL-CIO Herger Reconsidered --- --- --- ------ ------------
The criteria for supporting the merger of two business union 

federations is different than that for supporting the merger of t'V10 

unions along industrial lines. Hmvever, an analysis of the AFL-CIO 
merger is both historically and methodologically significant. 

Comrade Brule is absolutely correct in noting that a pre
condition for the merger \-las the rightward degeneration of the CIO. 
However, it by no means follmvs from this fact that the merger, as 
such, should be opposed--a confusion of cause and effect. The only 
reason the Trotskyists condoned the existence of two competing 
business union federations in the 1930-40's ",as that, given the cir-
cumstances, a merger could only mean a marked right",ard shift in the 
CIO and, therefore, in the general political climate. By 1954 this 
was no longer true and there was no programmatic justification for 
the independent existence of the CIO. The merger was desireable both 
because it resulted in a certain organizational unity for the class 
an~ helped destroy the illusion that the CIO ~f 195! was fundamen
tally to the left of the AFL. 

The only reason for opposing the merger might be the CIO's cap
itulation to the racist practice of the building trades. However, 
this was acceptance of the status quo, not an actual worsening of 
the conditions of blacks "l.1i thin the labor movement. Had the merger 
resulted in the initiation and spread of racist practices throughout 
the labor movement, it clearly would have been necessary for commu
nists to oppose it. As it was, the CIO committed an ideological be
trayal which its rightward degeneration had stripped of practical ef
fort. A better formal position on the black question was not a sup
portable basis for the continued independent existence of the 1954 
CIO. 
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Concrete Cases 

I have greater agreement with comrade Brule over some of the 
concrete cases he deals with. The Cv7A-postal worker merger should 
be opposed on straight industrial union grounds. Given the funda
mentally different legal situation of federal government employees, 
a union of the phone company '''lorkers tvi th a fraction of the postal 
workers could only be an artificial, jerry-built structure, lacking 
organic cohesion. Moreover, comrade Brule is undoubtedly correct in 
seeing the proposed merger as a substitute for a merger of the two 
major postal unions, which should be our goal at that level. 

A merger of the National Education Association with the AFT is 
clearly desireable in principle. However, comrade Brule is correct 
in asserting that a minimum condition for our support is that the 
resulting union be affiliated with the AFL-CIO. This is particularly 
important in a petty bourgeois union heavily subject to scabbing. From 
our standpoint, the most important value of teacher unionism is vleld
ing the petty bourgeoisie to the industrial vlOrking class. 

However, comrade Brule's examples are one-sided. They deal 
neither with past mergers, which are unobjectionable, or with situ
ations where mergers should take place, but the bureaucracy is op
posed. Two of the most important mergers in the past decade t"lere 
that of the Mine, 11ill and Smelter (rlI1S) v1i th the Steehvorkers and 
that of the Packinghouse ~'Jorkers ,."ith the Amalgamated Butcher ~'Jork
men (Am']). In neither case can the merger be condemned as generally 
~egressive. The ~~S-Steelworkers merger directly laid the basis for 
the long copper strike in the late 1960' s, 'l.vhich \"ould have been 
beyond the financial capacity of the old I'1HS. The post-merger ABU 
is a relatively militant and politically liberal union, it \-las the 
only national union to organize a work stoppage against Nixon's wage 
control. 

The decades-long conflict between the UE and the IUE has been 
disastrous for electrical product workers* making:General Electric 
an unusually anti-labor company. A merger of the UE and. IUE is 
clearly warranted. The Machinist-UATt] conflict in aircraft has like
wise been disastrous, for example, leading to UAvJ plants being open 
when l-lachinist plants were on strike in the fall 1971. Either the 
aircraft components of the UAH and Machinists should be merged into 
a separate industrial union, or the UA1:,] and rvrachinists should merge 
as a step toward creating a general metahvorkers union similar to 
the German I G Hetall. 

Hinimum Conditions 

The minimum conditions for supporting a merger should be ne~~
~~ve; that the merger does not cause a lowering of the class strug
gle for the unions involved. Of course, t'le use the merger prospect 
and negotiations to agitate for key elements of our full program; \ve 
do no~ ~~tate for a merger on the basis of minimum conditions. How
ever, our agitational demands are not our minimum conditions. 

Comrade Brule proposes the following mi~imum conditions as a 
norm for supporting mergers: 
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liThe T-l group \.,re support calls for the followiag minimum condi
tions to be met in constructing 'one militant . • • union, I, (em
bracing T-l, T-2 and other sections of the industry). 

a) Democratic unionism--full discussion of all issues, including 
merger 'proposals; the right to express opposition viewpoints 

b) Parity--no sacrifice of benefits of any section of workers 

c) Commitment to international organizing 

d) No government intervention in unions and labor movement." 

Conditions a and b conform to the principles developed in this 
document. However, conditions c and d are advanced clasS struggle 
demands, presently supported only by reds, indeed only by the SL. 
Comrade Brule's minimum conditions are tantamount to communist lead
ership of the unions before the merger. Comrade Brule's document is 
at variance with the traditional and, I believe, correct Trotskyist 
position of supporting steps toward an industrial union structure, 
even under bureaucratic leadership. 

3 January 1974 
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T0UARDS CLARIFICATIOH OU ':!OHKERS CO~1TRO;\!t 

by K. Douglas (Detroit) 

There has L,een a sporadic discussion of Harkers control and 
related questions in the SL for some time. From the Chicago TU 
conference in Dec. 19]2 i to the ~iov. 1973 ilid~'!est Regional Con
ference, that discussion centereCl on various aspects of the auto 
program. Simul£an-eolisly; corrtiarres have ""baa an opportunity to see 
sl.milar points 'larked out by trade union caucuses we support, 
particularly in the \>lOrk of the acti ve l'~ili tant Action Caucus of 
the CNA. In various letters, programs, and publications a \vide 
range of formulations and conceptions have appeared. Hany of 
these are vague, misplaced, and wrong. 

12. 

This document does not purport to re\,lri te in detail these 
various programs. By its critique, it aims at conceptual clarifi
cation, and the prompting of further discussion, which should re
sult in much needed revisions. 

The following questions should be examined: 

management prerogatives: 
control? 

"7hat is their relation to workers 

2) shop committees: when and hO\", do "Ie motivate their existence 
and their tasks? 

3) IlHanagement off the shop floor:" is this a necessary or suffi-,. 
cient condition for workers control? is the election of work
ers to olt'q1:l11ize the shops I jobs synonYMous l"ith t,-!Od:ers I control? 

4) IINationalization under \'lorkers control ~ II does this "short
hand II term adequately and correctly express our prograr.~? 

Semantics, Revisionism, and Histor~ 

The term 1I\'lorkers control I! is sufficiently broad to have en
compassed a wide range of meanings. It has been grasped by re
visionists Hho cling to Harxist terminology '-lhile broadening con
cepts to fit reformist politics. This tendency has been facili
tated by language itself. In French, German, and Italian for 
instance the word "control" generally means "to check or to ver
ify" (as in open the books), while in English control has a more 
forceful connotation of actual pm'ler to make decisions and to 
regulate. 

The vagueness of the word \. control" has allowed virtually the 
entire left--not to mention elements of the trade union bureaucracy, 
and, on occasion, even bourgeois parties--to claim ,yorkers control 
as their own. But the Bolshevik conception and use of the slogan 
is a far cry from Leonard Uoodcock's admiration of the SPD's co
determination, the semi-syndicalism of Andre Gorz, the Pabloites 
adoration and popularization of Lip, Handel's "anti-capitalist 
structural reforms,ll or the Britons' Coates and Topham IS' indus~
trial democracy." 
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While the main points at issue in the SL fall to the left of 
the positions mentioned above, maximum possible precision on our 
part is needed to distinguish our goals and methods from theirs. 
Further, we must be able to caoitalize on the more generalized 
sentiment for workers control that may be generated by our o'ppon
ents, as the Bolsheviks did, in order to cut the' groliha trom be
neath ~ and lea(rt~s·entIrnent--t.o\;r-aras--t1ie captu~.£.or-state 
power. -

There is of course a certain tension involved in abstracting 
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a demand like workers control from other transitional demands to 
which it is linked (i.e. expropriation, workers government) without 
creat~ng a static, isolated 90n£~!ion __ ~.lfi_~_c::.~ transforms--wc;>rkers con
trol 1nto a reformist e.n.g in gnd of itself. ·rh1s-i:.~er"1S the 
classic-rev1g..Qni.s.t..p-lw..:·· . it is preci~_w.ba:t-p(_h.-"a_~_ done" to 
1130 for 40." .'--

This problem is even more acute with workers control. The de-
mand "workers control" characterizes a fluid and vola . f 

re uce to or ormu ae. Indeed, 
historical experience suggests at revolutionary reality unfolds 
in a manner infinitely more varied and rich than we can reasonably 
foresee in detail. Our goal then is not to create slogans that 
predict every step of the masses, but ones which are sufficiently 
broad to encompass the probable developments and sufficiently pre
cise to lead in the direction we desire. 

Trotsky's most succinct statements on workers control are 
found in the Germany writings, where he describes the character of 

• workers control: 

« 

Workers control through factory councils is conceivable only on 
the basis of sharp class struggle, not collaboration. But this 
really means dual power in the enterprises, in the trusts, in 
all branches of industry, in the whole economy. (Strusgle 
A~ainst Fascism in Gerrnan~, p. 78) 

The contradictions, irreconcilable in their essence, of the 
regime of workers control will inevitably be sharpened to the 
degree that its sphere and its tasks are extended, and soon will 
become intolerable. A way out of these contradictions can be 
found either in the capture of power by the proletariat (Russia) 
or in the fascist counterrevolution, which establishes the 
naked dictatorship of capital (Italy). (Ibid., p. 82) 

Trotsky's essential points can be reduced to the following: 
~ w5rkers control and dual power can occur only as the product of 

vas!. eroletarian offensive, a shatteringfof.,traditiona!:rremplo¥,er
~ployee relations, and lithe convulsing of the bourgeois state. I 

~ While the creation of factory committees may not run exactly 
parallel with the creation of soviets, and while lIownership and 
right of disposition remain in the hands of capitalists," the 
process of control over credits, raw materials, markets, etc. will 
press inevitably towards the seizure of the means of production 
and state power. €> Such ~ unstable situation £~~ be 
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indefinite. Either the workers will-aeize ~~~ or be thrown back 
~y an enraged 6Onrgeo~sie. -----

Trotsky's position is based on the experience of the factory 
committees that swept Europe and Russia during and after titVI. 
While factory committees emerged in a number of countries, the ex
periences of Germany, Italy; and Russia provide adequate illustra-
tion 0 elated character of factory committees, workers 
cont 1 ' ro e an e se~zure 0 a .• It-fs 
precisely these connections t a mus e c ear in our propaganda. 
The fundamental lesson is that the forms of dual power guarantee 
nothing: the steeled discipline of a revolutionary party with 
the correct slo~ans and ~olic~ was necessary to transform acute 
revolutionary crisis;-Complete with workers councils encompassing 
the proletarian masses, into the seizure of power. 

In Germany, the inability of the ~p'artacusbund/KPD to over
come the semi-syndicalism of the revolutionary shop stewards (who 
had built a network of rank and file committees centered in the 
Berlin metal industries in opposition to the war since 1914 and 
had led many strikes over economic issues), the centrism of the 
USPD, and the still enormous political weight of the SPD sealed 
the fate of the revolutionary crisis of 1918-19. The general 
strike, which toppled the government, forced the abdication of the 
Kaiser and which spread workers councils allover Germany in a 
week's time, was settled on "peaceful" economic terms. The KPD's 
plan for a government based on these committees was dashed on the 
rocks of the First Congress of Councils which handed all power to 
the Evert-Scheidemann-Noske dominated Council of People's Com
missaries, pending the convocation of a National Assembly. (For 
the KPD's plan, see Helmut Gruber's International Communism in the 
Era of Lenin, p. 104.) Again, in the revolutionary crisis o~1923, 
and the turmoil of the early thirties, the re-vitalization of the0 factory councils was not matched by the ability of the KPD to lead 
the workers to power. Fascism's iron heel was the result. 

Similarly in Italy, the inability of the Ordine Nuovo group of 
Antonio Grarnsci to lead the factory committee movement (initiated 
largely by them) to the seizure of power can be laid to their 
failure to defeat the centrist Serrati and reformist Turati wings 
of the PSI. Indeed, prior to the April 1920 General Strike in 
Turin in defense of the factory councils, Grarnsci believed that 
the councils themselves could counter-balance and renew the PSI 
by their inclusion of the revolutionary masses, without the need 
of a split in the party. (See John Carnrnet's Antonio Grarnsci and 
the ori9ins of Italian Communism, pp. 77-88, for Grarnsci's devel
oping v~ew of the party-council relationship.) The crushing de
feat of that strike, isolated and unaided by the PSI leaders who 
prattled about factory councils and workers control in principle 
while watching both being-smashed in Turin, convinced him other
wise. But the great September upsurge, in which factory commit
tees ran occupied factories allover Italy, carne while Grarnsci's 
influence was still largely rstricted to Turin and was again be
trayed by the~SI leadership. The PSI was offered leadership of 
the movement by th~ General Confederation of Labor, declined it, 
and the CGL settled for economic gains that were wiped out <"li thin 
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a year. The capitalists, fearful that the government which had 
temporized during the crisis could no longer protect their in
terests, turned to Hussolini. 

The other side of the workers control movement developed in 
Russia. The Boloheviks' ski.l.lfn] intersection of that mc>~~me!!t 
w!rrants mpre atte~~ioE. 

After the February revolution, workers committees mushroomed 
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• in factories allover Russia. The absence of recognized, pre
existing, well organized trade unions gave them a dynamic role of 
importance. The Provisional Government wa~ forced to recognize 
them for bargaining in a decree or April 2~, 1917. While many of 
the committees originally launched struggles around wages, the 

.. 

8 hour day and working conditions, their scope soon broadened. In 
confirmation of Trotsky's theory of the Permanent Revolution, 
workers in a situation of extreme capitalist crisis saw no par
ticular reason to accept negative repli~s to their demands. Man
agement intransigence was met b; :y;;Y-conceivable ~~pect of_oEe~ 
interveIlt10n by th~.J:{Qrkers j il th; management of aff air~ opening 
o~-rs-;'-and ontrigbt soiaQ~Q. of the plants in the face of 
loclbUt~losures. (See Maurine Brinton's The Bolsheviks and 
Workers~Controi, p. 2 for an example of the extensive guidelines 
established by the Factory Committees of the Petrograd War Indus
tries.) 

As today, all left parties p~id at least lip service to the 
concept of the control of production. The anarchists and syndical
ists saw in their fairly substantial base in the factory committees 
the essence of revolutionary organization of production minus the 
state. The Mensheviks and SRs, busily seeking to shore up the 
Provisional Government, spoke of the necessity of "control" admin
istered by the state, wrapped in Marxist orthodoxy. 

The Bolsheviks initially did not have a clear position on 
workers control as such. It had not been part of the Party Prog
ram prior to February and was not mentioned in a party document 
till May. The April Theses spoke in points 7 and 8 of "control by 
the Soviets of tvorkers Deputies" over banks, production and dis
tribution (Ct-J, v. 24, pp. 23-24),but did not address itself to 
workers control by the factory committees. 

1 

1(.., 

But the actual course of events forced the rapid development 
of the Bolshevik conception. Minorities in both the growing trade 
unions and the Soviets, the Bolsheviks looked increasingly to the 
popular and more audacious factory committees. Lenin, with in
creasing clarity, focused the task of the party with respect to the 
committees as undercutting their anarcho-syndicalism by embracing 
their assaults on private property and pointing out that only "All 
Power to the Soviets" could assure and develop workers control (CH, 
v. 26, p. 105). In the context of widespread capitalist sabotage, 
Lenin stressed the inspection of all books as the "very key to all 
control" (C~l, v. 25, p. 338) but also spoke in more and more detail 
of the necessity of including workers in the directing organs of 
the companies, banks and commercial enterprises (CW, v. 24, p. 426). 

, 
I , 
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The party's success was registered not only by iLS strength 
in the fact~ry committees' stronghold, the Petrograd metal workers, 
but also by the overwhelming passage of the Bolshevik resolution 
to the first Full Conference of Petrograd Factory Committees, 
doubly significant because it was the first large representative 
body to yield a sizeable Bolshevik majority. (E.ll. Carr, The Bol
shevik Revolution, v. 2, pp. 66-67) Bolshevik 1nfluence was such 
that prior to gaining majorities in the Petrograd and Moscow So
viets, Lenin considered utilizing the factory committees as the 
organizational base of the insurrection. 

The factory committees did not retain most of their functions 
after the seizure of power; the transition from· dual power to the 
proletarian state absorbed most of their functions into the trade 
unions and the Supreme Council of National Economy (Vesenkha) and 
its regional and local committees. But the invaluable lesson for 
~ is tha~ th~ ~rt:l. had been able tomaXImize !..ts inf*"uence ~nd 
und~rcut 1ts oPEonents ~ ~ advocac~ £~ factor~ comm1ttees, 
w~rkers contr?l and Sov!..et £ower. Conversely, in Germany and Italy 
where revolut10nary parties of sufficient strength to resolve dual 
power in favor of the proletariat were lacking, the workers were 
smashed. All three cases demonstrate Trotsky's point: factory 
co~ittees and workers control cannot exist indefinitely--they 
serve either as a tranS1 t1On-fo~"state-'-p6wer-or--Eo'-'ca:pTt:ali'st'l::eac-
~ The cruB1al a1fterence """1SCf"etermined by 'EllepoIicTers-;--prog
ram, and strength of""-ehe··vanguard··party·-;;············· .... 
~ __ ... ____ ._h_. __ ._. __ .. _._..................... ... ... ..... . 

Recognition of the crucial role of the party and the necessity 
of its skillful wielding of the correct, precise slogans should 
underline the examination of SL, and SL-supported, formulations. 
The growth of our influence in the working class movement gives ur
gency to the clarification of our views. Theoretical sloppiness 
will bear its fruit in the future. 

Management Prer9.9:.ativ~ 

The unclear relationship of management prerogatives to workers 
control in the first draft auto program (contained in Auto Pre
Caucus Newsletter, 11/24/72) was raised by Comrade Nelson at the 
Chicago TU conference. This same confused relationship has been 
present in other SL supported '1'0 material. 

The "End r-1anagement Prerogatives--For t·Jorkers Control of In
dustry" point of the draft auto program made a number of valid 
criticisms of the collective bargaining tradition engineered by 
Reuther: swapping wage gains for productivity increases and letting 
management exercise virtually unfettered dominance over shop floor 
conditions. The '73 negotiations furthered this tendency: locals 
were ordered to stay on the job or go back to work prior to resolving 
local agreements. A portent of things to come was given by GM's de
mand (l.atelT J'li tlndrawnl -to eliminate the local right to strike over 
production standards.' 

While these are valid and necessary points to make concerning 
the nature of Big 3-UAW bargaining, they present a rather narrow 
motivation for workers control. They seem to make the case for 
workers control stem largely from "better working conditions" or 
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"anti-hilrrassment" sentill:ent. vlhile we need to highlight and op
pose the most obnoxious manifestations of private ownership and 
bourgeois rule in each industry in its particularity, it should 
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be clear that these are a point of departure and not the sum toto 
of our motivation for workers control. (Recall that the council 
movement in Germany rose in opposition to the war, in Italy against 
inflation, wage cuts and lockouts, and in Russia for the 8 hour day 
and against economic collapse.) Ne ~ co~ine a focus ~~ ShOE~ 
f~ re~ated iss~ with the ~ ~~~~ral.understandin~.that t~e 
£roletar1at's desire to maintain its live11hood ££~els 1ts ~ct!~ 
int~~ention into the-affairs of caEitalist management. 

If the second paragraph of this section in the first draft 
auto program is an attempt at a broader focus, it is nevertheless 
a complete mishmash. Its central failing is the apparent equation 
of expropriation with workers control. Are they the same thing? 
What is the relationship between them? One cannot tell. The 
paragraph is basically a motivation for social ownership over pri
vate property. 

l'le challenge the idea that we must passively submit to a life 
of wage slavery--we believe that the productive power of our 
collective work should be harnessed to serve us and society as 
a whole, rather than our labor pm.,er being harnessed to in
crease the private property of a few capitalist exploiters. 
We ~ fight to wre~t control of industr~ from t~ese t~rants-
~ call for their eXEr0E.ri~tion with no comEensat10n. Tn7s·; demand 
has nothing· to do·with phony-nationalization schemes wh1ch 
simply seek to have the workers pay the capitalists' debts with 
their taxes. (Auto Newsletter, p. 14, emphasis mine) 

Then there follows a list of demands: 

A steward for Every Foreman, Workers Control over Line Speed 
and Working Conditions, Strikes against Layoffs and Speedup, 
End Probation, For a Union Hiring Hall, Workers Control of 
Hiring and Firing, Expropriate Industry under l'lorkers Control. 

The combination of demands concerning union representation, 
working conditions, layoffs, speedup, hiring and probation all 
under the rubric of "Ending Management Prerogatives- .... for l'lorkers 
Control," (without any explication of their connection) seems 
designed to leave militants puzzled. It fails to make clear 
either what management prerogatives are and how we aim to negate 
them, ~;: what work.ers control is. 

The same jumbling of demands can be seen in the material of 
the Militant Action Caucus. Though its most recent material is 
not singular in its history in this regard, Militant ~ction, nos. 
10 and 11 illustrate the point. Under "Decent Working Conditions" 
goes the kitchen sink: union control of the shop floor, no man
agement on the shop floor, high pay, full cost of living, no mon
itoring, no speedup, no forced overtime, end all management priv
ileges in the contracts, no forced transfers, full medical and 
dental coverage, ad infinitum. 
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In a more refined fashion Comrade Knox's letter to Douglas 
of Oct. 28, '73 pursues the same confusion by combination. On 
pages 4 and 5 under paragraphs detailing workers control we find~ 
no discrimination or preferential treatment, line speed and job 
description fixed by contract, local right to strike, one steward 
for every foreman, no dropping':of grievances without the workers' 
consent, etc. . 
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In the first draft auto program, the MAC material, and Knox' 
letter there are many supportable demands. Some relate to shop 
floor conditions, some to ending management prerogatives and some 
to workers control. Most in a rather broad sense are connected to 
each other in some way. But with no explanation of these connec
tions, the "pile it all in one point and call it workers control" 
approach both obscures the essential character of the diverse de
mands and ca-Ils things "workers control" that are not. 

Management prerogatives are generally thought of in the Amer
ican labor movement as all those rights and powers of managerial 
sovereignty which flow from the private ownership of property and 
over which collective bargaining does not obtain. These areas are 
normally designated in the contract: i.e., the "management rights" 
section of the Chrysler contract or the "company responsibilityiJ 
section of the Ford contract. 

Related to this are certain contractual guarantees of excep
tional management rights under special conditions as in "overtime 
to make up for acts of God" in auto, or the "needs of service ll clause 
which is frequently invoked to abrogate contract protection in the 
CWA. 

"Ending management prerogatives,1I also, has a fairly commonly 
accepted meaning: bringing in to the field of collective bargain
ing as negotiable issues those items the union wishes to bargain 
on, and eliminating "special rights" under "extraordinary circum
stances. 1I 

We of course cannot be indifferent to these limitations on the 
scope of bargaining. We must struggle for the broadest expansion 
of the negotiable issues: no issue should simply be the IIpreroga
tive of management." For instance, of critical importance in auto 
is the demand that "line speed be in the contract," particularly at 
a time of increasing speedup in the industry. 

----What should be made clear is that these demands are different~ 
han the call for workers control: "Line speed in the contract" "
s not the same as "workers control of line speed." 'VJhile the for
er aims at~ringing a particular issue into collective bargaining, 
orkers control~aches the normal boundaries of collective bar-
aining ana essentiaiiy mu im osed on management. To speak of 
orkers control end in management preroga ~ves ~s c"Stretch the 

mmonly held meaning of the latter out of any recognizable shape 
d to confuse our demands for workers control with demands for 
panded bargaining scope. 
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The difference bet\'I7een making line speed a negotiable issue 
and telling management what the speed shall be (or vetoing its 
decisions), or between a union hiring hall and telling management 
how many more workers shall be hired are real differences. But 
by no means do they contradict each other, any more than workers 
control conflicts with expropriation. Nor do demands which ad
dress specific shop floor issues (better conditions) or union rep
resentation (a steward for every foreman) conflict with the ending 
of management prerogatives. But they are not synonymous and do 
represent a different weight in the scale of our program. I would 
suggest that the clarity of the MAC program, for instance, \-lould 
be served by a progression from working conditions to management 
prerogatives to workers control, with the appropriate demands con
nected to each point, rather than throwing them all in together. 

Clarity is desirable, not simply as a method of science, but to 
distinguish us from our opponents who mix together supportable re
form demands, "good things for the workers ll platitudes, and label 
it all workers control in reformist fashion. For example, a local 
offices election leaflet (undated) of the IS supported voi£~ of the 
Chrysler ltlorkers at Dodge Main listed under "v.]orkers Control of 
ConditionS-in the Plant" (later these same demands appeared in a 
leaflet listed under "Representation"!): demands for the enforce
ment of existing contract protection, local lli",aders must II arouse and 
give leadership to the entire union, reestablishment of the line 
steward system to 'start forcing the company to end their harass
ment'" and the establishment of a Stewards Council to coordinate the 
work of the Chief Stewards. with some allo"lance, all supportable 
demands--but not workers control! 

The conceptual distinction between management prerogatives, 
other kinds of shop demands and workers control does not imply a 
rigid compartmentalization in the course of the class struggle. 
History has repeatedly demonstrated that skirmishes over limited 
issues can spillover into fundamental confrontations between cap
ital and labor,posing the questions: lvho shall run these factories? 
Who shall rule? Crucial to this is the presence of aggressive 
revolutionary leadership. 

Particularly in America, given the conservative attitudes and 
traditions of the central bourgeoisie and the incredible timidity 
of a brittle and ossified labor bureaucracy, major class battles 
could be precipitated by conflict over relatively minor issues. 
Recent strikes, for instance, have revealed a depth of bitterness 
and a fighting fervor out of proportion to the strikers' stated 
goals. The IIflexibility" of the European bourgeoisie and union 
leaders, conditioned by a more politically conscious proletariat and 
the threat of revolution at various points, as illustrated in the 
inclusion of trade unionists in leading corporate bodies in German 
co-determination, is quite removed from the predisposition of their 
American counterparts. An escalation from a struggle over some 
management abuse into a more fundamental conflict is quite likely. 
We must, however, be able to not only determine one level of class 
struggle from another, but also to distinguish the demands that may 
start a fight from those that emerge from it. .Q.ur desire to push 
from \I 0 on the contract" to "workers control of prOduct!:on" 
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must be ever present--but it does not transform the character 
01 the dijmanM_1n£0 1dentl caI--Interclrange-ab1:e '"-ones' ~--
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This recognition should be incorporated in the presentation 
of our programs. Demands around various shop conditions or bene
fits, for ending management prerogatives, and for workers control 
should be sufficiently distinguished to make clear their essential 
meaning. If this is done, linking them together in the totality 
of our program, establishing the "flow" of our demands, will pose 
no difficulties. 

~hop Committees and Workers Control 

In sharp response to an article in ~N #29 proposing shop com
mittees to replace the existing cumbersome grievance procedure in 
auto, and in extension, to begin exercising control over other 
areas, Comrade M. Frazier wrote a letter to the CO (Oct. 18, 1973) 
arguing that the formulations used could have a "syndicalist or 
dual unionist interpretation. 1I Comrade Frazier argued that not 
only would the shop floor committee deprive the union of its legit
imate responsibilities, but also that "the building and extending 
of the shop floor committees can be interpreted as denying the 
necessity of the union caucus in struggle for the leadership in 
the unions and by extension, the role of the party in struggling 
for the leadership of the class." 

Some of Comrade Knox' formulations were probably a bit ill 
considered. Establishing committees with the right to take action 
over grievances would not itself constitute "control of the shop 
floor; Ii that would depend on what the committees did with their 
power. The only hint of anything resembling syndicalism was Knox' 
projection of reliance on the power to strike as the sole means of 
"deciding ~he outcome-Qf the s~rUggle. Comrade Frazier, however, 
did not criticize this. The weakness of Comrade Knox' formulations 
notwithstanding, Comrade Frazier's notions warrant a refutation that 
places shop committees inoontext, as a bridge from shop floor 
beefs to workers control. 

Comrade Frazier's charge that the building of shop floor com
mittees denies the necessity of organized political leadership, of 
the caucus or the party, reveals a fundamental confusion of great 
organizational and political importance. With Comrade Frazier's 
analysis, the same conflict would be said to exist between the party 
and the trade unions, soviets or any other "united frontll type for
mations. Indeed, there were Bolsheviks in 1905 who saw the rise of 
the Soviets as a threat to the political role of the party. But 
the party's struggle for the leadership of the class does not usu
ally involve counterposing itself to broader united front organiza
tions, but rather struggling for its program and leadership within 
them. There are of course exceptions: after the July days, when 
Bolsheviks were disarmed, arrested, the party banned, its newspaper 
closed, etc., Lenin withdrew the slogan of All Power to the Soviets 
on the grounds that the treachery of the present Soviets could be 
remedied by the erection in a new revolution of new Soviets (CW, 
v. 25, p. 189). The slogan was, of course, later resurrected. 
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Norm2.lly ,. howe\:'~r, t.he stru<Jgle for power in o:t·~T<miz.""'.tL·.ns of 
the claf3s i:.'1volves deepening ant: extenc1ing t.he lei.1dijl~i ro.i.e of our 
cadre and program such that these organizations serve the pursuit 
of the class struggle. Shop committees in and of themselves are 
of course not revolutionary: they become so only to the extent that 
the vanguard party, or a caucus in a union, poses revolutionary 
tasks to them and leads the workers on that path. The IS' advo
cacy of shop committees--which not so long ago they saw as the main 
tasks of revolutionaries in the union--irrespective of the question 
of political leadership, more appropriately warrants Comrade Fra
zier's fire. 

By maintaining that in a non-revolutionary period, shop commit
tees can only have a dual unionist/syndicalist thrust, Comrade 
Frazier not only glosses over the difference between propaganda, 
agitation and calls to action (we certainly do not propose that our 
friends in the unions go forth and build shop committees tomorrow), 
but also artificially and statically separates a prerevolutionary 
situation from our work now. How is the "qualitative leap in the 
consciousness of the working class" going to come about? Are we 
to have no role in that process? Do we wait for it to exist before 
we propose revolutionary tasks and organization? Comrade Frazier 
ignores that our slogans, policies and program ~ill ~~al ~ crucial 
role in stimulating and leading the workers to revolutionary class 
consciousness. 

Advocacy of shop committees is an illustration of the essential 
method of the Transitional Program; leading the workers from their 
immediate needs to the realization that they must exercise control, 
8xpropriate industry and build their own government. Key to this 
development is the policy of the vanguard. 

There are today, right now, immediately felt grievances within 
the ranks of the autoworkers which are tied up, frustrated and lost 
in the existing grievance procedure. In place of that procedure, 
we advocate not a new bureaucratic structure, but the creation of 
bodies that involve the workers at the lowest level in the settling 
of their own disputes and in the formulation of policy and action 
against the company. The vanguard must continually seek to broaden 
the scope .aftd £UftetiQn_~_~~se committee~, urgi~g the~ to inter~ene 
ever more l.~nt' s decisions, Checkl.ng thel.r actl.ons, vetOl.flg: 
th~ aag eDfQroDlg ~~ersT·prOposals. 'CbmraaeKnox pointed to this 
extension of their ro~n-..:·the disputed ~1Y_article. (The second 
draft auto PLO~~ not draw the explicit-fInk between the shop 
commi ttees and various ~sks--posed"-±n·the-·workers·· control-section; 
it should have;-The program 'of the MAC· warrants criticism in this 
respect; it is forthcoming.) 

Comrade Frazier's fear that these functions take away from pow
ers of the union betrays an identification of the "union" with the 
hierarchy, the officials, a conception common both to many workers 
and bureaucrats, but one which we must combat. Workers control must 
involve not only the inspection of accounts in the corporate offices 
but the conscious activity of the workers in the factories. 

It is of course true that every aspect of control cannot be 
carried out by committees on the shop floor. At some point either 
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the union structure must serve to generalize and direct the inter
vention into management affairs at higher levels, or it will need 
to be bypassed through the creation of factory councils. This will 
depend on the course of the class struggle: the degree to which 
the influence of revolutionaries is reflected in their holding of 
the union offices, or the degree to which the bureaucracy continues 
to hold its positions but is impotent and isolated. 

While historical experience suggests that the moribund apparatus 
will in most cases be outstripped, codifying such predictions in our 
programs would seem ill advised at this time (though I welcome com
rades with a flair for delicate formulations to offer suggestions) • 
Not only would it seem a bit "crystal-ballish" but it would almost 
certainly expose us to the charges of dual unionism, or, at best, 
of seeking to split the union. 

Trotsky stated in the Transitional Program: 

Nhere the closed shop has already been instituted in "peaceful tl 
times, the committee will formally coincide with the' usual or
gan of the trade union, but will renew its personnel and widen 
its functions. The prime significance of the committee, how
ever, lies in the fact that it becomes the militant staff for 
such working class layers as the trade union is usually in
capable of moving to action. 

What is necessary at this time is to propose bodie~ at least 
ostensibl~ within the union structure (shop committees) that can 
both form the basis for a counterposition of workers institutions 
to capitalist management and be challenged with tasks consistent 
with that goal. 

"Manag,ement Off the ShoE. Floor" ~nd 
"Union Control of the ShoE. Floor" 

"Management off the shop floor" has been a demand of the r.1AC 
for some time, was raised in tVV in connection with workers control 
in auto, and, has been discussed as generally useful in most indus
tries: III think the no foremen in the union together with lead 
workmen replacing foremen on the shop floor is appropriate in most 
industries." (letter from Knox to Bob E., 17 Jan. 1974) 

I would hold that: 1) there is misplaced emphasis on this de
mand, 2) that many comrades have come to see, or to use formula
tions which imply, that this is "necessary and sufficient" for 
workers control, and, 3) that "management off the shop floor" is 
neither a necessary condition for workers control nor is it suffi
cient to assure it. 

In most industries, it is the case that no foremen should be 
allowed in the union (though areas like public employment--where 
many titles, often as many as a third of the jobs, are nominally 
"management II titles--will present some prickly problems). Yet, 
eliminating them from the shop floor is not necessary for workers 
control. While in the course of sitdown strikes or factory 
seizures, one most likely will run all management out, there are 
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other situations of intense class conflict where this might well 
not be the case. Both in Italy during the September 1920 factory 
seizures and in Russia from February to October, the workers Qiten 
sought to keep engineering and technical personnel--who often car
ried out supervisory functions--at their posts. Lenin advocated as 
part of workers control that all the 1I0wners who have not withdrawn 
from their business and the engineering staffs should be enlisted 
without fail." (Ct"], v. 24, pp. 513-14) 

The existence of rapidly developing and powerful shop/factory 
committees might well check or eliminate the disciplinary functions 
of foremen and transform their role essentially into that of lead
men. The more obnoxious and brutal ones may well receive duty 
chipping out smoldering ingot molds or some more displeasurable fate 
at the hands of a Workers Tribunal. But, it is not our intention 
to create a caste of a few hundred thousands of "untouc~es": 
former foremen! If the workers organs of dual power are s fi
ciently strong to force management off the shop floor, they ill, 
in most cases, be strong enough to subordinate foremen to their 
will. The point is that the situation may well differ from factory 
to factory in the give and take of intense class struggle. \'lhy 
should we make a programmatic projection that may not take place or 
even be necessary? The real emphasis will and should be on the or
ganizational strength and direction of the workers'own orga~i~~tio~G 
--what to do with the foremen is an extremely subsidiary question. 

What is more disturbing than just the use of the demand, how
ever, is that the emphasis on it has led to an apparent tendency to 
see "management off the shop floor" and it,s replacement wi th lead 
workers $- 91 ecLed wlieft-wo~k9rs_~uf~~Jlt._..,LQr or .-e.¥.nonY:n.!'~! !!tth_ 
work9r~-_~rol. 

---~ "-"' ..... ""'-.. 

Whether it is consciously conceived so or not, this implication 
comes through most strongly in the material of the Ct-JA' s Hilitant 
Action Caucus. While the MAC's history has seen a wide number of 
different formulations and programmatic statements loosely related 
to workers control, they seem to be firmed up around the following 
points: 

1) SA's should be in the union and under its control (by "control" 
what is apparently meant is the elimination of management 
functions from the job and expUlsion from the union for "fink
ingtl etc.); 

2) all management should be kept off the floor, including no mon
itoring; 

3) tlUnion control of the shop floor" to insure decent working con
ditions: this demand, depending on which leaflet or issue of 
Militant Action one examines, has a wide range of points: de
mands relating to shop floor conditions and~benefits; ending 
of management prerogatives; union control should be implemented 
by the election of \'lorkers to 1I0rganize the work, make assign
ments and train new people: (MA #10, p. 2) (the problems engen
dered by the jumbling together-of these divesse demands has been 
discussed previously); 
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4) the Phone co. and all industry should be expropriated under 
workers control (as in the first draft auto program, the moti-· 
vation for this demand never distinguishes between workers con
trol and expropriation). 

An understanding of the 14AC's position on these related issues 
involves a certain amount of conjecture, which is hardly a strong 
point for any program. If SL comrades are forced to guess what 
certain slogans mean, one wonders what presumably less conscious 
workers are thinking or drawing from the program. The conjecture 
revolves around "Decent Working Conditions--'For union control of 
the shop floor" which is the corollary demand to 'IManagement off the 
shop floor. II Is this meant to be the app'l,ication of workers control 
to the particular industry, with "expropriation of phone and all 
industries under workers control" the more general slogan? Some 
leading comrades, including at least one intimately familiar with 
the industry, have expressed the interpretation that this is not 
meant to be workers control but simply a proposal for strengthening 
the union on the shop floor. If this is the case, there are at 
least two major problems. 

First there is no clear link between this proposal and the 
later demand for workers control. This lack of connection is doubly 
troublesome in light of the fact that workers control is not ex
plained, its tasks not even alluded to, in the section on "exprop
riation. • ." 

Second, MAC is then left in the position of apparently advo
cating a post-management-off-the-shop-floor but pre-workers-control 
"interim 'l period. Such a "stage" could only be characterized by 
the union taking over and carrying out for the company its former 
responsibilities and tasks: training, organizing of the work, etc. 
This is a proposal for union administration of certain lower level 
management tasks--without the power to exercise influence or control 
over the decisions that shape these tasks. With the same total 
amount of work, the same number of workers, the union assumes re
sponsibility for the operation of production, or in the case of 
phone, the supplying of the service. Such a proposal smacks unmis
takably of a union-management division of labor and cooperation in 
the provision of service. 

This problem is not eliminated if we assume the MAC does mean 
workers control by "union control of the shop 'floor. II Their formu
lations are vastly insufficient in connoting what is absolutely the 
essential core of workers control~ the intervention at all levels 
into management's powers and decision making by the organization of 
workers bodies counterposed to management, i.e. dual power. 

The thrust of MAC's motivation is against the more obnoxious 
and overt forms of management abuse, in usually a negative fashion: 
no harassment, no monitoring, no speedup, etc. This is to be solved, 
insuring decent working conditions, by replacing management over
seers with SA's controlled by the union and elected workers to 
carry out certain functions that management used to do: assigning 
and organizing the work, etc. As in the case of auto (with respect 
to the grievance procedure), we must approach our audience with a 
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sensitivity to the particularity of their problems. But the nar
rowness of MAC's motivation and the absence of any terms or formu
lations that suggest that the fight for workers control would be 
characterized by the surging forward of a workers offensive and in
tense class battles implies that once the union, or union Ilcon
trolledliworkers, carries out the functions that management used to, 
harassment ends, the problems are solved ••• and you have workers 
control. 

There is no suggestion in the ~.tAC' s Il union control r
; point that 

those decisions--in most cases the truly decisive ones concerning 
volume of·,· .-work I number of \'lOrkers available, company finances, 
etc.--that are made off or above the shop floor level will be 
touched or interfered with, or that union control of the shop floor 
will negate these higher level decisions. ~lliile it may not be 
necessary or possible to spell out exactly how these inroads will 
be made, it is necessary to maintain that intervention into and 
control over~hese decisions is crucial to the whole conception of 
workers control. 

The implication that the workers taking over certain manage-
ment functions is in and of itself workers control is not restricted 
to the areas cited above. A particularly egregious example is the 
list of demands submitted by the MAC in this year's bargaining. one? 
of the long list of demands was one that the current security guards:J'lo.,t 
be laced by union uards on the company I s DUJ.ldJ.ngs! Another .. ~ 
way of pu J.S \V'ould have been to SJ. e current • 
guards into the CWA! 

Further indirect indication of the !1AC's tendency to see re- 7 
placing management personnel with union personnel as workers control 
is revealed in their misplaced emphasis on "management off the shop 
floor. II As was pointed out earlier, the crucial question is not \ 
whether management is still around but the strength of the workers \ 
committees: who is giving the orders. But while management off ) 
the shop floor has appeared in most of MAC's material, the,.building 
of shop floor committees was raised in MA #10, but was not men- .' 
tion~_~l~~~_~ MA #11, #9, ~! i!1 U~t~ Militant 1{9_t~En'"'-~e~s, r; 
the maJ.n_..£~Q.g:J.:.:~atic document: on whJ.ch the !1AC' s conventJ.on del~
~andidate ran. All of' these-yaund room to- call 'for mana"gement 

-Off the shoE fJ.Qor .... --1! ~J)recrEfeTY-'f.l'le constrQ~!J!£?~_ ~_f~~~;:~;:'~_" 
-corom] ttees "._.however i t l.~rased ana however their relationship to 

the union i § -·eJf.EI~Ine_~'-_gn.si..the.1i_ d:LrecITon""""'£o~iaiafrever-·mo-re'·· 
auda, c~_e.l].~:roachme·iits. ~l,l .. ,.!!l~~.~9.~!I!~~:pQw.ei:;:,"-tJJ~·QEfserves the 
MAC s programma't~-aUentJ.on. -."""'''.'''' -------." ... _--_ ............................ " ..... .. 

Further, one wonders why the traditional slogan of "workers 
control" is preserved in the general point on expropriation but is 
replaced by "union control" when speaking of the shop floor. It 
may be that the MAC is seeking to make their program more accessible 
to backward workers by reference to a known and understood institu
tion, the union. I would submit, however, that "workers control" 
more ~ptly expLains what we mean and is in act more intelligible, 
since it implies an involvement of the ranks and not just a bureau
cratic replacement of existing structures with new bureaucratic ones. 
which is how I suspect most phone workers think of the "union. 1I 
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I'Jhile having a broader i!l1plication than '~union control,;' the slogan 
of workers control also leaves advantageously open ended the question 
of the administration of that control vii th respect to the relation
ship of the union to shop committees, etc • 

• 
If Comrade Frazier feared that shop committees would tend to 

undercut the union, it seems that the HAC errs in a similar but 
slightly different fashion; emphasizing the role of the union as 
the mechanism of control in an over~rigid way. The role of work
ers cqmmittees is likely to b~ even mo~rnportant in the PE~~e in
dustry where, unlike in auto, there is no closed shop, viliere many 
areas~~~~n organ~zed bL.$hC: union arul-l'!):}.~~~.~E:.~:E~~~~s"more 
than one unl.on. '1J:'Il:e'-'current POSl. tl.ons of HAC do not represent a 
d~ation I~: .. a more clear-his't6ry-'-on--l:1i~" qUesti01'l-ofworkers' con
trol. In many re-spects"~-J:t:s---ctirrei'il:'''pc'-sr£ioli~ia:re an attempt to 
make more concrete and whole conceptions that have been misused, or 
not used at-all, in the past. But the attempt at concreteness and 
relevance to the indUStry has led to its opposite: imprecision, 
misemphasis and insufficient formulations. 

HNationalization/Ex:ero:eriation Unde;: vlorkers Control'i 

The slogan of Il nationalizati-q'h" or uexpropriation" "under 
workers control" has been used standardly by the SL and by trade 
union caucuses we support. Its adequacy and precision was first 
questioned at the Mid-West Regional Conference. 

It is noteworthy that neither Lenin, nor Trotsky ever used the 
term. While both certainly advocated its constituent elements-
workers control and the expropriation of industry--they saw them 
as different but related tasks. Workers control was conceived of 
~ preparatory tQ tbe Da tiQDa11zattoo of ~ndusiry by a rey~!uE!Onary 
workers government. Nations11~Qtion would mar the transl. l.on from 
control to direct klQ;!;;kers man.sgem~llt througli 'Ene mecl'i~srn'o'r--tne '!fe,., State apparatus. - ....... ' ... -.. - P •••• ""-

What state regime corresponds to workers control of production? 
it is obvious that the power is not yet in the hands of the 
proletariat, otherwise we would have not workers control of ero
duction bu~ the ~ont~l Qf ~uction ~ th~ ~or~~ stat~ 
?!~ gn intt"Qd,J.l~n tQ. a ~dilDe of stat~ J2.~oduction on the 
foyndations Qf nation?!li~?!tion. (Trotsky, ~qgl~ Again~ 
Fasci§m, p. 78; my emphasis, KD) 

On the basis of the experience of control, the proletariat 
will prepare itself for the direct management of nationalized 
industry when the hour for that eventuality strikes. 
(Transitional Program, p. 23, 1970 S.L.L. edition) 

tve passed from workers control to the creation of a Supreme 
Council of National Economy ••• 
(Lenin, cited in Carr, v. 2, p. 80) 

The IIt3lescoping il involved in calling for expropriation under 
workers control both confuses the distinction between the two (as 
has been the case with nearly all SL supported caucus material, 
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\"hich motivate expropriation under \vorkers control \vi thout explain-
ing what \>lorkers control is) and carries a flaYled political implica
tion. For if workers control implies that the bourgeoisie still 
retains formal mvnership then "nationalization under workers control" 
appears to be a call for nationalization by the bourgeois state. 
The slogan has a logic and meaning that exists independent of how 
one might explain it in private discussion. If the workers are 
exercising "control li then sOInebody else, be it a private o\'mer or 
the bourgeois state, is exe'rcising ultimate administration and 
management. 

This is manifestly not what we mean to propose. He advQca~ 
workers con rol ow to meet the needs of the ,,,orkers and to pre
pare em for tlie nagement oTiildu·str·y-;-·buE··w .. e····insrstt1iat only 
the expropriation o:t.,ind~~-:~~:~JI[um[.~~O'f..:::'t·irr""the-interests 
of. the toilers can trul*-,ws .. ~_~~£...9~.:i:ns. of11J.s·~"t"'~k' ;-"'r5f' course, 
cannot be carr; eX 'inf. by the hQurWi}Q.lji3..'f~:...-,.Qnl~_a .. ~f~ ... G.ov-· 
e:r:nment, !!2.e n di£tators~luil J2J;.~~S.!!.Ei~1;- ~ . .?~l'! !?.!;.~~~~§..:. 

This is the whole logic of the Transitional Program, ,,,,here -:-l 
Trotsky deliberately separates the call for factory comraittees and l 
workers control from the call for expropriation of industry and the ; 
banks, and always insists on linking the latter task to the seizure I 
of state power. ~ 

In discussing the necessity for agitation focusing on specific 
groups of capitalists, Trotsky says: "we link up the question of 
expropriation with that of seizure of power by the workers and farm
ers." (Transitional Pro[ram, p. 24) 

Further, in discussing the expropriation of the banks, Trotsky 
states: "However, the state-ization of the banks will produce 
these favorable results only if state power itself passes completely 
from the hands of the exploiters into the hands of the toilers." 
(Ibid,. p. 25) 

Lenin's use of the slogan of IInationalization" had the same 
thrust. From April to October, Lenin hammered away at the measures 
necessary to avert famine, economic collapse, continued war, etc., 
not to beseech Kerensky to implement them (Comrade Benjamin notwith
standing) but to rally the workers and peasants behind these propo
sals, break them from their Menshevik-SR leaders, and demonstrate 
that thes~ tasks could onl~ be carried out ~~ the transfer ££ all 
power to the Soviets. 

The epitomal work of that period, the "Impending Catastrophe 
and How to Combat It" has precisely this character. Lenin out
lines the basic measures that were absolutely necessary, and points 
out that they would be simple to institute, were it not for the 
:" socialist" fakers r clinging to the bourgeois state. In an article 
significantly entitled "One of the Fundamental Lessons of the Revo
lution" written within one day after he completed the "Impending 
Catastrophe,11 Lenin stated: 

It is the greatest delusion, the greatest self-deception and a 
deception of the people, to attempt, by means of this state 
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apparatus, to carry out such reforms as the abolition of the 
landed estates without compensation, or the grain monopoly, 
etc. This apparatus can serve a republican bourgeoisie • • • 
but it is absolutely incapable of carrying out reforms which 
would even seriously curtail or limit the rights of capital, 
the rights of ':sacred private property, I: much less abolish 
those rights. (CH, v. 25, p. 369) 

28. 

To say that our program of expropriation of industry ~aimed 
not at convincill9 the bourgeoisie but the proletarian masses is not 
to say that we have no response if and when the bourgeoisie does 
choose to take over a company or \-Thole sections of industry. 

t-?here military industry is "nationalized, II as in France, the 
slogan of workers control preserves its full strength. The 
proletariat has as little confidence in the government of the 
bourgeoisie as in any individual capitalist. (Trans~~~onal 
Prosram, p. 34) 

Not only would we continue to advocate workers control, to 
continue to build and counterpose proletarian institutions in the 
factories, mines, etc. but the class character of the state would 
be pushed to the fore. We would say to the workers: "the govern
ment nationalizes __ !:~~_~industry only to save the capitalists from 
unprofita1:?le iny~~j;:'1Ue.n..ts':':_~t:Q=-zil13,!<~-·-tlie \vorkers pay for the capital
isW=I>aiikruptcjes-! __ C?E!.Y _a wor~~j:-s-~.~g9Y~!iiment can run these in
dustries in our interests-i iI-------------·-- - .. 

While the "muddle headed reformist slogan of nationalization ll 

almost automatically conjures up notions of the existing state takinq 
over industry a la Britain, the inapplicability of the disputed slo
gan is perhaps better illustrated by using the kind of phrase that 
has more frequently occurred in the caucus material we support: 
"expropriation of all major industry and banks under workers con
trol." If the situation is still "under workers control," who is to 
do the expropriation of this vast segment of private property? Do 
we expect the expropriators to expropriate themselves? 

Trotsky answers our question: 

He who believes that the bourgeoisie is capable of expropriating 
itself is perhaps an excellent p~~t. But, for my part, I would 
not entrust him with the funds of the smallest trade union, be
cause he is living in a dream world while we want to remain in 
the real wo~ld. 

It must be said in no uncertain terms: only a revolutionary 
government of the workers and peasants, prepared for implacable 
struggle against all the exploiters, can apply the plan, com
plete it, develop it and go beyond it along the Socialist road. 
For the proletariat this means to conquer power. (Trotsky, 
34-35 Writings, p. 229) 

In place of "nationalization" or liexpropriation under workers 
control," I would suggest that the SL utilize Trotsky's method in 
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the Transitional Program: advancing as separate, but inextricably 
linked,_points worJ~>~f§..~cc?E,~rol, expropriation of industry without 
compensation, g".~prkers .. ,g.oyerrnnent. BenThd this difference in 
Or9cf"Ili~ational form ~ies, .an important political clarification. 

This critical review of various slogans revolving around the 
question of workers control was certainly not aimed at; and is not, 
an exhaustive treatment of the topic. There is much in the huge 
vol~~e of literature on the question, in the historical experience 
of the workers movement in different countries, and in criticisms 
of the almost universally bankrupt notions of our opponents, that 
has been left unsaid,~:tJt oU1-"_i~as.e_d indus:trial involvement, 
the growing. reaaership of Harkers v:!!!SE!:~r:e, ..tlJ.,E!..Jncreasing working 
class pub] j c for the vi.ews.-OLthe SL~d-o.£"militants we support, 
has compQl.led-.ma--to---fac,U.~L}~Y attention on ~~J;.i-onsimmediately 
irurQlv.e.c;Lin..J:he-day-.to, ~lay propa-qartonox---our views, This, I be
lie~~_L.i,~ __ ~ ~ece,ssClry beginriinCj~---"-" .. -----.~ ... -, 

8 August 1974 
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Letter to Robertson and Seymour 

22 llarch 1974 

Dear [comrades]: 

I am trying to digest and assess the discussions we have had 
on the u.f. over the last couple of weeks. If I understand the 
arguments correctly, particularly as you two have advanced them, 
they seem to make sense. HO''lever, I am unsure that my assessment 
is correct and would like you to confirm it. Are you ~aintaining: 

The question of the organizational character of class struggle 
formations is a function . .Of the configuration of forces in the 
particular historical place and period and the nature of the 
existing organizations of the class. 

The need to have an organizational component (exclusion of 
capitalist parties, etc.) to thetl •. f_Jt of the "7Qrking class is 
determined by the degree to "lhich organizational unity across 
c.la§ .. s lines is an obstacle. to l:u;I,j.,ldi.J:lg an independent ,.,rorking··· 
class political movement, party and goveI::nITIent. 

Other tactical considerations, e.g., the need to establish 
contact with the \-Jorking class, supercede the need to dra\'l 
the class line organizationally in this period. 

~ ~-----

Or are you arguing that the organizational character of u.f . 
is simply the consequence of its programmatic basis? Which is, of 
course, much different. 

Realizing that this may not be your central, all-'consuming 
concern at this point, I \'lOuld be content to receive some brief 
response to these questions--like ;'yes" or "nol even. 

Comraclely, 

Henry L. [New Yorl: City] 



On The United Front Questio~ 31. 

by Joseph Seymour 

As a result of polemical simplification, particularly in com-
batting the St~, many comrades have adopted the definition of a 
"popular front;' as a "united front Hi th the bourgeoisie. i- That con-
cept first led to serious internal controvery over the San Francisco 
City College (SFCC) RCY Defense Campaign. As a result of that con
troversy a notion permeated our ranks that ,,,hile a united front ,.,i th 
bourgeois forces \'las permissible to defend democratic rights, it was 
impermissible over issues central to the class struggle (e. g. oppo·
sition to an imperialist war). This concept led to much confusion 
and controversy over the nYC local's solicitation of Paul 0 I D";yer' s 
endorsement of our British miners' solidarity demonstration. 

United Fronts and Blocs 

A part of the confusion over the united front question results 
from terminological simplification. 1 .... united front does not refer 
to any and every kind of cooperation with other political organiza
tions. A united-~J~_essml:t:j:c;J.J.y--a-eemffion action characteristi-
cally ar~ concrete, usually negative, demands on bourgeois auth
ority. The characteristic organizational form of the united front 
is a technical coordinating committee. This does not mean that a 
united front need be linited to a single event. It is possible to 
have a united front campaign, for example, a legal defense case. 
IImvever, if a united front campaign acquires significant political 

• importance, it has an immanent tendency to develop into a higher 
form of collaboration--a bloc. 

In contrast to a united front, a bloc is an open-ended agree
nent to collaborate for broadly defined aims usually involving COInmon 
propaganda/tactics,~tc. Characteristically a bloc is a unified oppo
sition to the incumbent leadersIli~~ra-wo-ikers organization. ° The 
classJ.c EIoc--uas' the;-°ZImmerwalao-LIOvement during t'1orld ~·lar--I·--the 
opposi tiona 1 fornation of all anti--,'lar socialists to the social-· 
chauvinist leadership of the Second International. For Leninls fac
tion, the Zilamenlald Ilovement ,'las vie\ved as the embryo of a ne", 
international. During the early 1930's, the French Trotskyists enga
ged in an important bloc ,'lith left syndicalists in the forn of an 
oppositional caucus, the Unitary Opposition, in the Stalinist-led 
union federation, the CGT-U. A bloc is inhe~o!:J:tlY __ i.llo unst:~~:l:~. equi
libri.um, either leading 1::9Ward regroupment/fusion or breaking apart ... 

---__ •• , .- ••••• -" - • "-- • ~ -. -- - __ _."V ______ " _ -.----.--.----- • __ •• _-_ •• _-_. --

It is CODmon for a bloc to take the form of a noninally inde
pendent r,\embersllip organizatio n(e. g. a trade union caucus). The 
actual bloc character of such an orga~~~ation is evident if its act
ivists are primarily loyal to different party organizat.ions; the bloc 
partners thus constituting the basic factions within the organizfr
tion. If the bloc breaks up, the dominant partner often retains the 
original bloc organization as a transitional instrumGnt, usually run 
along front group lines. The initiation and participation in a bloc, 
includinS that embodies in a nominally independent organization, is 
a legitimate Leninist ~ctic. Depending on concrete circumstances, 
its purpose is either an entry/raid, comnon ,.,ork leading to re<Jroup
nent/fuGion or an attempt to establish a transitonal organization 
of the vanguard party. 
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Wha t \Ias l:PA.C? 

NPAC vIas a bloc (not a united front) beb7een the snp and certain 
bourgeois politicians on a prograr.l and tactics congruent v7Ith-bour'" 
S(§.9.J..s __ J:lb~J=alTsm-"iri-tlie" T96"9-;.c.7lperiod. 'rhus i:JPAC Has a non-elector
al "popular fi6nt--r:-q 1il-fe-parallel to those set up by the Stalinists 
"against vTar, fascism," etc. in the 1930's. In terms of actual org" 
anizational pm'ler, l'IPAC ~'laS an S~7P front group', that is, the acti
vists and apparatus vlere effectively controlled by the Sr.JP/YSb. so 
that other political forces, includin<] the liberal bourgeoisie, oper' 
ated at the sufferance of the SUP. 

Our call for "Bourgeoisie Out of the Anti'~]ar Iiovementl. \-vas not 
meant as a self· sufficient progral11I:latic statement. Rather it was a 
central agitational slogan as part of a series of inter relatec de
mands constituting a revolutionary defeatist and class struggle pol", 
icy tmlarci the Vietnan Har. In no sense i'las the der.:w.nd I 'Bourgeoisie 
Out of liPAC" meant to bel' 1i.;Pl'.C tlithout the Bourgeoisie. 0 qe gave 
agitational eIllphasis, at the tirLle, to kicking out the liberal poli ti-· 
cians because their presence represented the most obvious, gross and 
unpopular manifestation of the S~JP's liberal social-chauvinism on 
the war question. 

, The Spartacist tendency had broken Ni th the SUP's II independent ,: 
antl'-\'lar organizations in 1965 vlhen, after a big fight I the prinal 
ancestor of NPAC, the i.1ational Coordinating Committee t uas formed on 
the basis of the single slogan I • Bnd the Har ~rm'7. 0 :'7e asserted such 
an organization was a deliberately conceived obstacle to a defeatist 
and class-struggle centered anti "'\'Iar campaign. \'Je further pointed 
out, at the time, that the logic and purpose of the St~ls line would 
leau to a COLlInon organization "lith bourgeois political forces (then 
represented by pacifists and liberal academics) should opposition to 
the war develop within the ruling class. The organizational entrance 
of prominent i..emocratic politicians around 1969 represented the full 
realization of and not a change in the nature of the S~7P I santi-war 
organizations. Of course, the actual presence of Har~:e et ale was 
a t>O\lerful verification of our line on the St']P and. anti- war movement 
in general, \,;hich is \vhy ue gave it so much agi tational emphasis. 

Between 1965 and the entry of prominent bourgeois politicians 
into anti-uar organizations around 1969, the SL employed a number of 
main agitational slogans in its anti"'\'lar activities, notably "Victory 
for the Vietnamese nevolutionl. and "For Labor Strikes Against the 
Uar.' These slogans (like that of i'Bourgeoisie Out of the Anti-Har 
~~ovement ,.) were not presented as self-'sufficient programmatic state" 
ments. !!,ather such slogans \;1ere attempts to encapsulate, under dif··· 
ferins conditions of intervention, a revolutionary, internationalist 
and proletarian policy tm'lard the Vietnam \'Jar. 

Gi ven the front group nature of :t1PAC, an expUlsion of the bour'· 
geois politicians could only have come about through a major left 
split in the ffi'W which destroyed the latter=s organizational control 
of i;PAC. Had such a developnent occurred in 1969'71, \'le \1ould have 
had blO tactical choices to be decided by concrete circumstances. 
One \vas opposition to any II ind(;pendent· anti""<lar organization in fa-
vor of a series of united fronts centered on working class teneencies. 
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The other tactic t,'lOuld have been a bloc of '-lorking class tendencies 
in the form of a defeatist and class struggle oriented, nominally 
inCiependent, anti~l'lar organization. The purposes of such a bloc 
are outlined in the first section. 

Democratic Versus Class Demancs 

Partly as a result of the argumentation over the SFCC defense 
campaign and partly as a result of Viet·is put fOrlvard in the past by 
comrades Charlie B. and Henry L. f there developed 'vi thin our party 
the notion of t'-IO fundamentally different types of united fronts. 
One is a united front to defend democratic rights in ~",hich bourgeois 
element~_,_i3.:J;_fLJ?_~!:mi tted; the other isaround-'cTas's demands in vrhich 
only Horkers organizatiQns can participa.te-:-'-'-U'ftc:tc';r--pr-esent condi-' 
tions, the former cquld be'eXempIified by"'a--et:tP.tpaignto get a dis
missed leftist co1iege teacher reinstated and the latter by a strike 
support cOIDrlittee. 

1" rigid dichotony bebleen ceLlocratic and class demands is inval" 
id. Clearly ~he right of a mernbeI;. of a l'lorkers party to teach in 
a public school is in the interest of the workers mover,lent. On the 
other han~, ev~n purely \·iage struggles havea_~mocratic component. 
In numerous I importantsi tuations any difference bet~;;een support for 
the democratic right to strike anc.l,,-Stlpport to an actual strike simply 
collapses. l\t thelimi t ,one should recall that the Bolshevik Revo'
lution '-las partly motivated by the need to defend the democratic in-
stitutions of the \'lorking masses from imminent Czarist reaction. .._ 
Rather than tHO kinds of united fronts, there is a continuum of soc-I 
ial struggles ranging from localized civil liberties-cases to the -
seizure of state pm-Ter by a Horkers 171ilitia, in "Thich the united 
front is an applicable tactic. 

Hhile the notion of a dichotof.'.y bet\lleen democratic and class 
issues has been associated with a leftist position in debates on the 
SL's united front activities, the concept contains the seed of a 
serious rightist deviation, particularly if applied to backlVard coun-
tries. The idea of struggles around denocratic demands normally 
involving alliances with the bourgeoisie as distinct from the strug
gle for ~rlOrkers pm'7er contain key elements of a t'-lO--stage revolution, 
if extende~ beyond episodic situations. Applied literally it would 
prevent a communist vanguard from seeking to transform a mass upsurge 
initially centered on a united front struggle for democratic rights 
into a class-based socialist revolution. 

Just as a continuum exists in the democratic/class struggle pro., 
gramIllatic character of a uni te~ front, so a continuum e:dsts in the 
degree of bourgeois participation. It is an elementary proposition 
of Earxisr,l that struggles '"1hich are objectively against the inter
ests of the bourgeoisie ,-lill be opposed by the organizations of the 
bourgeoisie. The l,lore directly and significantly the demands of a 
united front go against bourgeois interest, the less likely bourgeois 
participation. 'I'hus I ,-,hile there may be substantial bourgeois sup
port for the right of an academic liarxist to hold a professorship, 
there "lOuld not have been any bourgeois support for a committee to 
transform the recent San Francisco city ,vorkers strike into a general 
strike. Thus, the bourgeoisie is self--excluded from a given united 
front by its program and context. ---
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liThe united Front of the Horkers' 

Comrades Hho have distinguished beh!een derclocratic and class 
united fronts have related this to the Comintern's concept of the 
uniteCi front of the \,iorkers.: The concept of "the united front of 
the \'lOrkers" \vas the application of the united front tactic to a 
particular historically conditionec1 political class alignment, then 
exemplified by Germany. This political alignment inclu(~ed a r.1ass re-' 
formist workers party and consequently the general recognition by the 
wo~;ers of the need for an independent class political expression. 
Secondly, the communist vanguard had sufficient organizational \'leight 
to materially effect the outcome of a concrete strugglc and \'Tas 
therefore Vie\'leu as a desireable ally by ,.,orkers loyal to the reforM" 
ist party. A propaganda group of a feu hundred could not apply the 
uni ted front tactic to a Llany-millioned reformist party. 

'The united front of the 'tvorkers" \'JaS not a type of united front 
to be (~istinguished fron other types of united front; it \'JaS essen-' 
tially a slogan (see 18 December 1921 ECe! Directive on the United 
Front, Sec.7) to agitate for a series of united fronts betHcen the 
con®unist vanguard and reformist parties. As an agitational slogan 
it had tvlO virtues. It pointed to the contradiction betvleen the 
reformist party's claim to represent class interests and its colla
boration \'Ji th the bourgeoisie often against the communists. Second·
ly, it asserted that unity in struggle betueen the reformist party 
and communist vanguard vlould, in reality (and not merely in exemplary 
fashion), bring the full pm-Ter of the organized Horking class into 
play. 

The concept of "the united front of the Horkers" did not invol-' 
ve the mechanical excluson of bourgeois elements. i~ather in YTcstern 
Europe in the 1920's, bourgeois support for workers! struggles would 
necessarily be r.1arginal. t7here bourgeois support for ~ass struggles 
(including strikes) \'lould not be marginal"'-namely, in the colonial 
countries--the slogan of a the united front of the \'1orkers ,. was not 
consic::.cred applicable. Even in r.'lestern Europe, united fronts with 
bourgeois elements "laS not ruled out in principle. ~'7hen the French 
arr"y occupied the Ruhr in 1923, the KPD formed a united front \-7i th 
right-wing nationalists! While Radek's tactics were criticized as 
being overly embrasive (the Schl&geter line), no one considerec::. a 
united front with such forces as \,lrong in itself. ~nlen Trotsky 
called for a united workers front against fascism, he certainly did 
not mean that if a contingent fron~ the Catholic Center Party (\·,hich 
had a certain Horking-class constituency) sho\'1ec1 up to defend a union 
meeting a<jainst :nazi goons, they should be told to go home. C)ui te 
the contrary! The prinary, often dominant, purpose of "the united 
front of the Horkers II is to \vin over the base of the reformist party. 
Hm-lever, a secondary purpose is to \-lin petty bourgeois and those 
particularly bacJn-lard Horkers still tied to bourgeois parties. Such 
political elements must be permitted to participate in a united front 
under their oun organizational banners, not merely as atoTI'ized 
individuals. 

The American Question 

The "united front of the \'lorkers" presupposes both the existence 
of a mass reformist party and of a communist vanguard strong enough 
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to materially effect the outcome of labor conflicts. neither of 
these conditions are met in the u.s. today. The political class 
alignment in the u.s. resembles that of Nestern :2:urope before the 
emergence of mass "10rkers parties. The closest parallel is late 
nineteenth century Britain uhere a strong union movement supported 
the Liberal Party, uhile the \'lould·~be revolutionary socialists exist··· 
ed as propaganda groups. The "united front of the ~llOrkerst is a 
demand that the mass reformist orqanizations break with class colla
boration and struggle for the uor]-"ers interests in alliance vIi th the 
communist vanguar(l. j\' literal transposition of the Huni ted front of 
the vlOrkcrs i: to the U. s. would be a demand that the ':\FL··CIO break 
Hith the DeDocratic Party and form. a series of fighting alliances 
with the Spartacist League. Once the q~estion is posed that way, 
the inapplicability of the tactic is obvious. 

'I'his does not mean that the underlying conception behind the 
"uni ted front of the Horkers II-··the counter",posi tion to class colla
boration of unity in struggle \'lith the cormnuilists·_· is in2pplicable 
in the u.s. ~ather the principal tactical form of that counter-posi
tion cannot be the united front. The American equivalent of the tac
tic knOl'm as the"united front of the Horkers II is the labor party 
movement--a party formed through the trade unions breaking from the 
bourgeois parties and open to the program and cadre of the cOIf'lnunist 
vanguard. 

In sharpening our line against t'Johlforth, \'lG have asserted 
that a labor party (of any sort) is only a historical possibility 
and not a necessary stage in constructing a mass revolutionary 
party. In other Hords \·;e do not preclude, at this time, the linear 
development of the SL into the mass party of the American \'lOrkers 
,through direct conflict \'li th the Der.locratic Party. A fixation vli th 
the united front or its proper ll.merican analogue, the labor party, 
tends tmlard a two-stage theory of party building since embodied in 
these concepts is a mass \'lOrkers party not led by coml11Unists. 

There is a notion put forth, for example, by narry Turner of 
\vhat might be termed the "exemplary united front of the ~'lOrkers "--a 
united front of ostensibly revolutionary propaganda groups symbolical" 
ly representing proletarian unity. Such a formation is based on a 
series of programmatic demands (usually culled from the Transitional 
Program) vlhich exclude not only bourgeois elements, but the trade 
unions as \-lell. As a concept, the united front for propaganda eleva
tes the united front above the party as a kind of higher political 
organization. In practice, it often is a device ,·,hereby a snaIl 
propaganda group seeks to overcome its numerical, inferiority by dis
solving larger organizations into a common public face. l1eedless to 
say, \"e do not rule out united fronts for propaganda when they are in 
our interests. However, "le do not present united fronts for propagan
da as an expression of class unity in struggle, as an "exemplary 
united front of the \'70rkers. H 

Hhile it is possible to exlude bourgeois elements fron united 
fronts that l:le organize, it is impossible for us to exclude them from 
the major struggles of the American Horkers. In practice, our com
rades have recognized that organizations involving bourgeois support 
for labor struggles are not IIpopular fronts t II which ,,,e refuse on 
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principle to enter. Thus, we played an active role in the Parm
\"lorker support comrni ttees despite the prominent presence of Ted 
Kennedy, the Roman Catholic hierarchy, etc. To apply efletactic 
and one tactic only in dea~,tng \,Ti th bourgeois presence in labor 
strgggles-'-d~1ll!;;i:i4inCJ theIr. ir::uHeG-iate _lU"lQ. unconditional exclusion~-
\iould be stupid ultimatism, would be an obstacle to our struggle 
~-leadership over the class. Our party must knoH hO\-1 to use the 
united front tactic to expose and discredit frienCi--of"-labor politi
ciClrrs-;--.-"The· definitiveexpulsi~f--Blebourgeoisie from the Hork
ers'movement will be the result of a lengthy and conplex struggle in 
''''hich united. fronts l-J'l th bourgeois politicians and groups are a 
neces~_~y',.part . 

Some comrades have recognized the need to pClrticipate in united 
fronts ,,,,i th bourgeois elements, but have opposed inviting such ele" 
ments into united fronts that we ini tiate~--a posture which one 
comrade aptly termeC:: !.coquettishness.:· Such a policy has no tactical 
meri t. It means engaging in alliances \'li th bourgeois politicians on 
terms set by our enemies, the union bureaucracy, but refusing such 
alliances on the besE possible terms, the ones that "le ourselves 
establish;' 

Our Changing Tasks 

'I'o the Ekx.tent.-th.Q,:t: the_.disapproval of the 0 I Dl-,yer endorsement 
did not reflect leftist'fo:r:malism, it was strongly influenced by the 
belief that the incident would blur the sharp line bebleen ourselves 
and the S\'1P. rfhe "old" line-··-"a popular front is a united front ,,,ith 
the bourgeoisiell--\vas simple enough to be understood by a retarded 
YSAer after a minute of discussion. In contrast, the II ne,-,': line 
seems cor.lplex and subtle, requires a careful analysis of the concrete 
situation. 

There is a certain similarity (not a parallelism, since we have 
not changed our line) bebleen the reaction wi thin our ranks to the 
O'Dwyer incident and resistance "lithin the ST'lP "'hen Trotsky came out 
for a change in the labor party policY i:n 1938. Throughout most of 
the 1930's the Trotskyists denounced the Lovestonites' agitation for 
a labor party as opportunist. Thus ,'despite the changed political 
circumstan'C'(:mand'fundamefitally different content that Trotsky gave 
to the labor party demand, losing face before the Lovestoneites was 
a definite factor for many m'JPers in deciding on the question. In 
addressing this problem, Trotsky asserted that the pClrty's program 
Vias governed by the oLjective requirements of the socialist revolu
tion and not by contingent polemical relations with a particular 
opponent. 

The above remarks are not meant to dOHngrade the importance of 
direct political struggle Clgainst the SUP. until \'le overtake and 
displace the m·]p as the generally recognized Trotskyist organiza--
tion in this country, \Ie \"ill not be able to play a major role in 
American politics. HOl-leVer, precisely because of our greater pre
sence in the labor r.~ovement, th!=rewill be"'many iillP-Qrtant situations 
,,,here our fractions directly confront and even compete vTi th friend-of
labor Del,locratic politicians. Unles's'-'\'le ]cnotl hm" to use the united 
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front tactic to expose and discredit bourgeois politicians we cannot 
transform ourselves from a propaganda group into a workers party. 

[undated, author claims it was 
probably written about mid-April 
1974] 
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[As part:. of his reply to Henry L., Seymour reque!:.~ts i:ha-l..: 
the following uncorrected transcript be printed in the 
Bulletin. ] 

ON THE LABOR PARTY QUESTION 

by James Hobertson 

38. 

Note: This is a transcript from· a tape, edited only to make coherent 
sentences. For internal discussion purposes onl~! 

This report is intended to be a presentation of a series of 
interlocked home-truths and a comment on the search for deviations. 
of which in a hardened way we seem to have discovered only two. Its 
origins are the West Coast Labor Day Pre-Conference Discussion, \"here 
the issue of the Labor Party thoroughly dominated the discussion. 
A great deal of uncertainty, confusion and a very considerable spread 
of opinion on the Labor Party question presented itself there and 
we had to thrash it out. At this point the slogan '''hich I have been 
defending and ,-,ant to defend here is the slogan IiDump the Bureau
crats! For a Norkers Party based on the trade unions." Another 
slogan which was debated, and which presents an aspect of rank and 
file-ism, of syndicalism, is the slogan, "For a labor party without 
bureaucrats. II That slogan lacks the contradictory tension of a strug
gle and suggests simply rank and file-ism and possibly, by implica
tion, the development of an organized, mass workers party counter
posed to the trade unions; perhaps the equivalent of the red unions 
of the Cp's third period. I gather that on the coast there is a 
comrade who objects to the first part of the slogan, "Dump the bureau·
crats, I, and just wants to have a slogan "For a Labor Party based on 
the trade unions." In New York, there is a comrade who just wants 
to have the slogan IIDump the Bureaucrats. For a Communist Party." 
There is a great deal of confusion. The confusion centers on blO 
separate axes, and that's why it's a great deal of confusion, or ra
ther complicated confusion. In the last debate in Hew York, I spent 
all my time in the decisions of the Third and Fourth Congresses. 
I'm going to evade that this time and simply point out that the Labor 
Party slogan is the current American version of the issue of the 
unitecrfront~"-Intne aESence of a massive polit~cal expression of 
reformism or Stalinism in the United States, but rather ,,,i th the org
anization of industrial unions with a deeply committed pro-capitalist 
trade union bureaucracy, thg_is_~ .. Q.~ __ proletarian unity and_the-proc
ess of a communist triumph in struggle-Is-'-centereQ~ Labor Par
ty question-;---····· ._-----. 

There are two axes of confusion over the Labor Party. One is 
the importance of realizing that this is a propagandistic demand for 
us today, which has no relationship to what \<lill happen in the future. 
That is, today the workers (the cadre notwithstanding) who think that 
Neany because h~ does not like Negroes, homosexuals or abortion 
laws ,istherefore-buiiCiing a Labor PartY ... J!!_ order to carry out these 
anti-capifalist demanas' are- idiots--;;-- There has to be a sense of pro
portion, which the CP otiginally lost in. 1924. In the first place, 
the Labor Party is not the real issue for propaganda. The Workers 
Government is. We stumbled into this. If you read the ..early issues 
of Workers' Action, you will find out that the final, triumphant, 
ultimate statement of position in the Workers' Action program was for 
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a Labor Party. {'le are for a ~'Jorkers Government, in the unions, in 
the plants and in our general education and approaching students with 
the conception of proletarian power. The dictatorship of the prole
tariat is a formulation t'lhich suffers certain problems. A popular 
understanding of the dictatorship of the proletariat is that the 
workers are going to be put into concentration camps, you know, like 
in Russia. If you talk of some kind of socialism, you get an image 
of happy Sweden maintaining its high alcoholism and suicide rates 
through victoriously staying out of two world wars. But what should 
~e clear in ~ w~YI th.t:.~9'h every kin? of issue, is that the \'lork
~nc:JpeQPle need the~r O\,ln government. But--how do you get a govern
ment? Tha£ .. implies a political party of the working people--a class 
party'; The WQrkers~party-iS-"a-siiJjoJ:;(nnate-elerneiH:-6f·theachieve- f' ~ 
mene-of~,workers goverrnnent, which is an algebraic expression, as the ~a,,(" ",.~ 
sa~ing g<;>es, for th.§_ . .co~re'Es_.r~Jization of the dictatorshiJ? of the' .,;< >'j. 

prolet.arrcrt:; \.,h~ch requ~res a workers or a labor party. In ~ ts con- ~~6'7 ~1 
crete expression, this is a revolutionary labor party: a Bolshevik ~~ .." r 

party. That's a propaganda presentation. ~~ 
->1 

NOvl what's really going to happen in this country? Nho knows? .. 
Only Lyn Harcus. I'll give you some variants. One is, vIe have an 
unpolitical, extremely combative working class, with' a bureaucracy 
that at present arid'without the aid of a thousand YSAers, is incap
able at any serious level of struggle of controlling this class. 
Part of the residue of the enormous class struggles in Europe is the 
presence of an extremely sophisticated, able political bureaucracy 
in depth. Can you imagine the capacity of a George Heany to cope 
with an American general strike the way that the CP did in France in 
'68? It's impossible. 't'Jflich is where Jack Barnes and his gang 
think they've got their opening. As indicated in the fundamental 
premises of the transformation memo, now that American hegemony has 
been lost, reducing the United States to a very effective, most pow
erful of the capitalist/imperialists and with the fundamental pre
conditions for severe social crisis in the plant, it's entirely pos
sible that the American working class may be impelled into massive 
political actions without a revolutionary party, without any party at 
all, and overwhelm the bureaucracy. In the best case that will be a 
fruitful catastrophe, rather akin to the Paris Commune and the 1905 
Revolution. It is not something, therefore, that we ''lork for. But 
as a smaller propagandistic group we'll do our job. If we are unable 
to have the capacity as revolutionists to place ourselves at the head 
of insurgent masses, we will fight any\vay, even if vIe have to go 
through an experience as the Spartakusbund did in 1918, 1919. The 
next time around, it will be different. That's a possipility if the 
motion in the ba.sa accelerates. It is possible to cope \'lith the. other 
extreme--an orderly, st~tched-out intensif ica:tionbf social crisis, 
the capacity of the growing communist movement to keep ahead of deve
lopments. The possibility that the communist party could simply grow 
in linear fashion began to suggest itself classically in 1934 in this 
country when three erstwhile communist organizations led three city
wide general strikes in Toledo, San Francisco and in Minneapolis. 
The other possibility would be the realization of a labor party either 
of a revolutionary or of a reformist character. Under the accumulated 
ILlounting pressures of social struggle, the bureaucracy may begin to 
be torn asunder from the pressure from below, from developing class 
an~~~misms, and it becomes stretched. Ni th a successful communist 
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agitation at the same time the Labor Party could be formed in what 
will be a very convulsive act. t'7hat is behind so much of the con
ceptual garbage that the Norkers' League.puts out,. is that the Labor 
Party is an easy thing. There's a book by Henry Pelling, The History 
of the Labor Party in Britain, which is usefl.ir---for-guraelines. If 
you study the history of the achievement of political class conscious-
nes by any pro~~tariat, you'll see that it is a convulsive, historic
ally monumental act...;...;sometlmes compressed, sometimes stretched out-
but always enormous in character, even if the outcome after the dust 
begins to settle is the restabilization of a pro-capitalist bureau
cracy. The impact of ripping the mass of the working people a\qay 
from ca~ talism so t..h~E the assertion is we need in. socie~y in. which 
the work1.rrg--people go..vetn, the productive property 1.S nat1.onal1.zed, 
is enormous, and on top 6f' ,this is laid the reformist and Stalinist 
labor skates. That will be a convulsive period in American history, 
substantially larger than that of the sit--·down period from '35-' 37. 
But wha~,-\,l.ill happe!l has-no partic\ll..ar relationship to our present 
advocacy, \'lh1Ch--rs--- a way to pose the question of ,.,orking people be
coming the--government and- to develop the political instrument to 
achieve this, to linkup that objective, fundamental need \'11 th the 
present consciousness of-the bulk of trade union conscious American 
workers. The attempts to telescope the two as if there \'lere a par
ticular relationsip, a linear connection, between what_we say today 
and what \qill happen in mass motion, is the source of a great deal 
of confusion and error. 

I left open the question of the outcome of the character of 
the Labor Party in the third case. In the Bay Area somebody said, 
IIAh, but how can there be a revolutionary Labor Party? Obviously by 
definition it'sref-ormist." And immediately there came to mind the 
transformations of the Italian and French mass Socialist Parties into 
Communist Parties. Hore engagingly, because of the similarity in 
name and origins, the Russian Social Democratic Labor Party (majority) 
is commonly taken to be a-'revolutionary Labor Party. But that depends 
on the relationship of fOl::ces b€EWe-en--the revoiution-i--sts--an.c:1o.Jhe 
reformists who associate th~mselves \.,i th such an insurgent move--on 
the political plane~-approxi-mately the same way that John L. Le,.,is 
and a section of the AFL bureaucracy did in 1935 with the CIO indus
trial organization. So that's one kind of confusion. 

The other axis of confusion is over "Why advocate a Labor Party?" 
and what is the relationship between the advocacy of a Labor Party 
and its political character? Will it represent the general historic 
interests of the proletariat, i.e. be a revolutionary Labor Party 
or \,lill it rep:r:esent special, narrow, aristocratic, chauvinistic and 
nationalist appetites \qithin the proletariat, i.e. a reformist Labor 
Party. And therefore \,lhy advocate a Labor Party at all since it seems 
to have a kaleidoscopic character? 

There is, of course, a perfectly good circumstance in which the 
present propagandistic and limited advocacy of a Labor Party would 
be abandoned. And that is, if we being to see that a Communist Party 
began to be recognized by advanced sections of the proletariat, not 
even very large ones but significant layers, and had the capacity to 
struggle in a linear way, by boot strap operation, to become the auth
entic and literal vanguard of the class. At that point we ,.,ould 
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probably see a section of the bureaucracy form a Labor Party very 
fast in an attempt to head this off. The progressive wing of the 
bureaucracy would counterpose the development of a Labor Party. From 
its birth its essential purpose \'lOuld be that of an anti-communist 
Labor Party. He ,,,ould fight such a thing in every ,,,ay. Ne would 
try to united front it to death, vie "lOuld denounce it to death, ,,,e 
would raid it to death, we vlOuld do everything vie could to smash it 
in the egg. But that is a far cry from the present situation. It 
~s liteJ;ally not possible by qualitative orders of magnitude--not "_._ 
Just one, but qualitative orders of magnitude--to advance at this 
juncture the. Spartacist League as the answer to the felt mass prob
lems of the proleta·r-i.at. But those mass problems aren't felt to 
exist. .l'1hat does exist in a mass T,.,ay is the trade union movement. 
Therefore one can point out· ·thatthe·trade- un; on movement, the econo
mic organization of a si~.tion of the working clasS;-·nas·-the· rdspbn
sibility~e£fel:" tTie politica-l--&S-..liell as .. t...~~_~cQnomic answers to 
the plight of the working pe0..E].e. And so it· is.. an.. address to-t:..he one 
inS'tiLurtOn that exists in the United States--the organized la150r 
move1l\efrt;--. _._-.--.. --- --.-----.- .. ---- --_. .,._.-. 

Now I've got a couple of other points to make in this connec- ( 
tion. To go back to the workers' government slogan, vlhich is the·---..... 
purpose of the Labor Party agitation, WB should be clear what.is ~ 
m<c.ant by a..lllorke:E-s·L·~verpmel).1:.. It...~s nothiIl9-..oth.er than the dic- .J 
ta:tor~:!:he_.prClJ.e~at... There have appeared some speculatio~ 
or~ons either in a hypothetical way or at one point as an 
ephemeral possibility in history. l~ workers' government is not sim-
ply a synonym ;..2~.t.heQi~tru;orshi.p of the proletariat. Interesting-
ly enough, in the formulations of the Fourth Congress of the Commun-
ist International, vlhere there was a v;agueness and an abstraction 
about the projection of the conditions under which a workers' govern
ment ,,,ould be achieved, both Hal Draper and Joe Hansen zeroed in on 
that material as they did on a phrase in the Transitional Program in 
order to prove that the British Labor Party of 1945 and Fidel Castro's 
Cuban government were workers' governments. . 

The doncrete possibilities that Trotsky posed in the Transition
al Program were roughly of the follovling formulation; it is concei v
able that under mass revolutionary pressure (reformist ... elements might 
go much further in the direction of a workers' government thart they 
conceived they "lOuld at the outset. That T,'ms a Il what--if ': question; 
a generali-2"fltiofi -o.n. ... the. ... following condition that took. place in the 
Russian Revolution betT,.,een February and October . The slogan of the 
Bolsheviks addressed to theP-revisional Government, which was apoal
ition government of Social Revolutionaries, l1ensheviks, the minis
cule Trudoviks of.l(ereflskyand the Cadet Party , that is, . the consti
tutional democrats ,the eff~9tiY~L liberal bourgeois party, was the 
slogan HDown ,,,i th the t.encapitalist. ministers, forma government 
purely of the workers' parties," coupled of course "lith the social 
and political and economic demands '-that ··the BolshEiViks ,,,ere raising. 
Posed in a "what-if?" way, the question is, what is the Cadets had 
been thro"m-out._of the government? You ,,,ould have a murky period at 
that point, somethIng not very stable ,.-in the context of what is al
ready inherently a historical episode of a dual power situation betwe
en a bourgeois government and the existence of organized nation-wide 
soviets. What that \.,ould represent is not a workers' government 
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separate and apart from the dictatorship of the proletariat, but an 
episode immediately on the way. But of course the centrists make 
a lot out of non-viable episodes possible in th~t.ories of revolu
tions.,-GIUy .. to try to construct a sort of third--camp -between the dic
tatorship of the proletariat and the administration of a bourgeois 
state by the reformists. 

Now another question has arisen just lately; a useful question' 
has been posed by Comrade Seymour's article on the labor party I 
think, because it~~._~ot a clear-cut case- and it shows...some problems 
in actual· application. 'That's the experience of the Communist Party 
in .19·~?-=:~trJti..tb:_:t:lle-Farmer·-Labor Party and the Federated Farmer-Labor 
Party and the general issue of the possibility of a bloc between the 
communists and, as Cannon put it, the progressive section of the 
labor movement. You know, apparently it is never too late to learn 
something, because after 25 years, while reading Seymour.'.s piece, it 
suddenly occurred to me, Farmer Labor Party--wait a minute, that's 
a two class party, we're opposed to a t;'lO class party, what the hell 
are we doing in a two class partysituation? "One step forward •.. " 
Furthermore, the thing has got to be reformist: just think! what 
kind of interests of both workers and farmers could be contained with
in a common program. The farmers produce their commodities, they 
sell them themselves, they're interested in high prices, squeezing 
out the middlemen, getting to the export market directly, all this 
kind of stuff is the economic program of the farmers. Sometimes of 
course farmers can be pretty restless and make a 16t.of trouble. But 
those interest-s of the workers that you could possibly put together 
could only be extremely narrow, the circumscribed interests of the 
American working class, even if you just sat dm'ln and said, "Let's 
cook up a Farmer Labor Party. 11 Necessarily, it \'lould have to be epi-

s alic and limited in a reformist way because there are a lot of anta
gonisms between petty- and sometimes not so pettY'-bourgeois producers, 
Which is what farmers are, and the proletariat. And that's the key 
to what was wrong in ~24 with the Communist bloc with the Chicago 
Federation of Labor •. From ~outset it was preordained that the 
struggle was going to be 'for a reformist Labor Party, i. e. throwing 
in the farmers to bOO1:~ It was on that basis that a bloc was con
structecr then: .... tll:eCommuniSi:.s agreed _ to simulate a reformist party 
hoping for a maneuver on-~ffieinside, courtesy of Brother Pepper. It' 5 

on that basis and probably from that expe ience that Shachtman wrote 
his article in 1935. ~fuo needs a second class, fake, reformist, 
hidden Communist Party? -Now we, for our part, should have no reason 
to be opposed to a bloc with a section of the labor movement, includ
ing the labor officialdom, providing that bloc goes in the direction 
we want it to go. But looking back to 1923, on what basis is this 
Chicago Federation of Labor going to give us what we want?-·On1.y on 
the basis of an agreement to struggle for a Labor Party together . 
in the first place, to struggle with each other over the character of 
its program and its cadres in the second place. On that basis we'll 
make a bloc with people. If Heany says, IlI'm for a Labor Party--you 
guys are for a Labor Party," fine; we'll all go and organize for a 
Labor Party and we'll fight like hell to determine its program. Yeah, 
we'd accept such a bloc, and we'd fight--we'd seek such a bloc. But 
it is not in the interests of our bloc partners to have such a bloc. 
The problem with a bloc is the nice old phrase of Bismarck that every 
alliance consists of two components--the horse and the rider. So that 
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I do not know hO\-l we would realize the bloc because I'm afraid that 
our project('d horse would bolt. And the Communist Party clearly 
was doing tte donkey work--or proposing--simulating doing the donkey 
work for the trade union officialdom except that they also wanted 
organizatior.al control by the Communists plus a reformist program. 
This does not help anything, and that's the basic reason why they got 
such a mess out of it. 

So that in reviewing the historical experience--we aren't ever 
for a Farmer Labor Party--we oppose it. A Farmer Labor Party is not 
going to happen in America. James Burnham made an interesting point 
in 1938. He said, "Comrades, the Transitional Program says that we 
should be for a workers' and farmers' government in the united 
States." But he observed already then, I believe, that there were 
more dentists than farmers in the united States, and therefore why 
not a workers' and dentists' government. Comrade Gordon waxes irate 
with me because I find the formula of a workers' and "X" government 
very useful while on national tour. You know, there's a workers 'and 
students' government if you're speaking on campus--you go out to the 
military base, it's a workers' and soldiers' government, you knm'l, 
and you gradually move through all sections of the population. I 
suppose in Berkeley a few years ago it would have been a workers' and 
women's government. The final achievement is one that boggled my 
Own mind. The Argentine Pabloists came out a few years ago \lli th a 
l'lorkers' and People's government. Nell, we're for a workers' and "XII 
government, all right, the problem ''lith motley America is that "x" 
stands for a \'dde variety. But behind that is a truism; the dic
tatorship of the proletariat will be centrally, but not simply or 
purely, proletarian. There is a wide layer of oppressed sections in 
American society--racially, ethnically, socially oppressed, ranging 
from old people ID latins, blacks, students, soldiers. This is quite 
real, it's quite true, although a \-lOrkers' and people's government 
is not exactly the formulation that one wants. But it senses some
thing that's particularly important--if one says a labor movement or 
a Labor Party right now--there is very good reason to see it right 
now in the most encrusted, aristocratic, racist, chauvinist George 
Heany-like fashion. It's extremely important, and one of the reasonE: 
for the formulation IIDump the bureaucrats! For a t'lorkers' Party. II 
There's no difference in conception between a Workers' Party based 
on the trade unions and a Labor Party based on the trade unions, 
except that the terminology projects a somewhat different conception. 

5 November 1972 
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LE'.i'TER FRaU CT.lARK ----- -- ---

Dear Comrade [Hilin], 

March 30, 1974 
Oakland, California 

44. 

I'm Sorry for the long delay in answering your last letter 
(dated Dec. 19, 1973) but I've been studying and discussing with 
the SL locally many of the questions raised in your letters and have 
only recently found time to write you. In addition to all that I was 
in the process of changing jobs ''lhich absorbed a lot of my time. 

I found the Trotsky article on "Peasant Nar in China and the Pro
letariat" and the PL IIr,lemorandum" quite helpful. I also realized 
how unprepared I was to discuss PL since in the SNP such discussions 
were rarely held, and I never really read the PL press. After having 
read most of your material on PL and some of PL's material, I have 
come to the conclusion that I was wrong about certain aspects of that 
organization's development. For example, I did not realize it had 
broken theoretically with the two-stage theory of revolution. Al
though one can see that such a "break" has had little effect on PL's 
political program domestically, it is still significant in the sense 
it forced PL to break its ties with r1aoism. But let's begin this 
discussion of PL with your first statement in 1963 in the "Hemoran
dum ... 

In the "Hemo" you state on page three thatll ••• PL is a hetero
geneous, leftward moving formation of a broadly centrist character, 
having broken with Stalinism on a sound basis of working class strug
gle and" having passed a serious test of loyalty to elementary prin
ciple over the Cuban crisis •.•• Without both recognizing the need for 
and achieving a Trotskyist clarity about the nature of the SU and 
of Stalinism, no formation (above all one formed as a breakaway from 
Stalinism) can acquire an authentic and durable revolutionary qual
ity." (my emphasis) You make two essential--and if I may add, in one 
case, prophetic--points in this statement: (1) that PL was centrist 
and had Ilbroken \'lith Stalinism on a sound basis"; and (2) that PL 
could not lI acquire an authentic and durable revolutionary quality" 
without adopting Trotskyist politics. At this early stage in PL's 
development you were probably correct in your characterizations. At 
the same time, it corresponds to my position that a Stalinist org
anization must break with Stalinism in order to become centrist; and 
that if it is to become revolutionary, it must adopt Trotskyist pol
itics. You admit this is correct "in an objective programmatic sen
se, but not necessarily in a subjective or organizational sense. 1I 

(Letter of Dec. 19, emphasis in original) In the same letter you 
stated that Han this decisive question [class collaboration], they 
[PL] had broken with reformism and become centrist ...... I'll get 
back to this point later. 

I've looked over back issues of Spartacist and I was unable to 
find any information concerning your position on PL during the middle 
1960's (1964-69). I would like to know what you thought about PL 
in this period. Have you always considered it centrist? When did 
it become Stalinist again?, etc. Your article in the Nov.-Dec. 1966 
(No.8) issue of Spartacist, "!1aoism Run Amok," says nothing about 
PL. If I've missed something please inform me as soon as possible. 
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The first article on PL appears in the Aug.-Sept., 1969 (No.13), 
issue of Spartacist. In this article you characterize PL as "Trot
skyism with a pre-frontaL lobotomy" (!), as lIunconscious bad para
phrase (rs) of Trotskyist analysis. II But in the same breath, you 
charged that PL has 'accepted, if unevenly and incompletely, the 
counter-revolutionary dead-end of Stalinism," and "PL belongs to 
a tradition of degenerate Bolshevism-Stalinism and Haoism." These 
statements confuse me. First, if PL "broke "lith Stalinism ll in 1963, 
when did it re-adopt the "counter-revolutionary dead-end of Stalin
ism ll ? Second, how can such an arganization--"of degenerate Bolshev
ism"--be considered IITrotskyist," ,d th or without a brain operation? 

In another issue of Spartacist (No. 19, Nov.-Dec., 1970, "PL At 
A Dead-End"), you wrote: "PL recoils from the results of its 'left
center coalition' opportunism and, recently, from its trivial, moral
istic CWSA orientation in SDS. But its reaction can be no more than 
than to run blindly from opportunism. PL is at a dead end in its 
interpretation of communism; its subjectively revolutionary impulse 
is at odds with its own history as a left variant of Sta1inist
Naoist revisionism. PL has been shoved off its Stalinist base." 
But two months before ~~at, in the Sept. 1970 issue of the ~~ News
letter (No.4), you wrote that PL was still Stalinist (see article 
"Stalinism in Boston")! 

A great deal of energy was spent by your organization denouncing 
the CtvSA--the main front organization of PL at the time--as "apoliti
cal," IIconservative,CI and "at odds with Leninism. I: Are we to believe 
that this very same organization which was responsible for creating 
the Ct'lSA ,.,as also simultaneously espousing "unconscious Trotskyism"? 
By utilizing such loose characterizations a working-class organiza
tion can shift and slide from holding counter-revolutionary Stalin
ist ll "posi tions to become "left-centrist" and "unconscious Trotsky
ists II (\'li th head scars to be sure) without any fundamental break in 
programmatic thrust. The main criterion then become3 the subjective 
wishes of this or that organization. 

The same thing can be said about drawing any analogy bet",een 
Trotsky's characterization of pre-l935 Stalinism as "bureaucratic 
centrism U and the "centrist-like" zig-zags of PL today. t'lhen Trotsky 
made that statement he was allowing for the possibility that the Com
intern could still become the vanguard party of the proletariat. 
After 35 additional years of betrayal, this prospect--of Stalinism 
becoming transformed into the vanguard--is for all practical purposes 
ruled out. History has tau9~t us that Trotsky was essentially right 
on this score. Any return to the formula, "Stalinism and bureaucratic 
centrism" can only further confuse our understanding of this con
tradictory phenomenon. 

Later, in a series of articles in t'lorkers Vanguard in 1973, you 
stated that PL started out as a left-Stalinist movement l'lhich went 
through a prolonged llaoist phase, and then broke empirically to the 
left on the national question and the theory of stages. But, in its 
attempt at theoretical justification, PL elaborated its break from 
Naoist into a full-scale flight from Leninism, toward syndicalism 
and sterile ultra-leftism. nW, Feb. 1973). Then following that 
article another one appearedin the April 1973 issue of t1V wherein 
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you stated that ';The ·transformation of Progressive Labor from an 
aggressive left"·centrist grouping into reformism is almost (!) com
plete. u In the next issue, nay 1973, a third article appeared 
~..,here vie learned that "PL has never taken a hard line against the 
labor bureaucracy" (emphasis in original), and t;has consistently 
called for a I center" left' coalition in the trade unions. 1 The last 
article was written to expose PL's opportunist "turn" tm'lard the 
labor bureaucrats. 

The conclusions dra\'m in these articles were that PL has de
generated into a reformist organization, and that "in breaking with 
its m·m lIaoist and Stalinist past, Progressive Labor has proceeded 
to overthrm-l I1arxism. I These statements raise many questions, but 
the main one is hm'1 did PIJ move from being !; aggressively left··cen~
trist" to ,vanting to "overthroVI Harxism" in such a short period of 
time? Hhat fundamental changes in its program occurred \'1hich forced 
it back tovlard reformism from whence it came? If the main factor 
in holding back PL's development toward revolutionary politics was 
its lIaoist and Stalinist past, \¥hy, then, at the moment it "breaks'; 
"Ti th this past i it proceeds to overthrm1 l1arxism altogether? Sorne-' 
thing is missing here. 

The concept embodied in your initial 'Hemo" on PL I believe is 
a correct one. Centrism, to have any meaning at all today, must 
imply a breaking a\vay from all forms of reformism-'-ei ther of the 
Social Democratic; Stalinist--Haoist, or "Trotskyist·· schools. Ul-
tra--left zig--zags, rejection of class·-collaboration on paper (viz . 
SHP, PL, etc.), or sUbjective vlishes provide little basis for a 
sound Harxist appraisal of political categories. 

PL's "opposition" to class collaboration "at home" vias based, 
as you say, mainly on its inability to put into effect Hao' s theor-· 
ies of a l'bloc of four classes II on its mvn turf. ';Jithout a large 
peasantry and an <:oppressed" national bourgeoisie { a bloc of four 
classes has no meaning whatsoever. PL realized that to call for a 
coalition with the "number one enemy in the \vorld'---U.S. Imperial-
ism---i t \vould lose any chance of being taken seriously by its 
friends in the "third ~'lOrld;' and of course by the vanguard at home. 
But this opposition to class-collaboration at home was contradicted 
by PL's support to it abroad;: by its shame···faced apology for the 
ruinous actions of the r,laoist Indonesian CP; and by its anti-work" 
ing--class positions tm'lard Cuba and the Soviet Union after 1966. 
The decisive test for any ostensibly revolutionary organization is 
not just opposition to class--collaboration at home, but opposition 
to class--collaborationism in principle, anywhere! '1'he true test of 
the Bolsheviks was their ability to break VJi th Social Democracy at 
the time of the first world "Jar on this very question, the question 
of internationalism. 

It is of course the position of the Pabloists that l'Iaoism re
presents a form of centrism. Your position differs by limiting it 
to "lOrking class tendencies, or, as you put it, "to those Haoist 
tendencies "Ii thin the vlOrkers movement." This is a weak conception 
because it implies that by simply identifying \vi th Haoism and being 
"in the \vorkers movement" a group can qualify as being centrist. But 
this contradicts your own definition of Naoism as a petty--bourgeois 
tendency expressing essentially the same politics as the Soviets only 
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with a more "leftll face. (You also seem to hold another position 
of 1·1aoism that it represents "Menshevism under the gun. II Are you 
implying that Hoaism ingeneral is a working-'class tendency?) Haoism 
has, it is true, attracted many subjectively revolutionary people in 
the advanced industrial countries, and the SL was quick to recognize 
this and orient to it. But l·laoism never "las able to develop even a 
Ilcentristll program for the developed countries. All the \'lestern 
Naoists could do was repeat the words of Hao at the top of their 
lungs; denounce u.s. imperialism and Soviet revisionism, and give 
support to most national liberation struggles. This hardly qualifies 
as a ;'left-centrist li program. 

The fact that PL broke \'Ti th Hao to embrace simple reformism is 
significant in that it ShO\,IS the relative ease with vThich l1aoists 
are capable of moving to adopt reformist politics. For the most part 
the splits that have occurred \V'ithin Haoist organizations have been 
over methods of struggle (guerrilla "'Tar fare or Hmass work") as op
posed to political principles. Interestingly enough, PL has exper
ienced almost no internal struggles or splits over principles (with 
perhaps the exception of the Epton split). Also interesting is the 
fact that almost everyone who left PL and made a genuine turn toward 
Trotskyism, was forced to take up all the disputed theoretical ques-
tions before he or she was able to adopt a revolutionary program. 
If this is true, why did you write that PL has a "revolutionary pro
letarian line" between 1969 and 1971? 

As for PL's support for the Cultural Revolution IIbelieving it 
was an attack on bureaucratic rule," this is p;robably true. But if 
PL was unable to determine that bureaucratic rule already existed in 
the Chinese state under Maoist leadership, how could it possibly 
know what bureaucratic rule was or that the petty-bourgeois Red 
Guards could not destroy it? In general, as Lenin and Trotsky point
ed out, the students have often been used as a force opposed to bur
eaucracy, but in the case of China during the Cultural Revolution, 
the students were also used against the workers--who were genuinely 
interested and capable of establishing workers democracy! 

If PL was really interested in establishing a government model
ed on the Paris Commune it would have called for the democratization 
of the party and state, i.e. political revolution. It would have 
called for the creation of workers Soviets, new elections, immed
iate recall, the right of tendency, political rights, etc. You 
say PL doesn't have a Trotskyist understanding of workers democracy. 
You are so right! Because that is the only understanding that is 
revolutionary! ~ihile pr~ was calling for IIworkers democracyll in China 
it was beating up communists in this country! 

In summary, your position on PL subordinates the question of 
program to "revolutionary practice. II Whereas in the "Hemo" you 
started from an objective appraisal of PL's programmatic break from 
Stalinism, beginning with 1969, your analysis was based primarily on 
PL's subjective desires and IIrevolutionary thrust. 1I While I am 
willing to accept the fact that PL had made an important break away 
from Stalinism in the early period, since it adopted a Haoist line 
in the middle sixties, its healthy centrist thrust became aborted. 
It then became a left-Stalinist grouping tied to the Maoist bureau-
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cracy, reformist in its program and ultraleft in its tactics and 
strategy. Today, after its break "Ii th Hao, PL still represents a 
Stalinist, reformist grouping but without its ultra'-left stance (an 
ultra-left is an opportunist standing on its head). 

2. The second point I'd like to discuss is the question of the 
nature of the Chinese Communist Party and State. To the question, 
"Was the CCP a petty-bourgeois party before it took pmV'er?U, I must 
answer yes--it was. The article by Trotsky IlPeasant tvar in China ••• 1: 

and the writings of Peng Shu-Tse, in particular his article "Report 
on the Chinese Situation" (Education for Socialists bulletin, June 
1972, reprinted from 1952 by the SNP) , have convinced me that the CCP 
was a petty-bourgeois party between 1928 and 1949. However, I prefer 
the characterization II petty-bourgeois Stalinist party within the work
ers movement. If This may appear to be a contradiction in terms so 
let me try to explain what I mean. 

Because of the origins of this party as a revolutionary workers 
party, and because of its political and material ties to the Comin
tern, the CCP remained within the II socialist ll or workers movement 
even when it became physically separated from the Chinese working 
class. In composition it was of course a petty-bourgeois peasant 
party. In ideology it was Stalinist. But Stalinism--while it is to 
be sure a form of petty-bourgeois radical nationalism--is also lIa 
reformist working-class current ••• bureaucratic rule on the basis of 
,.,orking-class property forms. II This dual aspect of Stalinism cannot 
be ignored because it is the only way we can explain such phenomena 
as the "buffer states" and the other deformed workers states. In 
program the CCP put forth in classic style the Stalinist line on the 
two-stage theory of revolution for backward countries, and in parti-

wlar, the Stalinist attitude toward the peasantry. 

In short, the Stalinist program called for a bloc with the na
tional bourgeoisie on the basis of a democratic program. But the 
democratic program for backward countries is an important ~ of 
any working-class program. The Transitional Program has the followin? 
to say about the democratic program: 

"It is impossible merely to reject the democratic program; it 
is imperative that in the struggle the masses outgrow it. The 
slogan for a National (or Constituent) Assembly preserves its 
full force for such countries as China or India. This slogan 
must be indissolubly tied up with the problem of national 
liberation and agrarian reform. As a primary step, the workers 
must be armed with this democratic program. Only they will 
be able to summon and unite the farmers. On the basis of the 
revolutionary democratic program, it is necessary to oppose the 
workers to the 'national' bourgeoisie. Then, at a certain stage 
in the mobilization of the masses under the slogans of revolu
tionary democracy, soviets can and should arise •..• 11 

The point I'm making is not that a simple democratic program is 
sufficient to make a socialist revolution in backward countries (I 
went through a factional struggle inside the SWP to oppose such a 
non-revolutionary concept), or that it equals a working-class program, 
but that it is an important part of a revolutionary program in back-
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ward countries. In this sense the program of the CCP was partly 
working-class, albeit, class-collaborationist. 

49. 

But this fact alone could not suffice to characterize the CCP 
as working-class because it chose to orient its forces toward the 
peasantry and build the party on that basis. As a result, the 
"socialist" tasks became subordinated to the democratic as the pea
santry took on the role as 11 revolutionary vanguard'; of the Chinese 
Revolution. As Hao incorrectly stated it, "The Chinese Revolution 
is in fact a peasant revolution •..• The policy of the Ne,., Democracy 
is in fact the transfer of po\ver to the peasantry .... 11 By substi tut·
ing the peasantry for the W)rking class in carrying out the democra-

t:ic and socialist tasks of the revolution, Hao turned his back on the 
proletariat and in fact carried out an ;lSR11 line with regards to 
China. 

Did this completely deny that there lrlere working-·class tenden
cies inside the CCP? No. As Peng stated in another article on the 
nature of the CCP, " ••. because of its historic origin (as a section 
of the C.I.) because of some working-class traditions remaining from 
the second revolution and because of its close relations with the 
international Stalinist party (which as degenerated as it is, still 
remains a workers' party) and because of its general support of 
Marxism-Leninism, of the dictatorship of the proletariat and of the 
perspective of Communism, etc., we have to admit that even when it 
had degenerated into a peasant party there remained a certain inclin-
ation in the party tOlrlards the workers. 0 •• " (" Some Supplementary 
Remarks And Corrections to 'The Report On the Chinese Question'," frcm 
from same bulletin.) 

By characterizing the CCP as I: a petty-bourgeois party wi thin the 
workers movement" I am asserting its differences with other petty
bourgeois parties which have developed over the years based on 
essentially agrarian programs. For example the party of Stambuilsky 
in Bulgaria in the early twenties was such a party. This peasant 
party which \"las in power from 1919 to 1923 maintained capitalist 
relations right up until it was overthrown by a right-wing coup. 
This party, which carried out a few reforms in the interest of the 
peasants, was unable to go beyond this stage because of its petty
bourgeois program. The CCP, on the other hand, was able to carry 
out nationalizations and establish a deformed workers state. I say 
the difference was due to the CCP' s ties with the tvorkers movement 
and its partial working-class program. 

You say the reason this petty-bourgeois party was able to est
ablish a deformed workers state in 1949 was because the bourgeoisie 
was entirely on the side of Chiang's forces. viliereas in Cuba, this 
was not the case; an internal fight was necessary in order to throw 
out the bourgeoisie in the first Castro government. But in the 
case of Bulgaria the bourgeoisie was also entirely on the side of 
the putschists. After the coup, both the Peasant Union and the 
Bulgarian CP were crushed. The point is not that the bourgeoisie 
was strong or weak; (in the case of China, weak; in the case of Bul
garia, strong), but that the contending class forces were very 
homogeneous in China and Bulgaria! The question then is why wasn't 
the "peasant government II of Bulgaria able to carry through a social 
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revolution ~"lhereas in China it \'las? (Another question to think about 
is what do you consider the first government in China to have been? 
A peasant government? A \10rkers and peasants government.? Or a 
workers government?) Remember also that it is not even necessary 
to have the bourgeoisie as a class present in the government to de
fine the state as bourgeois-(viz. the Spanish Pop Front)! 

As a result of becoming convinced of the class nature of the 
CCP, as a petty-bourgeois partYr I have also come to the conclusion, 
in order to be consistent, that a workers state '\vas not established 
in China until after nationalizations. And that what existed in 
China between 1949 and 1953 was a petty-bourgeois government resting 
on bourgeois property relations, i.e., a bourgeois regime, without 
the bourgeoisie! Is that possible? Yes! That's what happened in 
Spain, Bulgaria, and the "buffer states.1i In the case of Spain and 
the buffer states, to complicate things even more, this task was 
carried out by. clearly working-class parties and military forces! 
History has sho\'1n that a bourgeois state can be administered by c;tny 
class under certain conditions (generally in a highly unstable s~tua~ 
tion and of short duration, where the proletariat is very \'7eak, 
etc.). History has also taught us that when both major classes-
bourgeoisie and working-·-are extremely weak, the generally, and his
torically ,,,,eak, petty-bourgeois class comes to the forefront and 
will take over state power and run it in the interest of one of the 
two major classes. 

3. The last point I want to deal 'I,Ti th is the question of the 
PRT-ERP. You stated in your document ("The Fight in the United 
Secretariat .•• II ) that "the PRT is a consistent insurrectionary 
Stalinist organization. It is opposed to workers democracy in the 
s~ate which it is seeking to-establish and it is pursuing insurre~
t10nary methods designed to ensure military control over the work~ng 
class should it come to power ...... (my emphasis). 

On paper, that is not true. In the program of the PRT, "Draft 
Program of the Revclutionary li:>rkers Party" and the "Program of 
the Revolutionary Army of the People" both written in 1970, it calls 
for workers democracy more than once. For example, in the program 
of the ERP, it states: lI(b) To establish a system of Social Demo
cracy, a Revolutionary People's government led by the working class," 
and Ii (f) Worker··state administration of all the nationalized compan
ies. 1I In the IiDraft P.rogram" of the PRT it states" Ii (b) Only the 
leadership and control of the working class, through the establish
ment of a dictatorship of the proletariat (or, workers democracy), 
will assure the permanent character of our revolution, the defeat-. 
of the enemy classes, the liquidation of bourgeois interests and 
pressures, and a consistent advance in building socialism." And: 
n~C} The revolutionary workers and people's government that we are 
f~g~ting to achieve will mher in a new stage in the life of the 
nat~on, establishing workers democracy, ending imperialist domination, 
and initiating the struggle that will destroy the capitalist system 
and lead to the construction of socialism." 

"l. The new workers democracy will be based on a system of 
council~ of workers and people's deputies elected by a direct vote 
and subJect to recall at any time. These councils will organize and 
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direct the economic, social, and political life of the country on 
the local, provincial, and national levels, as well as controlling 
foreign relations. c 

tI 2. 'l'his neH ,",orkers democracy r that "Jill lead tOvlard the total 
destruction of the state apparatus, will be based on arming the 
people, eliminating the standing professional army and police, along 
with replacing them by W)rkers and popular revolutionary defense 
militias and, temporarily, by a well-·organized people's army for 
defense against foreign invasion until imperialism is defeated on 
a world scale. II 

In addition, the PRT calls for~ 112. Restoration of democratic 
freedoms and individual rights, especially freedom of association, 
organization, press, and the right to form unions." 

"3. Full observance of the right to strike and the repeal of 
all restrictive regulations. n 

II 4. Setting a minimum sliding scale of ,V'ages that guarantees 
a decent level of existence, with periodic readjustments by the 
pari ty commissions, which must be restored and allowed to function. il 

"5. Ending all types of state interference in the union move
ment. 1I (International Internal Discussion Bulletin, Vol. 10, No.5, 
April 1973, published by the SWP, pp. 29-33) . 

Of course this program for workers democracy only exists on 
paper. The PRT can never carry it out so long as it relies upon 
the petty-bourgeoisie. But that's just the point lim making with 
regards to the StVP' s position on Cuba. liOn paper" the S~,1P calls for 
workers democracy in Cuba but it does nothing to bring it about. 
Like\vise, the PRT calls for workers democracy in Argentina "on 
paper,1I but it does nothing to bring it about. Anyone can call for 
workers democracy but if one does not draw the programmntic conclus
ions from it, it has little meaning. Or to put it another way, to 
admit there is no workers remocracy in Cuba and then do nothing about 
it amounts to telling the workers to be satisfied with what they've 
got! This is nothing more than capitulation to Stalinism and accept
ance of bureaucratic rule "in one country.1I 

Comradely yours, 

Gerry Clark 
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REPLY TO CLARK 52. 

9 Hay 1974 
Dear comrade Clark, 

Our correspondence has gone beyond certain formulations in a 
document which I drafted to deal with long-held and public positions 
of the SL (e.g. Progressive Labor, the Chinese Revolution). I believe 
greater clarity can be gained on these questions through discussions 
with the comrades in the Bay Area than through continuing this cor
respondence. I therefore hope to conclude our correspondence with' 
this letter. 

Progressive Labor and Centrism 

You will find a brief, but attempted definitive, assessment of 
PL through the late '60's in our 1969 national conference resolution, 
published in Marxist Bulletin 9-II. In it PL is characterized as 
left centrist. 

Your evaluation of PL as centrist until it embraced Haoism in 
the middle '60's is based on empirical misinformation. PL supported 
Naoism from its inception in 1962. The Rosen-Scheer tendency within 
the CP antedated the open Sino-Soviet split, but considered itself 
part of the Stalinist tradition as embodied in the Foster (anti
Browder) \'1ing of the party. 

I deny that our position on PL "subordinates program to 'revolu
tionary practice'.1l By program we mean the totality of positions 
taken on the major questions of the day and not a formal tradition. 
Our characterization of PL as left centrist in the 1968-71 period 
was based on programmatic congruence on two important positions on 
the American question and one on the international plane. One was 
PL's rejection of black nationalism and assertion that an end to 
racial oppression is associated with the victory of the proletariat. 
An important corollary of this was PL' s opposition to du'al vanguard
ism exemplified by its criticizing the Black Panthers from the left, 
despite the latter's great moral authority. Secondly, PL took a 
hard line against collaboration with the liberal bourgeoisie over 
the war question. Thirdly, PL was the only other organization in 
this country to denounce the Vietnamese NLF's class collaborationist 
program, again despite the latter's great moral authority. Obviously 
the above remarks do not represent a blanket endorsement of PL's 
positions and activities on these questions. However, in that pericl 
PL clearly represented a left thrust away from the prevalent Third 
Worldist petty-bourgeois radicalism exemplified by the ostensibly 
Trotskyist svlP. 

Centrist organizations contain a complete inter-penetration of 
revolutionary and reformist elements in theory, program and practice 
in which motion is a decisive factor. In 1932, Trotsky regarded the 
Brandlerites, who formally based themselves on the first four Con
gresses of the CI, as to the right of the SAP, which did not adhere 
to Leninism. Furthermore, centrism implies enormous confusion and 
contradiction. The real contradictions of PL that you point to does 
not refute, but rather affirms, our characterization of it as 
centrist. 
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A centrist group emerging through a split from a coherent 
historical tradition (Social Democracy, Stalinism or Trotskyism) 
generally evi.:1ces a contradiction between its formal programmatic 
tradition and its living program. For leftward moving centrist 
groups (the Si~, PL in the '60's) the formal programmatic tradition 
is to the right ::>f their actual program; for righblard centrists 
(the POur·I, the SNP in the early '60's) the reverse is the case. 
While not all political phenomena are capable of symmetric expres
sion, the concept of symmetry is a useful test of one's analysis. 
You admit that a group can claim adherence to a revolutionary tradi
tion (Le. Trotskyism) and yet be centrist, even reformist (the St'lP). 
Yet you deny that a group can claim adherence to a reformist tradi
tion (i.e. Stalinism) and yet be centrist. Why this asymmetry? By 
asserting that a Stalinist (Maoist) derived organization can only 
become centrist by formally and systematically breaking with the 
Stalinist tradition, you deny an important process generating left
ward moving centrist groups in this period. 

I am hesitant to generalize on the significance of our differen
ces over the nature of centrism. It is possible that your position 
reflects a residual "family of Trotskyism" attitude prevalent within 
the United Secretariat. This is the position that any nominally 
Trotskyist organization is closer to revolutionary politics than 
any nominally Stalinist one. In contrast, we maintain that the lines 
between reformism, left and right centrism cut across the formal 
Trotskyist/Stalinist division. This position is an important part 
of our political world view directly related to our assessment of 
the depths of Pabloite revisionism and degeneration and to our call 
for the re-birth, as distinct from the reconstruction, of the Fourth 
International. 

The Chinese Revolution 

You apparently regard your designation of the pre-1949 CCP 
as a "petty-bourgeois Stalinist party within the workers movement ll as 
important in understanding fue outcome of the Chinese Revolution. As 
far as the CCP's ties to the Comintern are concerned, the Tito split 
demonstrated what should have been evident from a general understand
ing of Stalinism--that the unity of the Stalinist International could 
not survive a multiplicity of nationally based bureaucracies. To 
argue that the working-class element of the CCP flmved from the pro
letarian aspects of Stalinist ideology is, I believe, idealistic. 
The assertion that only the organizational and ideological ties of 
the CCP to Stalinism can account for its expropriation of the bour
geoisie is clearly disproved by the Cuban revolution. Therein lies 
the unique significance of Castroism in understanding the expansion 
of post-war Stalinism through indigenous social revolution as dis
tinct from conquest by the Russian army. 

The dictatorship of the proletariat exists when a monopoly of 
power is in the hands of an armed force which will necessarily expro
priate the bourgeoisie and establish a collectivized economy. ~'1e 
hold that this condition was fulfilled with the Red Army victory of 
Chiang in 1949. To hold that China was a bourgeois state in 1949 is 
to assert either that the Hao regime/Red Army was capable of indefin
itely administering a capitalist economy or that the Mao regime could 
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be replaced by unambiguously bourgeois forces, perhaps with an inter
nal split--in other \'lOrds, that the Red Army 1949 victory was an epi
sode in an as-yet-unconcluded revolution, rather than its termination. 
I contend neither of these developments were historicall~ possible. 

Your Bulgarian analogy overlooks the essential difference in 
state power. Stambulisky came to IIpower" through an election and 
appointment by the King! The Stambulisky regime of 1919-23 was 
based on an unstable bourgeois parliamentary system supplemented by 
extralegal violence against both the left and right. The Peasant 
Union Orange Guards partly displaced, but certainly did not overthrow 
and replace the traditional state apparatus, whose personnel were 
simply biding their time for a favorable opportunity. Likewise the 
bourgeois parties were active and real contenders for power. After 
all, Stambulisky was overthrown by a classic coup centered on the 
officer corps and long-active rightwing terrorists (IHRO). How could 
the equivalent of the 1923 Tsankov coup have occurred in China after 
1949? 

No less important in understanding Stambulisky's policies while 
in IIpower" than his relations with the bourgeoisie were his relations 
with the working class. The Bulgarian working class, led by a mass 
revolutionary party, was a contender for power. If the Chinese 
working class in 1945 had been led by a mass, revolutionary (i.e. 
Trotskyist) party, the outcome of the Third Chinese Revolution would 
have, to say the least, been different. 

Your analogies of East Europe in 1945-48 and Spain in 1936 are 
no more valid than the Bulgarian one. In 1945, East Europe was admin
istered by the army of a foreign workers state, for \'lhich \·lithdrawal 
was a historic possibility (e.g. Austria in 1956). The role of a 
bourgeois state being played by workers militias under a reformist 
leadership (e.g. Germany in 1918, Spain in 1936) can only be an 
episode during a revolution. Contrary to reformist illusions (e.g. 
Hilferding's attempt to incorporate soviets into the t'leimar Consti tu
tion), the bourgeoisie will never permit workers militias to replace 
or even seriously check the traditional state apparatus--a carefully 
selected officer corps and police force. From the bourgeois stand
point, there is no guarantee that a workers militia will remain under 
;-eformist leadership. Horeover, the function of the bourgeois state 
~s not only to protect the capitalist system from revolution, but to 
discipline the \<lorking class so as to maintain a satis factory rate 
of exploitation. If workers militias do not overthrow the capitalist 
system, they will be self-liquidated by their reformist leaders or 
suppressed. 

To restate the essential point about the Chinese Revolution, if 
you maintain that China was a bougeois state from 1949 to '53, you 
must indicate a possible historical alternative (other than the mili
tary intervention of U.S. imperialism) whereby the bourgeoisie would 
not have been expropriated. 

Argentine PRT/ERP 

Virtually all S~alinist organizations pay lip service to workers 
democracy. Stalin h~mself authored a fine denunciation of the bureau
cratic Tito regime in 1949. t1hat distinguishes Trotskyism and Stalin-
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ism on this question is the latter I s assertion that \r;orkers democracy 
is realized in an existing state (e.g. the USSR, China, Cuba, etc.). 
The PRT's approbation of the governments of North Korea, North viet
nam and Cuba are adequate to identify it as Stalinist. It is true 
that a Pablo/Deutscherite position on the self-reform of a particular 
Stalinist regime (and this was what the S~"7P' s line of the early 
Castro regime amounted to) and a left Haoist/Guevarrist criticism 
of the bureaucratism of such a regime may appear to be similar. How
ever, the former position recognizes, as the latter does not, that 
workers democracy means a set of objective governmental institutions 
~nd not the relative moral authority or mass support of the regime 
~n power. To repeat, a left Maoist/Guervarrist could not replicate 
the SWP's characterization of the early Castro regime as lIa healthy 
workers state, though lacking the forms of workers democracy. II 

Comradely, 

[l'lichael HilinJ 
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ON :I'F:~ 'l'ilIIID CHINESE HEVOLUTI<?N 

by J. Holbrouck (Boston) 

56. 

Before the Korean ~var, the class nature of the new Chinese 
state had not yet been defined by history, as an examination of the 
early period of the Third Chinese Revolution clearly d£monstrates. 
What is more, the brief descriptions of that period 'vhich occur in 
our literature are often simply factually inaccurate. 

Although this question may on the surface seem to be purely his
torical, it in fact has considerable relevance to our work. He have 
maintained that Hao made no attempt during the revolution to carry 
out his utopian program of :New Democracy. Thus for example, the art
icle in HV #28 on the Revolution attempts to prove Davidson \vrong by 
shmving that there \'las no stage of the Chinese revolution correspond
ing to Hao' s scheme of Hew Democracy. This is both 'l.1rong and com
pletely beside the point, and the perfect vlay to lose an argument 
vlith a sophisticated llaoist. The CCP did indeed attempt to carry 
out the program of He'l.'l Democracy. Indeed it could not have done 
otherwise, because the People's Liberation Army was recruited on the 
basis of that program. The "bloc of four classes (. broke dm-In be
cause of the Korean war. The Chinese bourgeoisie turned against the 
bourgeois program of New Democracy, '"hich a section of it had ini ti
ally gone along 'l.vi th. It thereby compelled the Ilao regime to go be-
yond that program. Our overly--simplistic understanding of the Chin
ese revolution can obviously serve as a barrier to \·linning over ele-
ments from the llaoist milieus. Also I in the U. Sec. fight I vlhere the 
l1andelites maintain our position vlhereas the SHP, as usual, is more 
"orthodox," our China position can obviously cause problems. Fin-' 
ally I a correct understanding of the Chinese revolution is a precon-' 
dition for understanding the Indochinese revolution. 

The document by Cde. Seymour states "An insurrectionary armed 
force can (and usually does) have a contradictory class character. 
The dominant class is then determined through internal, usually 
bloody factional struggle vli thin the insurrectionary armed force. It 
is possible that the existing state apparatus is destroyed and the 
insurrectionary armed force achieves military dominance before its 
class character has been determined through internal struggle. In 
that case, the class character of the emerging state will be deter
mined by the factional struggle vii thin the inherently unstable regime 
controlling the victorious insurrectionary army.1: (Emphasis in origin
al.) This is a good description of the Cuban events, but applied to 
China becomes a lifeless artificial schema. Since no major split 
occurred in the CCP in the '51--'52 period therefore regardless of 
'-lhat r..lay have been going on ill China at the time, that could not 
have been the period in which the class nature of the nev1 Chinese 
state was deci<led. This poses a seeminglY obvious problem. \'7hen 
't'las the "internal factional struggle" that did decide the class na
ture of the PLA? The '35-'59 period was the most prolonged period of 
relative internal peace in the entire history of the CCP! The 1946·-
47 defini ti ve break with Chiang "met 'I.<li th virtually no internal re'
sistance," to use Seymour's phrase. The only methodologically con
sistent position for Seymour would be the old Logan position that the 
PLA from its inception was proletarian in character, in some mystical 
Wohlforthian fashion! The essential error here lies in not realizing 
the different concrete national peculiarities which led fundamentally 
similar stages of the Cuban and Chinese revolutions to take on some
what different empirical appearances at the governmental (i.e. cabi
net) level. 
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Cde. Seymour states that "the basic policy of all sections of 
the Chinese bourgeoisie and the imperialist pO\vers toward the CCP
PLA was one of physical annihi1ation.:l This is not true. In the 
'46 negotiations, Marshall (the representative of the u.s. imperial
ists) supported the formation of a Chiang-Hao coalition government. 
Chiang's American advisers urged him against the advance into Han
churia. And when Truman was reelected, he cut off all us aid to 
Chiang! The industrial bourgeoisie of Northern China had favored the 
'46 compromise, and, on March 13, 1946, sent a delegation to KHT 
headquarters to obtain immediate cessation of hosti1ities1 • Indeed, 
after Nao's victory in '49, according to Barnett, tlin the period of 
Communist ~akeover the majority o~ Chi~a's bourgeoisie attem~te~ to 
make an adJustment to the new reg1.me." To understand why th1.s 1.S· 
so, it is necessary to understand the ultra-Bonapartist, totally 
isolated nature of the Chiang regime. 

Bureaucratic Capital 

The extreme concentration of p01l1er in the hands of the govern
ment led to the phenomenon of the submergence of the industrial bour
geoisie by "bureaucratic capital." After the war, all Japanese
owned enterprises were expropriated by the KHT government Hhich ran 
them for the benefit of the infamous I;four families" (Chiang's O\vn, 
the Soongs, the Kungs, and the Chen brothers), ~vho held most of the 
key government and party positions, elbowing aside the great majority 
of the Chinese compradors and even to a certain extent the imperial-
ists. Large amounts of Chinese capital, thereby shunted aside from 
productive investment, were employed for speculative purposes, ag
gravating economic chaos. 3 For example, according to Barnett, 

"The most important industry operatingin Tientsin at present is 
still cotton textile manufacturing; it is almost entirely gov
ernment-ollTned . • . many other local industries are owned and 
managed by the National Resources Commission • . . a top offi
cial in the biggest chemical company in Tientsin told me that the 
government has repeatedly tried to force its way into control of 
the company--and is still trying to do so. The omnipresence of 
the Central government in the economy h~s made things extremely 
difficult for private enterprise •.. c; 

The last years of the KMT regime \vere characterized, as Peng 
puts it, by I!consummate Asiatic despotism, corruption and ineffi
ciency." Inflation accelerated to the point of the collapses of the 
currency. By the end of 1948, all commerce and industry had come to 
a halt. The civil war was used as an excuse to squeeze the last 
drops of blood out of the peasantry by taxes, 1evys, and conscrip
tion into the army. All protest ,,,as met by brutal repression. The 
regime became totally isolated, not only from the people, but even 
from the bourgeoisie. The KMT disintegrated into factional \'larfare, 
and the bourgeois elements outside the KHT gathereg around the im
potent, petty-bourgeois liberal "Democratic League." Thus according 
to Belden, 

"Businessmen weighted down by heavy taxes and losing their fac
tories to Chiang's so-called program of nationalizations were be
coming so ,,,roth at the national government that they were 
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actively organizing the shipment of American arms and ammunition 
to the communists. 106 

The United States had sent Marshall to China, as Peng puts it, 
to "maneuver (ed) bebleen Chiang and Mao for a temporary compromise 
in order to gain time to destroy the latter." Unfortunately for 
U.S. imperialism, Chiang preferred to comnlit suicide. Not being able 
to commit troops in China the U.S. was forced to abandon China as a 
bad bet, and adopt a "\<11ai t and see!l attttude towards the CCP. The 
PLA, faced l.vith the impossibility of an alliance with Chiang, \vas 
compelled to call for his overthrmv, and as T'JV #28 puts it, "an
nounc(ing) an agrarian reform scheme similarto the "rich-peasant
policyfl Hao had followed in 1930, but much more radical than the rent 
reduction (and Red Army-enforced rent collection) of the period 1942-
47." (Actually a milder land reform had already been initiated in 
Hay i 46). Also there \'las a purge of landlords and rich peasants from 
the Party. This lasted only so long as the Chiang offensive was a 
serious threat. After Chiang had been militarily defeated, and the 
road was clearly open for complete military victory for the PLA, all 
land reform was abruptly halted (August, 1948). As "Li Fu--Jen'; put 
it, 

"The Stalinists undoubtedly enjoy the support of huge masses of 
the peasantry. However, they not only do not encourage, but ac··· 
tively discourage the peasants from taking any military initia
tive. There are no flaming appeals to the peasants to rise 
against the landlords. Instead, the Stalinists ,njoin the 
peasants to await the arrival of the "Red" army. 

Ths Seizure of Power 

There is a myth in our ranks that the ST'7P was unable to analyze 
or comprehend the seizure of pmver by !·1ao in '49, and denied up to 
the last minute that it would occur. The February '49 FI article 
"The Kuomintang Faces Its Doom li by "Li Fu-Jen" accurately predicted 
the course of events. 

!'Nhether the Stalinists \vill rule in their O\,ln name or form some 
sort of coalition regime with "anti-Kuomintang" bourgeois ele
ments remains to be seen. Certain it is that on the morrow of 
military triumph Hao Tes-Tung, like Tito, \vill be confronted 
~vi th the need for economic relations \'Ji th the outside capitalist 
~vorld ~ A coalition with the Chinese bourgeoisie, or a section 
of it, \<IlOuld undoubtedly facilitate contact with the world 
market. If this variant should develop, Stalin is going to 
have greater trouble \vi th J.I1ao than he is having with Ti to. . • 

The American imperialists have already emitted cautious hints 
that they might be ready to do business Hi th a Stalinist-
bourgeois coalition .•• On the other hand,the social forces 
they have set in motion and the further needs of the yet·-· 
uncompleted struggle against the Kuomintang may compel the 
Chinese Stalinists to go beyond their present program and move 
against the property of the bourgeoisie. Shis variant could be 
stimulated by a hostile U.S. imperialism." 
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After the seizure of power, the hostility of U.S. imperialism 
did indeed force the CP to go beyond its program of New Democracy. 
The new regime initially avoided anti-imperialist economic measures; 
precisely in order to "facilitate contact 'i,..ri th the world market." 
All such measures taken were in direct response to economic and 
political measures taken against the People's Republic of China by 
the imperialists. The completion of the struggle against the KHT, 
however, did not require anti-capitalist measures, for the simple 
reason that Hao 'i.'lon with hardly any struggle, with almost every 
city and army in Bourgeois China either. passively surrendering or 
actively going over to the PLA! 

The pattern was set by the famous IlPeace of Peking," the most 
important city of North China, and base for all KI1T forces in the 
North. After a peculiarly pacific 4C-day siege, marked by such 
events as the PLA's public offer to supply Peking with electricity 
during the siege (which 'i.'laS accepted), the city surrendered peace-· 
fully. The eight-point surrender program included the follmJing: 

"2) Chinese individual commercial and industrial property \1ill 
be protected • . . 
3) Bureaucratic capital • • . will be taken over by the Libera
tion Army, althougb private shares will be respected ... 
7) The lives and property of all foreigners will be protected 

" 

Fu Tso-Yi, head of all KHT army forces in all North China, became a 
member of the National Military Council of the People's Republic of 
China! Barnett, who \'las in Peking at the time, comments, 

"In human terms, it has been somev,hat like a game of musical 
chairs. The top personnel of key organizations, together with 
certain titles and names have been reshuffled and chan~ed over
night, but the organizations continue to function much as they 
did before • • • The first stage of the Communist revolution 
has been mild and, in a sense, no revolutionary changes have 
occurred . . ." 9 

After Nao's army crossed the Yangtze and entered South China, 
'i.<lhere the great majority of the Chinese population lives, most 
Chinese cities did not even bother to wait for the arrival of the 
PLA to surrender. The only city where there was even token resis
tance was Shanghai, the industrial center of South China. How the 
CCP handled this problem is interesting. 

"t'li th the fall of the city coming ever nearer, many businessmen 
prepared to flee. • • In order to counter this tendency, re
ported a Chinese businessman, 'Groups of underground 'United 
Front l"lorkers' were hurriedly dispatched to contact the panic
stricken 'i.'lould-be refugees' • • • Businessmen were assured of 
generous treatment, protection of their property, and the op
portunity to do business. Copies of Hao's I1The Present Situa
tion and Our Tasks" were distributed to publicize the CCP's 
intended policy towards the 'national bourgeoisie.' Robert 
Loh observed, 'The pamphlet was remarkably effective. It acted 
as a tranquilizer on the nervous industrialists and traders. It 
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allayed their suspicion and fGar of the Communists and left 
them with the feeling, 't'lell, nothing could be YErse than 
life under the Nationalists.' Many stayed on.'" 

The Ne~ Re'lim~ 

"The Chinese Communists . • . found themselves in the und;que 
position of having already £on~ere~ 2£wer while the ~evolu
tion which they headed had not yet been effected over the 
major part of the national territory." 

60. 

II-The Third Chinese Revolution;' Ernest Handel, Jan-Feb '51 FI 

The new regime was a petty-bourgeois regime with a classic
ally petty-bourgeois program. Peng at one point compares it to the 
regime of the French Jacobins. It was certainly not a petty
bourgeois state, for at no time did it seek to defent petty-bourgeois 
property relations (i.e. the feudal craft-guild system). Nor was it 
committed to the defense of bourgeois or proletarian property forms. 
It was committed to the utopian program of New Democracy--the 
repetition of the 18th-century bourgeois revolution in France in 
20th-century China. In other words it was not a state at all in the 
Marxist sense. It is true that IIthere were no fundamentally bour
geois elements wi thin the CCP and its army," but neither ,,,ere there 
any fundamentally proletarian elements. There were some elements 
fundamentally committed to the Russian bureaucracy, (Li Li-San, Rao 
Rang), but Mao had them purged. 

In the cities, only the properties of the "four families" were 
nationalized. Private shares in "bureaucratic capital"--the property 
already nationalized by the KMT--were respected. 'l'he right to strikE' 
was abolished, and compulsory arbitration instituted. The national·· 
ized factories were placed in the hands of control committees com
posed of representatives of 1) the former ot-mers, 2) supervisory 
personnel and 3) the workers. Final say went to the director, who 
was usually the pre-Liberation factory manager. ll In the initial 
period, the main objective of the regime was to get industry started 
again, by means of government loans to private-:capital .. t-lage cuts, 
layoffs, etc. Several massacres of striking ,.,orkers occurred (such 
as the machine gunning of the Sun Sin factory #9 workers in Tientsin, 
resulting in 300 casualties). 

In the South of China, where the majority of the Chinese 
peasantry lives, the PLA was faced with a problem. The program of 
New Democracy called for the abolition of feudalism, redistribution 
of the landlord's lands, and the development of capitalist agricul
ture. However, the bourgeoisie of South China, with ,,,hom they were 
trying to ally themselves, were indistinguishable from those same 
landlords! (This had been somewhat less true in-the agriculturally 
backward areas of the old Red Army stomping ground.) The peasants 
greeted the Red Army as their liberators and attempted to seize the 
land themselves. This is how the CCP responded: 

"National China News Agency Aug. 20, 1949 
Everywhere we are making great progress in the \-lork of extermin
ating bandits in Central China. In Hunan Province during the 
pas t year abou t 38, 700 bandi ts were ki lIed, ,,,ounded, captured 
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In order "to consolidate all strata of the Chinese people" 
initially only a reduction of land rents and interest payments was 
carried out, and even that only as a concession to peasant pressure. 

The government was formed as a coalition with the Democratic 
League (DL), the Revolutionary Committee of the KMT (RCKMT), and 
various other small Chinese parties--although of course real power 
,"as in the hands of the peasant army. The DL ,,,as the traditional 
organization of Chinese petty-bourgeois liberalism .. The u.s. had 
hoped that it could be used to liberalize the Chiang regime. Mar
shall wrote to Truman that "The salvation of the situation, as I 
see it would be the assumption of leadership by the liberals in the 
government and in the minor parties, a splendid group of men ... ,,13 

t'7hen negotiations for a coalition government fell through, the 
DL split, with Carsun Chang's "National Socialist Party'! joining the 
Chiang government,and the rest coming out in support of the Red Army. 

The RCKMT vIas an alliance of several of the cliques of the dis
integrating KHT, including many prominent KMT officials and army 
generals. Its leader was Harshal Li Chi-Sen, the butcher of the Can
ton Commune, who had held various top governmental posts, and had 
been Chiang's Chief of Staff in '27. 

In themselves, these groupings were not major social forces. 
But then, neither Here the Companys and Azanas in Spain. The Span
ish bourgeoisie supported the Spanish fascists with far greater unan
imity than the Chinese Bourgeoisie supported Chiang. And at least in 
Catalonia, the bourgeois state had been destroyed every bit as thor
oughly as in China. It "Tas reconstructed by the Stalinists, Anarch,,:, 
ists and POUMists. Had they constructed a 'vorker' s stat.e instead, 
Companys would probably have resigned himself to being the rJnie. Sun 
Yat-Sen of proletarian Catalonia. After all, he had already had to 
s,,,allow the physical extermination of most of the bourgeoisie in 
Catalonia ~lho had not fled to Franco I scamp. Yet nonetheless, he 
played an important role in the reconstruction of bourgeois rule in 
Catalonia. 

According to ~'7V, "the bulk of the bourgeoisie had fled to Tai
Han. ~'7ith the heli?of Soviet aid, the Communists set about building 
up a state sector of industry, while arranging for the continuation 
of private mvnership in some industrial concerns, under state control 
and supervision. I, It is simply not true that the bulk of the bour-· 
geoisie had fled to Tai~van. It is true that the abolition of "bur
eaucratic capital" meant that most heavy industry ,,,as in the hands of 
the PLA. But most Chinese capital was traditionally enga§ed in light 
industry, commerce and usury any\..,ay. Egypt and Syria nationalized 
much more. The real question ,.,as in whose interests the nationalized 
property ,,,as being run, which ,,,as not at all clear at first. Before 
t.he Korean war, no imperialist property had been nationalized. The 
strongly probusiness policies of the itiitial period resulted in a 
sharp business boom that virtually compelled a pro-labor policy 
shift, if only to maintain the Bonapartist balancing act, but be
fore the war period it was only quantitative in character. Even the 
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foreign policy of the People's Republic was described by Mao himself 
as 1I1eaning to one side. 1I And as-the CPUSA pointed out in a recent 
polemic I he who leans to one side can ahlays lean to the other. It 
was not only Otven Lattimore and the St'lP t-Jho speculated on the possi
bility of a U.S.-China alliance. 

The phrases in the 1949 Common Program about the state sector 
having a socialist character and playing the leading role in the 
economy are in themselves far less meaningful than the slogans "bene
fit to both public and private industry:! and :'consider the interests 
of both labor and capital" to be found in the same program. Carsun 
Chang, minister of the last Chiang government, says in his book 
"Third Force In China' 

BThough I am neither a believer in Communism nor a fellow trav·· 
eler of the CCP, I can endorse the policies expressed in Chap
ters III to VII insofar as the official language is concerned. 

,,14 

In China, even the KHT vlas supposedly for something called "state 
Socialism. " 

The Korean \'lar 

HmV'ever, the U.s. troops crossing into North Korea simultan
eously with a U.S. economic boycott of China, forced the Chinese 
bourgeoisie and the PLA apart. The Chinese compradors, though not 
objecting to a little anti-imperialist, pro-Soviet rhetoric, were 
not about to actually fight their u.S. owners. The land reform in 
the South now had to be carried out, to crush landlord opposition. 
Poor peasant coromi ttees \vere formed throughout South China, to crush 
the landlords by civil war measures. The violent Against Counter
revolutionaries campaign of 1951 was directed at all opponents of the 
fight against U. S. imperialism. ]\.ccording to Peng, . In this cam'" 
paign, not only thousands of reactionary landlords and kulaks • 
labor traitors, and Kuomintang bureaucrats and agents have been im
prisoned, exiled, and executed, but iikeVlise a great number of af
filiated l elements and follovTers of Li Chi-Sun and the "Democratic 
League! have suffered the same fate." Finally, the 3- and 5-anti 
campaigns of Hinter-spring 1951-'52 completed the process of the 
consolidation of a Chinese deformed worker's state by breaking the 
political and social' power of the Chinese bourgeoisie. No nationali
zations were carried out in these campaigns, carried out under the 
banner of Nev7 Democracy. They t.,ere essentially campaigns against 
corruption. The 3-anti campaign purged government and CCP officials 
that had accepted bribes I or in other tvays had been guilty of I:right
ist and pro-bourgeois thought." The 5-anti campaign '-Tas directed 
against capitalists who bribed government officials or tried to 
cheat the government. In other words, the basic purpose of the cam-' 
paigns was to hermetically seal the government off from the bour
geoisie. The regime mobilized the masses, through the trade unions, 
to physically seize individual capitalists, compel them to confess 
their sins, repent, submit to close government supervision and pay 
large fines. According to Barnett, the campaign "probably eliminated 
any possibility of significant political influence on its (the bour
geoisie's) part." 15 
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Until the Korean war, there was a very genuine coalition with a 
sector of the Chinese ruling classes, symbolized by the presence of 
the liberal lawyers of the DL and the opportunist 'darlords of the 
RCKHT in the government. ~'!ith the outbreak of the civil war, the 
Chinese compradors could not help but become traitors, because of 
their social nature. The bourgeoisie was politically destroyed, 
under the banners of honesty, clean government and patriotism. The 
DL and RCKMT stayed t-li th the CCP, not so much because they deserted 
the bourgeoisie, but rather because the bourgeoisie deserted them, 
just as the Spanish bourgeoisie deserted Azana and Cornpanys for 
Franco. The Korean Far drove an unbridgeable gulf between the 
Chinese bourgeoisie and the petty-bourgeois nationalist PLA, thereby 
rendering inevitable the destruction of the former. Had U.S. imper
ialism followed a different policy, this would not have occurred, 
and the Stalinization of China would have meant a split right down the 
middle in the PLA, and a real ci vi I \'/ar. In such a case, the Chinese 
bourgeoisie might well have resisted liao as 'I.·lell as the bureaucracy 
did in the course of the cultural revolution. And besides i I"lao \'JOuld 
probably have been too busy fighting agents of soviet social
im~erialism to try. Since we are materialists not idealists, we must 
consider the CCP cadres i ;'predisposi tion . . . for a state modeled on 
Stalin's Russian to be less important than the 20 years they had 
spent fighting a peasant 'l.V'ar. Had New Democracy corne into collision 
with Stalinism, it is doubtful Stalinism would have won. As it hap
pened, Ne\v Democracy carne into collision vli th the Chinese bourgeoisie. 
The Chinese revolution must be considered parallel to the Cuban in 
its course. The more rightward character of the Castro movement, J 
"'Thich was neither anti- imperialist nor anti-American in character, :> 
meant that even in the face of total hostility from the U.S., the • 
creation of a deformed ltlorker' s state required a split in the Rebel 
Army. 

Theoretical Conclusions 

Does this mean that no peasant-guerrilla-type movement is capa" 
ble of establishing a def~med Horkers' state except if forced to by 
imperialist pressure? . Not at all. A- guerr'l."'i:'ia movement vIi th an 
anti-capitalist program, if successful, would do so. Espartacos 1-3 
refer to such movements, exemplified by the Guatemalan MR-13, as 
t:Guevarist," distinguishing them from the usual "Fidelist' kind. 
However, as the peasantry is not a socialist class, the former almost 
ahlays soon degenerate into the latter. 

In practice, hovTever, this does not seem ever to have happened. 
In the case of Vietnam, comrades who think that the DRV "as already 
a ~iorkers' state in '54 will have to anS\ver Joe V.' s question of how 
Ho managed to give half of Vi~~ '''ithou~iLCQJ.lJ:l.:t~volution. 
The last sentence of my leteer to Y. Sp. ~h.ich asserted~
til '56 a coalition government was entirely possible, lias edited 
out. I think the body of the letter presents a good prima facie case 
that a coalition government was not impossible. 

In the case of Yugoslavia, there were indeed bourgeois ministers 
in the coalition government until Fall 1945, ''Then they all resigned 
in protest, As is ,,,ell knmvn, British imperialism was unremittingly 
hostile to Tito. 
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As for Indochina nQ'{'\T, the "embryo deformed 'vorkers' state" 
formulation is absur:'l. But because of the dominant role of the DRV 
army, in both S. Vietnam and Laos, the situation is actually more 
analogous to E. Europe than China. In Cambodia, the position that 
the victory of the Sihanouk/I<hmer Rouge forces ""ould create, to use 
the IT's marvellous phrase I II a feudal, semi-Illonarchical workers' 
state resting on capl talist property relations 11 seems "veak to me. 
It is possible that a workers' state could eventually result, 
especially if the DRV army takes a hand in things, possibly even in
cluding Sihanouk for decorative purposes. This is also possible in 
Guinea-Bissau, as Y.Sp. mentioned and "t"JV seems to have forgotten. 
But it is also quite possible for 'Pao/Sihanouk'" to act as the 
IIU.S. 's last hope," as l'JV #26 put it. 
Received 5 August, 1974 
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ON MEf.1BERSBI~_ IN THE e.!:ART~CIS! ~~~~~~ 

by Gerry Clark 

Spartacist League 
Ba~ A!:.~~ 

Dear comrades, 

April 24, 1974 
Oakland, Cal. 

65. 

Before I 'vas expelled from the SHP I \-,rote two documents for the 
1973 National Convention. I began both documents with a statement on 
the need for a Leninist party and international: 

ilAny class-conscious vJOrker interested in picking up the revolu
tionary cudgel for purposes of forging it into a tool for over
throwing the bourgeoisie, must first come to grips ,rJi th the 
question of vJhat specific tool is necessary to accomplish the 
job. Being a ,,,orker-,-and somewhat familiar ,,1i th tools, he or 
she will soon discover after doing some preparatory reading of 
the Marxist manuals, that the only tool capable of taking on 
such a momentous task is one which is grounded in correct 
theory and tempered in the class struggle i flexible, but al'lilays 
prepared to move \'1i th swiftness and precision; and powerful 
enough to tackle the problem "Jherever it crops up. That tool is 
the Leninist combat party joined together \'1i th other parties 
around the ,,,orld into the Fourth International--Horld Party of 
Socialist Revolution." (The Only Road To Revolution is Through 
the Proletariat, m'JP DB, Vol. 31, No.1, April 1973, p. 6) 

Today, after the Tenth T'lorld Congress of the "united" Secretar
iat of the Fourth International has met, that task is even more ur
gent! That Congress decided nothing; all it accepted was to ~eeEen 
the crisis of leadership of the proletariat. All the central poli t·· 
ical questions vlere brushed over in favor of "unity"---including the 
question of democratic centralism! How else can one explain the fact 
that ~~~ organizational questions were adopted ~a~~~~~! I pre
sume this included the Appeal issued by Comrade John Ebel of Aus·
tralia and myself. Yet we have heard no ,..,ord from the Congress 
either that it received our Appeal or that it acted upon it. \rJhat 
is a T'Jorld Congress for if not to resolve such E.£!.~~ic~!. questions 
as the expulsion of a tendency?! The "dual pmver" which exists in
side the United Secretariat cannot be passed off as democratic cen
tralism. And backroom deals and bureaucratic maneuvers cannot sub
sti~ute for a si~~le political line aimed at mobilizing the prole
tar1a~ for revolution. As a Trot~~~ist International, the patched
up Un1ted Secretariat represents a sorry example for class-conscious 
workers. 

All the more serious is the crisis of the proletarian leader
ship in this period of rising class struggle. But this phenomenon 
has both a positive and negative side to it. On the negative side, 
it leaves the proletariat disarmed in the face of vicious attacks by 
the bourgeoisie. The case of Chile provides the clearest example 
of this crisis. Disarmed by the class-collaborationist leadership 
of the Popular Unity government, the Chilean workers have suffered 
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a big defeat in their struggle for socialism. The same kind of de
feat was experienced in Bolivia, albeit, without a popular front 
government at the head of the masses. The negative examples are 
unfortunately too numerous to name. 

But on the opposite side,the rise in the class struggle is cre
ating new opportunities for revolutionaries to penetrate the workers 
movement and gain a foothold. In addition, it is providing verifi
cation of the Trotskyist analysis of the nature of our epoch and 
the absolute necessity of building proletarian parties united in a 
revolutionary international. It is also revealing the bankruptcy of 
the Stalinist and reformist leaderships and their rotten class
collaborationist programs. Trotskyism can be strengthened as a re
sult if a correct revolutionary strategy is applied. This is the 
explanation for the factionalism inside the United Secretariat, 
which is a ~ositiv~ development. It is therefore essential that 
Trotskyist parties be built in this period that can take up the ban
ner of socialism and lead the working class to victory. The alterna
tive could be disastrous for the proletariat for years to come. 

Hith this understanding of the present period and the tasks con
fronting revolutionaries, where does the Spartacist League fit in? 
In order to anS~ler this question, I must explain what I believe the 
SL is and '-lhere it came from and where it is going. 

As a tendency inside the SVlP (the Revolutionary Tendency), the 
future SL crystalized around a political struggle against Pabloism 
and the SNP' s adaptation to Castroism (an "unconscious Trotskyist··). 
The RT represented what '-las still healthy inside the S\iJP as the party 
began to seriously degenerate after 15 years of isolation from the 
working class. The ruthless method used to expel this Tendency 'vas 
indicative of the party's :e.0li tical degeneration. The same ruthless-~ 
ness 'i.;ras used 10 years later against myself and the R. I. T. ! 

At the time of the RT ' s expulsion, the SHP was !.~~ Trotskyist 
movement in the U.S. As a small "sub-propaganda ll group, the SL was 
forced to orient its ''lork toward the SVlP in the same ~Jay the Left 
Opposi tion ~.,as forced to orient toward the Comintern after its ex-
pulsion (noting the difference in size of both organizations). This 
policy produced little results and was soon replaced by a policy of 
"regroupment. Ii This 'vas based on the belief that the SL ,,,ould even-
tually become the nucleus of a reVOlutionary vanguard party and even
tually disElace the SHP as the main Trotskyist organization in the 
U.S. The SL believed this because of its understanding of the need 
for.a revolutionary eE£~am as the basis of a Bolshevik party. It 
bel~eved the SHP ~las in the process of abandoning that program. {'las 
it right? 

Yes, it ';'las. The past ten years has confirmed that the fight 
begun in 1961 '-las an important step in keeping revolutionary Trotsky
ism alive in this country. It can be said--and it should be said ;. 
"lithout equivocation--that if it hadn't been for the SL, its persis
tence and determination as a revolutionary current, revolutionary 
Trotskyism would be at a much greater disadvantage, in terms of 
building a party, than it is today. The SL can also take credit for 
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helping polarize left wings inside other left organizations--in 
addi tion to newly forming left ~"ings inside the SI']P, including the 
R.I.T.--which has contributed to the strengthening of its organiza
tion and the weakening of reformist and centrist currents in the 
workers movement. Today, these correct policies are paying off in 
terms of grmvth and political authori ty • 

But not "7i thout having paid a heavy price. During most of the 
SL's existence as an independent organization, it remained isolated 
from the workers movement and its organizations both nationally and 
internationally. This isolation took a heavy toll of its original 
cadre and membership. Of the original RT, perhaps three or four 
still remain in the SL today. In addition to the loss of membership, 
the SL unconsciously built an organizational sectarian wall around 
itself deslgnedtoprotect its revolutionary principles. Many of 
its activities during the early years were carried out simply to 
:'make the record. II 

t'7hile there "Tere some exceptions to this policy I such as the 
work around the Harlem Defense Committee, the SL experienced very 
Ii ttle success in its ,·mrk. The most obvious reflection of this 
was its failure to publish a regular press. The magnitUde of this 
problem can be understood by the fact that it wasn't until !~~~_197~ 
that the SL started putting out a regular press! What I believe this 
failure represented, more than simply a question of funds or othe~ 
organizational reasons, was a lack of confidence, of political pur
pose and perspective. Of course this lack of confidence in self, of 
one's political role, had a legitimate material basis: the SL was 
small, isolated, and standing outside the main body of Trotskyism, 
~vi th a \-leak and untested political leadership. But no matter hmv 
valid these reasons were, the SL's lack of confidence in its polit
ical role could not but engender a similar reaction in the people 
around it, incl uding its m'm members! Add thi s to the SL' s org ani
zational sectarianism and its irregular press and you have the 
basis for its disappearance as a political force. Today it is ad
mitted by the SL that the 1968 split almost destroyed the organiza
tion. But the organization \vasn' t destroyed. \']hy? 

The anS\ver to that question can be found mainly in i ts :e..r09.!:'~. 
The SL had a revolutionary program which kept it alive. It can also 
be partly explained by its main leader, Jim Robertson, who has strug
gled tirelessly to build a Bolshevik party in this country for the 
past 20 years. And also partly by its sectarianism, i.e., its desire 
to maintain and protect the revolutionary principles embodied in the 
Transitional Program. This has a contradictory side to it because 
most sectarian organizations \-Thich refuse to take their II sacred" 
program into the ,,,orking class out of fear of having it rejected or 
having it compromised, don't usually have an opportunity to become a 
mass revolutionary party i they" usually ''lind up in the dustbin of 
history along vIi th other assorted turncoats and class betrayers. 

~'lhy then didn't the sectarianism of the SL lead it into the same 
dustbin of history? In the first place, that question is still un
resolved. The "dustbin" I'm talking about is quite largei there is 
room for all of us if necessary. The main reason the SL has survived 
so far, and is growing, in addition to having a revolutionary program, 
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is because of the change in the objective conditions and the further 
degeneration of the St·JP as the Trotskyist party in this country. 
The simultaneous rise of the black struggle and the struggle agains't 
the war gave the SL an opportunity to \1 come alive OJ and put forth its 
revolutionary line on nationalism and imperialist war. Hm"ever, this 
work was carried out, due to force of habit, in a sec~arian fashion~ 
leaders and organizations ".,ere denounced as usual, cOInl!!.1E!.is!:. slogans 
'Vlere advanced everywhere and at all times; lengthy statements ,,,ere 
issued on the necessity of class struggle; the red banners were un
furled and the record was made. After all this was done, the SLers 
disappeared back into their cosy meeting rooms and apartments and 
planned their next "strategy." No one could say--and let history 
record it!--that the revolutionary Trotskyists did not speak out 
against reformism and class collaboration! 

Q~ite this sectarianism, the SL won some recruits (sectarian 
purity can be attractive to some during certain periods, especially 
if the other so-called revolutionary organizations are being clearly 
opportunist). This ,,,as a real shot in the arm for the SL: self
confidence began to appeiHr as a real trait in the organization. Soon 
the SL was not alone in its militant rhetoric: other organizations 
just as sectarian (the BPP, SDS, PL, etc.) began appearing and 
raising militant slogans. The sectarianism of these organizations 
criss-crossed with the SL between 1968 and 1970, in SDS. The same 
thing occurred in the S.F. strike and at some anti-war meetings. 
The SL even came out and supported the Panthers Nhen they ran on the 
Peace and Freedom Party ticket! (PL of course ~"as opposed II in prin-' 
ciple ll to bourgeois elections.) 

The SL received a good education during this period. Unable to 
out "ultraleft ll the PLP, it tailed after it for a ,,,hile going so 
far, as if in justification, to characterize it as r:unconscious Tro·t
skyism" (remember the Sl'W did the same thing to justify tailing af
ter Castro). But its work in SDS was fairly successful, winning 
over some PLers and elements from the II new left." Some of these 
recruits were very good people and really helped transform the SL 
into a less sectarian organization. Its press became more frequent 
and it was able to strengthen its national leadership (both are re
lated). This marked an important change in the development of the 
SL. 

During this period of its involvement in SDS, the SL stood on 
an orthodox Trotskyist program. On all the major political ques
tions of the day--nationalism, feminism, imperialist ~"ar, Haoism, 
the trade union bureaucracy, bourgeois elections, etc.--the SL ad
vocated a revolutionary communist line. On a fe,,, points it went 
overboard, such as characterizing NPAC as a "popular front,1l PL as 
"unconscious Trotskyists,fJ and by supporting the BPP-PFP electoral 
bloc. But all and all, it was able to maintain a revolutionary 
line. 

My differences with the SL program today consequently do not 
involve principles, but involve a number of questions ,.,hich could 
lead to fundamental differences of a principled nature later on, 
differences which could lead to factional activity. It is not 
factional activity per se that I fear but ~~e£essa~ factional 
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activity. That is why I believe it was correct of me to proceed 
slowly in my political di$c1.t~sion$ with the SL. It was necessary 
for me to IIdiscover ll the organization and feel it out, and gain 
confidence in it as a revolutionary tool of the working class. 
Unfortunately, that confidence has not incre?sed in a linear fashion, 
it has developed unevenly. 

The differences I have involve questions on the Middle East, 
the nature of Stalinism and centrism, guerrillaism, China, trade un" 
ion ,,,ork, and popular frontism. In addition, I do not believe the 
SL is doing enough to recruit blacks or adequately addressing itself 
to racism in the working class. {'Ti th the exception of China and the 
nature of centrism, most of my positions are written in my two docu-' 
ments. I still hold these positions. As far as China is concerned, 
I now agree that the CCP was a petty-bourgeois party ~'7hen it took 
power in 1949, but I don't believe it established a ,~orkers state 
until after nationalizations, just as in Cuba. As far as the Sl'P is 
concerned, I no longer believe 'it is centrist; it is clearly a 
reformist party today. 

T'7here I see a possible fundamental difference arising right a\vc:y 
is over the trade union question. In principle I agree, and have 
\'Jritten in my document to that effect, t-Jith the SL's position on 
trade union work. Strategically, what this means is that revolu
tionary caucuses have to be built in the unions based on a full 
transitional program. This position is based on the understanding 
of the present epoch as one in '''hich capitalism is incapable of 
solving hQ~anity's problems and must be destroyed before it destroys 
humanity; and that the crisis of leadership of the proletariat is 
the central problem facins us which must be overcome in practice 
through a combined economic and political struggle against reformism 
and Stalinism. It follo\-lS therefore that this struggle must be 
waged inside the unions as well as outside; that the vanguard Darty 
views its-central task in the unions as one which requires the 
building of revolutionary caucuses as alternative leaderships. All 
this I agree ,,,i th and have said myselfmany-fimes before. 

t-vhere the difference arises I believe is over hm" to carry out 
this line. I don't believe it is necessary to raise-your full prog
ram on every leaflet. Nor is it necessary to present your full 
program every time you speak at a rally or union meeting. A revolu
tionary program is not a bowl of pablum to be dished to the Horkers 
in spoonfuls that's for certain. The working class will digest a 
revolutionary program as quickly as it comes to realize its neces
sity--and not any faster. But on the other hand, if "Je try to dish 
it out al~ at ~ce, ~~ ~ver~ £~~, ~~ all ti~~, the working class 
will spit it but right in our'faces! A revOIut1ona:y program ~ust be 
vie~ .. ,ed as a living set of_ demands and goals to be 1n troduced 1n a 
realistic \-lay (not the ""ay PL campaigns for 30'''for--40 for exa!Uple). 
At the same time it is not so "sacred I; that the 'vork~rs cannot under
stand the need for 30-for-40, labor party I and even a "Torkers govern
ment today, without \oJaiting around until that fateful day ~vhen ~~!. 
workers are demanding the full transitional program (as the CSL, IS; 
Sti'P, etc., '-]QuId have us believe, \'Jhich of course is a pipe-dream) . 
The important thing I believe is understanding the necessit~ to pre
sent the full program and, at some point, to begin the construction 
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of a caucus around that program. That, in my opinion, is what 
separates a militant reformist from a revolutionary communist. A 
militant reformist doesn't even believe or see the need to bring a 
full program into the unions. Quite to the contrarY;lhe believes it 
would be a mistake. Needless to add, the militant reformist has no 
need for a Leninist party either, which would be viewed by him as 
an obstacle to his "'revolutionary" work. 

On this latter point, a p6int which I have never forgotten 
despi te '''hat the SL thinks, I have been told by the SL that I cannot 
carry out a revolutionary line in the unions without ~~£~~ joining 
the SL. I disagree! As long as I am still outside the SL and con'" 
sider it a revolutionary organization, with proven ability in creating 
caucuses in the unions, I will seek your advice and guidance---but I 
will ~ot halt my work! I, unlike you, see no contradiction in being 
an active 'sympathizer of the SL and doing revolutionary \"ork in the 
unions. If the SL refuses to help me while in the Ero~es~ of trying 
to recruit me, which I believe is the only Nay to handle it, it '''ill 
indicate to me a serious weakness in the SL's approach to recruiting 
class-conscious workers. (I understand that th~·SL is busy with 
other more important trade union vlOrk, therefore I'm not suggesting 
the SL assign cadre to help me. All I'm asking for is advice and 
guidance from your organization, Hhich is only natural). It \·..rill 
also indicate to me that the SL has not altogether rid itself of its 
past sectarianism. 

The SL today is going through a very positive development in 
terms of its press, growth in membership and influence, and in its 
political analyses and program. Hm"ever, organizationally, it is 
still very ''leak and inexperienced. It has far too fe,'l public mem
bers, resulting in a picture of the SL as a "tiny' organization corn-
posed mainly of students. Its contact \'lork in the B~._Area is sloppy 
and irregular~_, ,_~_t_s. __ In~~:t:j,ng§~~ onol1:~cca-'" -
sion! ). It continu.§.~L..:to_ . .pllt._.o.llt."leng±h.¥, manifg~tg~L§gm~:t.;i!l1~? -re
ferred to as leaflets, ,,,hiciL..ru:.e... still too rhetorical'"".I..t!:L P9X:rcy", __ , 
on union securl ty is much,_t.oo __ :ce.st.ri.cj;,~.g,L.....esp~2J~aT~Y,').n the present 
period wnerer~_::.~~J,:SJ.!)'.sL.j:.? __ !.§s~ .. c::q~9l:!_.a:t},d-.?l~q.~pted bf'l:::he' rank-
and-HIe. Tfie SL needs more E.ubliS t:rade, unionists! ' 

-~-.. - .. ~ ... ~ .. 

In terms of internal political debate, I've noticed a real ten-· 
dency on the part of local leaders to prematurely characterize 
~l!.dey'el<2.E.~£' pos i tions as finished products, e. g ., as II righ t-''ling , " 
as !lne~.., leftites,1I as "Reutherites,il as "Pabloites," etc. This 
method of principle-mongering is reflective of a sectarian desire to 
EE.<2.~ect the "sacred Ii program from attack. The critic is usually 
denounced as a "nit-picker" or told to address himself to principles 
since those are the things sectarians are so good at defending. 
This method of political debate is especially wrong when dealing Wi~, 
new recruits or active sympathizers. \'Jhat is \'lrong ''lith the Leninist 
norm of comradely debate, even between opposing tendencies? ~ 

The SL has a future only if many of the above shortcomings are 
corrected; othen"ise the SL shall remain a small sectarian propaganda 
group vii th a revolutionary program. The dictum of Narx that the 
task of revolutionaries is not only to ~te£E.£et the world anc his
tory but to chan~ it shall never become a realizable goal for ~he 
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SL unless it makes this transformation. I do believe, hovlever, that 
I ,,,,ould be able to function as a revolutionary inside the SL today; 
and I do believe that I could contribute to your transformation. I 
see no other alternative to the SL in this country. On the basis 
of the above positions, criticisms, and opinions, I request that 
this letter be accepted as a basis for membership, or, if you feel 
it is inadequate, for further discussions. 

Comradely yours, 

Gerald Clark 

P. S. I understand that my letters to [r,1ilin] have been published 
in your internal bulletin. These letters contain my posi
tions on Stalinism, centrism, guerrillaism, the Niddle East, 
and P9Pular frontism, therefore I won't go into them here. 

cc: Ne".., York 
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[This letter ~'Jhile still in slightl~1 amorphous draft form bec2.me 
the political property of the organization as a \-lhole as a result 
of the follOiving circwustances; it ~V'as originally a dictation draft; 
several deletions and additions together "vi th a good many proposed 
reformulations }.:;.y both Gordon and Robertson ~tlere uri tten into the 
draft. It ""as set asid.e for some ",eeks unfinishell and. \'Ti th possible 
changes unresolved. Then it vIas taken to the :'iest Coast to shmV' 
comrade Clark and photocopies were made there by other comrades. 
Consequently despite some loss of precision and a little repetitive
ness it is nOvl being printed without any ne\v changes, \,lith the reten·· 
tion of the material suggested for deletion and with the inclusion 
of previously proposed additions t only specific alternative formula"
tions are resolved one "'lay or the other. 

-_ .. J .l~. r 10 August 1974] 

LETTER TO GERRY CLARK 

(semi-corrected dictation draft) 

Gerry Clark 
!3ay Area 

Dear Comrade Clark, 

7 May 1974 

Thank you for the copy of your letter of 24 April. I knO\'1 that 
the question of applying for SL membership is taken very seriously 
by you and that you take this step only after very considerable re
flection. Your abrupt expulsion on fictitious grounds by the S~~ 
was surely a bit disorienting in the short run. As your letter makes 
clear, you have a substantial number of particular differences in 
policy, interpretation and historical estimations from those hitherto 
arrived at by the Spartacist League. But one thing is very clear to 
me: the sharp contradistinction between your'own views and the some
what similar but entirely opportunist, cynical and above all maneuv
rist views that Gregorich/Passen threw our way in their I'uni tyll dis
cussions with us. Unlike these latter elements, you have shown a 
demonstrated consistency in the development of your positions as 
well as a corresponding organizational responsibility and discip
line. I.e., whatever our differences, you have shown principled 
seriousness and determination to act as a revolutionist. It is in 
the light of this appreciation that I offer the follmving comments 
on some of the views and opinions expressed in your letter. 

I think you have missed the main drift in the historical evo
lution of the Spartacist League. You see us as having early locked 
ourselves behind a defensive sectarian wall and standing now before 
the possibility of breaking through this barrier of our own making 
While it is not easy to discuss concrete examples of what you might 
mean by sectarian, because trade-union policy aside you do not your
self cite such cases, I think that the course of the SL's experience 
has actually moved--and especially in the last few years--in a way 
which you might find to be of increasing sectarianism. (An addition
al complication not easy to measure even as to direction, much less 
magnitude, may be the extent to which your understanding of the SL is 
colored by essentially local impressions.) 

If you look at the beginnings of our activity in almost any 
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field (trade-union, black, anthvar, youth, vmmen, international) I 
think you will see a combination of a highly empirical, tentative, 
conciliatory and ahistorical quality, although vli thin the frame\vork 
of whatever our programmatic development 'vas at the time. It has 
generally only been through the resulting dialectic of interaction in 
the milieu witi1 program, and the resulting extension of program, that 
a more tested, comprehensive and historically founded policy has em-
erged. Our years-long vlork, for example, in the SSEU vIas marked 
and marred from the outset by an excess of honest unionism, so that 
in truth in the "lhole period of the SSEU' s existence as an indepen
dent union, our few but very active comrades there performed inval
uable service, not least by means of the literally hundreds of leaf
lets our caucus produced for the membership, as trail- -blazers in 
establishing and defending practices of solid union democracy and 
fighting the union leadership's conciliations of the employer. A 
very experienced trade unionist later vlOn to the SL from another 
industry vle 11 described the break that he had to make in his O\vn 
functioning as (-not being a trade unionist in the party but a com
munist in the labor movement." For a period of more than five years 
our comrades in the SSEU, even though in Spartacist \"hen they went 
into the union, "'ere, vlilly-nilly and despite good intentions and 
serious efforts, never able in practice to break through to communist 
functioning. We helped buildand defend that union; others, notably 
PL and HL, raked in the recruits. 

Our experience in maritime overlapped that in the SSEU and 
continues on today. In good part as a result of the recognized '-leak-·, 
ness in SSEU, our ",ork in .r:lari time has been strengthened. Our mari
time fraction comrades are knm-m as the communists in their union, 
good and serious trade-union militants but above all communists. In 
maritime our fraction has continued to strengthen itself and 'V/ill no';: 
be easily outflanked. This did not happen automatically or easily. 
Our initiating fraction was involved in a good deal of struggle wi th-
in the party to go qualitatively beyond militant and radical trade 
unionism. (You should examine the first half-dozen issues of 
l'1orkers' l'.ction.) The Leninist approach is the exact opposite of 
that \vhich we used to get from the Hobblies, \'lho sm'l the revolution'
ists at the point of production as everything and the conniving 
petty-bourgeois party bureaucrats situated in some distant petty
bourgeois city as at best irrelevant, generally disruptive of the 
class struggle and frequently dovmright treacherous. 

t'lith the qualitative enlargement of our forces a feH years ago 
we not only undertook a qualitative increase in our union implanta
tion but have proceeded in a far more systematic way. Vital to the 
prosecution of this activity has been our theoretical-historical 
struggle--notably undertaken by our Trade Union Director---to re
capture and critically assinilate the real experience of the CP in 
the 1920's, particularly the TUEL, and later of the American Trot
skyists. You vlill find the tracks of this struggle spread through 
the issues of !Jorkers Vanguard. 

It is of course always easy to bend the stick too far in the 
other direction. HOvlever one must always distinguish between a prin
cipled and an opportunist approach. Hi thin the frar:1evlOrk of a 
principled approach one must seek to be as clear, simple, persuasive 
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and intelligent as possible. Thus for example in our party press we 
have had to learn that in the main Mid\'lestern industrial centers, to 
call for a communist program in the trade unions is downright mis
leading in conveying the understanding that we intend, as compared 
to calling for a class-struggle program in the labor movement. Just 
imagine 'Vlhat "cor,lmunist " might mean to milit.ant but religious and 
East European-descended workers! Likel'1ise, barring only overriding 
security considerations, we certainly encourage caucuses influenced 
by us to propagate that part of the Trotskyist program, which is 
found in a full and contemporary expression of the demands set forth 
in the Transitional Program. But it would be a ';'1eakness on our part 
to give equal emphasis to all of these demands equally at all times. 
To do this ":lOuld obliterate the necessary distinction bebleen agi
tation and propaganda. This consideration however is quite different 
from for example the CSL's opportunist appetite to hide parts of the 
Trotskyist program which it formally professes. Horeover VIe must 
al\'1ays be a';'lare that in any case one cannot say everything that com
munists must say to the rest of the workers from ';'1i thin the frame\'lOrk 
of the trade unions themselves. Hence our party press must seek to 
compensate for the partial gag imposed on all of our comrades '-7i th
in the trade unions. 

You note, "l have been told by the SL that I cannot carry out 
a revolutionary line in the unions without first joining the SL. I 
disagree!" Providing one accepts the necessary intermediate links 
in a chain of reasoning, \-'lhich I do, I hmvever agree "7i th the 
statement~ other\olise I \-'lOuldn' t either. But as far as I can tell, 
you also do accept those intermediate links. If the SL is uniquely 
in this country the essential embodiment of revolutionary program, 
and if one knmvs this, and if one is not debarred by compelling and 
principled personal reasons from functioning in the SL, then one 
would reasonably have to believe that not to be in the SL '-lOuld be 
to appear to deny that the building of a Leninist vanguard party is 
a necessary element in a revolutionary line for the labor movement. 
I.e., one would have to be some kind of syndicalist or not-very-Ief·t 
centrist. 

Further, I believe there is another objection to the possibility 
of independent militant trade unionism, a barrier which is practical 
and quanti tati ve rather than conceptual but will become equally de-
cisive in practice and over time. The trade-union movement is not 
a passive vessel for the infusion of communist ideas. Like any 
milieu, and perhaps more so than most, the trade-union movement ex-
erts its mm deforming influence upon communist consciousness. The 
pressures to\'lard opportunist reconciliation \-lith reformist business 
unionism, which finds a pmverful buh-lark in the materially self-inter'~ 
ested bureaucracy, are powerful while at the same time union activi
sts are prey to the narrowness and parochialism which are inherent 
in any milieu and "lhich must be counterbalanced by the pressure of 
a vanguard representing, and reflecting in its mm experience, the 
historical experience of other sections of the international vlOrking 
class. 

Despi te the admitted fragility of our union implantation, ''Ie 
have been made to feel these. 'pressures very concretely in our ''lork. 
Our tendency in its collectivity has had to struggle continually 
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against them in the process of developing and concretizing a pro
gram for the labor movement. The brief discussion here of our ac
cumulated exoerience in SSEU and maritime serves to underscore the 
fact that our unionist comrades--many of them already committed re
volutionists at the time of their implantation, and possessing among 
them a not inconsiderable accumulation of experience in the Marxist 
movement as well as personal capacity··-have required careful party 
guidance not only in transcending the business unionist frame'vork 
but in developing the concrete programmatic stands and tactical 
judgment relevant to their particular industries. For us it has 
not been only in theory but in fact that, just as the party requires 
the participation of active union militants, not only in bringing its 
program to the "lOrking people but in developing that program, so 
our labor activists have required not merely supervision but a pro-· 
cess of internal party struggle in carrying fonlard their ''lode Li
ke\-lise the party press must serve not simply as a cornmentary upon 
our industrial "lork, or a means for propagandizing it among other 
sectors of the working people, but as a parallel driving force and 
tool of intervention. Separated by choice or by chance from party 
direction--and as Leninists vIe are not ashamed to use such a term 
to describe the influence of the party as a ,...,hole on the interven-· 
tionist \vork of our cOTIlrades in any arena of struggle--an individual 
union activist, 'ltlhatever his personal capacity and subjective revo'" 
lutionary commi tment--cannot expect to carry fonlard a revolutionary 
"lork. 

You vlri te that t'\7here the difference arisE-s I believe is over 
how to carry out this line. I don1t believe it is necessary to 
raise your full program on every leaflet. Nor is it necessary to 
present your full program every time you speak at a rally or union 
meeting .•. if "Ie try to dish it [the revolutionary program] out all 
at once, in every case, at all times ... 11 Comrade Clark, if this is 
the difference you think you have ,"i th the SL, \'Ie might all agree 
that you have merely misunderstood our approach through the under
standable unfamiliarity of a non-member \-lith our concrete practice. 
Hmvever, a comrade such as yourself 'vi th a considerable history in 
the Iiarxist movement I ,-,ho is clearly a careful and sympathetic read
er of Workers Vanguard, and who moreover has some faniliarity \'lith 
the \'lork of SL comrades in your local area, should not really put 
fonlard such an impression of SL trade-union Hork. Clearly you are 
not acquainted, since it ,...,as scarcely reflected in our public press, 
\1ith the concrete daily vlOrk of the SSEU fraction--for instance f;"~e 
painstaking and detailed exposes of the real provisions of the pro
posed SSEU merger plan, in literally dozens of leaflets to the mem-
bership. But you are certainly a\'lare of the NIlU Hili tant--Solidari ty 
Committee's campaign for union rights for Group 2's, or the vigorous 
"!'"lork of the CtlA HAC caucus in fighting for union democracy and the 
defeat of the red clause (centered on the struggle to form a prin" 
cipled united front of all formations in the union opposed to the 
red clause r '-lhatever their programmatic differences on other issues). 
You have seen reprinted in HV perhaps a dozen "single-issue" resolu
tions of militants in the UA~7 over such matters as the deportation of 
IIai tian vlOrkers r defense of the Farm'"lork.ers, strikes against layoffs, 
etc. In your ovm local area you should be familiar vlith the anti
blacklist campaign in longshore and the intervention of the SL it
self in picketing Chilean ships. Hm-T can you maintain that the SL--
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supported trade-union mili'cants raise their Ii full program on every 
leaflet" or present it 11 every time [they] speak at a rally or union 
meeting'? Perhaps your formulations are a case of pedagogical over' 
statement; but perhaps also you are uneasy Hith the \'lays and times in 
~lich we do raise our full program, or seck to tie together aspects 
of it, or concretize it with demands such as hot-cargoing scab pro
ducts or union orgnnization across international boundaries. He 
\<londer if you might be uneasy \vi th aspects of our union Hork but 
find it difficult to generalize your reservations into a critique, 
recognizing possibly opportunist implications akin to ,,,orkerism in 
any clear counterposed policy. 

Turning to the trade-union security question, you assert that 
our "policy on union security is much too restricted .... " noting that 
the reSUlting effect is exactly the reverse of what Harry Turner 
attributes to us. He asserts that our union \vork is undertaken to 
impress students. You have observed rightly that our party trade 
unionists are not available to impress much of anybody in their mm 
locali ties. lIOVl this is too bad. Other things being roughly equal, 
we would be very happy to impress contncts or other militants in 
any field of 'vork .or milieu \'1i th our active vlorkers from any other 
arena. But in general the price of using our active trade unionists 
as public members is too high. By nov] there are a number of plants 
which used to have young CP t or IS, or CSL r or lvL, or PL t or RU, or 
OL fractions along with SL fractions. (However, the RSL and even 
more the Spark group have much more cautious or even 'clandestine: 
practices than ue (;.0.) The tendency in such places after a year or 
two is for there to be only SL fractions, and those not \-Ti thout in
cidental loss along the \-lay. 

Our prognosis in the next period is for heavy industrial class 
action. Yet unlike so many tendencies \·]hich have gone vlork.erist, \'Ie 

also struggle to extend our student'~centered RCY, as a fertile sour-
ce of recruitment. He continuously seek and test out vlays to involve 
our union supporters in Ii10re general political \-lOrk, not least of all 
to counteract the effects of absorption in one milieu (and especially 
one in \'lhich they cannot generally present their full political pro'
file for security reasons), but aluays v1i thin the frame\·,ork that \'le 

lv'lill not seriously jeopardize our trade·-union base. iJe hope that 
your undervaluing, in our opinion, of the dangers of trade-union vic
timization of rea.s does not flo\'1 from an idealization of the union 
movement, the product of the anti-communist \,1i tchhunt, as inordin
ately democratic or relatively free of the bourgeois ideology 'vhich 
vie\vs reds as dangerous alien eleDents. 

I think that if you \vill look at the development at various 
times of other of our acti vi ties, you \"ill see that ue have undergone 
broadly parallel experiences in most of the fields of our endeavors-
i. e. an evolution ~,,'hich you might find to be of increasing rather 
than decreasing "sectarianism." A brief look at our activities 
around the periodical ilomen & Revolution, and at the periodical it
self I would be instructive. -As you \-,ill see from its early issues, 
l'1&R when initiated reflected only a partial separation of our support·· 
ers from some of the pressures of the ferainist--dominated 'vomen I s 
liberation movement, especially over organizational aspects such as 
I1consciousness-raising' and the so-called "tactic" of male exclusion-
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ism. In a truly dialectical process of interaction be·t'l:lecn internal 
party critics of our comrades' intervention vii th the involved com·
rades, who themsclves felt inadequacies in their wor~--a process 
\-lhich involved protracted and seriously undertaken, although not 
factional, intra-party struggle--"lc developed our program, propa
ganda and not least of all the organizational aspects of this \<lork. 
Centrally important in the "rectification" of the H&R was the pain-
staking historical investigation of the Leninist historical prece
dents for \-lOrk around the vlOman question--vlhich over the question of 
I; an inCiependent ,.,omen' s novement" confirmed our '<lildest 'sectarian ,; 
impulses! ----\vhich gave us for the first time a solid historical foun-' 
dation for our previously eclectic undertaking (and which parenthe
tically unearthed the previously almost entirely unknown organiza
tional aspects of the Communist International's struggle against 
bourgeois ferainism, a precedE'nt '-lhich is nm-l the accepted stock--in-· 
trade of every anti-Pabloist individual and grouping). 

There are a couple of specific suggestions that you offer which 
I believe must be flatly contradicted. You state "many of its [SL's] 
activities during the early years \-lere carried out simply to 'make 
the record I • " Hhat? \'7here? Hhen? Life is too short and the vlOrk 
too hard for us to vlillingly waste our tir:1e in such a fashion. Of 
all the things that , .. le did in the early years, the acti vi ty for which 
we received the most criticism as useless and senseless was the pro
duction of elements of our documentary history in the form of "lIarx-' 
ist Bulletins.;; But "le kne"l that this vlaS a vital activity, and so 
it proved. Hone of the numerous regroupments \'lhich \-7e have exper
ienced took place Hithout the closest scrutiny of this material by 
those \vi th "'lhom ,·re '-lere fusing; nor ".,ould "le have it any other V-lay. 
'1.'his I-making the record (; has been, as 've kneVl it "lOuld have to be, 
a key element in the struggle to maintain and strengthen a politi
cally homogeneous tendency "vith comrades from the most diverse polio, 
tical backgrounds. It has also proven essential in the development 
of international collaborators seeking to assimilate critically our 
history fror,1 a vantage point of parallel experience at great dis
tance. 

You also state 'Today it is admitted by the SL that the 1968 
split almost destroyed the organization." I wonder hm-1 you acquired 
this impression. 'l'he 1968 split vias the foundation of our present 
strength. Immediately after the split we coined an aphorism: 
"Ellens said our mer.1bership was half social--democratic~ Turner said 
our leadership lacked collectivity. By the time the fight with them 
vIas over '-Ie had a hardened Bolshevik membership and a fighting colo. 
lective leadership." That "las our "admission" then and n0\'7. 

The cliquist defections of Cunningham et ale actually did more 
damage to our self--confidence. And this leads us straight to the 
question of our spasmodic press over most of the years of our exis
tence. From 1964 through 1968 with the actual forces that ,.,re had, 
and "'hich ,.,ere Hilling or able to be situated in a common center, 
aggravating and miserable though the situation ,.,ras as I 'veIl recollect j 

the plain truth that we faced in terms of priorities as a still par
tially amorphous one-mini-section international was that there "las 
no other possibility for our public press. Even though for example 
if we had been able to space out our Spartacists and copious subs tan-
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tial leaflets <,.:le probably produced the equivalent of an a-page mon'
thly in that period, we canvassed unceasingly for an editor, com
petent and sealed··off from other responsibi Ii ties . ~'Je even tried 
Lyn and Carol Ilarcus for a couple of issues·--Iis. llarcus having been 
Hanaging Editor of Hohlforth I s Bulletin the year before. In 1968 \'1e 
snatched at Cunningham, a prolinc if fll~disciplined ,.,riter and lit.'
erate political comrade from the environs of the University of Iowa. 
The personal root of his subsequent deepening disgruntlement lay 
clearly in his frustrating inability to actually function as Sparta
cist editor. Hith the change in the objective situation and the 
strengthening of the quality, though not yet the quantity, of SL 
membership, a regular and more frequent periodical came to be recog
nized as vital and achievable. He seized on Cunningham's friend 
Benjamin despite his glaring weaknesses and the all-round sense of 
transience \<1hich he genera ted. And indeed the pounding \'1hich produc·
tion of a monthly gave Benjamin, Cunningham's bitterness in failure 
and the nevI ever'··heavier rhythm of work in the SL thre"!) them into a 
deep secret estrangement, the top of the iceberg being their expres
sed nostalgia for the good old days ,.,hen not so much happened. 

In the spring of 1961 I was on national tour for the YSA and 
met briefly vli th ~'lohlfroth in Chicago. He discussed the prospects 
for our then-common tendency. He agreed that in any case \',e didn I t 
want to split vlithout a good hundred supporters. I observed then, 
and Wohlforth agreed, that a good part of the reason for the ephem
eral character of most little Trotskyist groups newly cohered of 
young people lay in their false and effectively liquidationist prio~
i ties of public face over cadre-·building. Over and over they \'lOuld 
pour all their energy and money into a fel-' issues of a publication I 
get no echoes and disperse. I had in mind particularly a 20-year
effort to create a Ilexican section. I stated that if ,,,e had the 
forces and finances for only one functionary it had better be a 
national secretary, not an editor. But "le also agreed that vith some
thing on the order of 100 comrades comi.ng out of the S~'1P ,.,e ,,,ould 
not have to face that hard choice. But 2 1/2 years later the RT 
vIas ejected (due in no small measure to the efforts of the I'lohlforth
ites) Hith only a nominal 35 or so supporters, and of our three 
].2ading comrades both Hhit:-e aRa i:~re alread'L-ui8jb]~by 
their own admission pretty damaged. ----- -- --Looking back upon that period of desperate struggle to preserve 
the existence of the revolutionary Trotskyist tendency, with terribl'l 
limited material resources and with barely any cadre and some nomin
ally leading elements visibly demoralized by the devastating effects 
of successive frame-up and expUlsion (first by Healy, then Dobbs) 
and the reSUlting disorientation, isolation and organizational weak
ness such that endemic disgruntlement or panacea mongering was 
so easy as to be almost automatic for iIJexperlenc'e-<r::or gef4;.~;i-ndivi
duals. ~'1.·ft9···fee:t:\:1r-€ iA re=Ere~pect is on!? pors8rvora.a~ 
the attempt _~_<;Lbreak out of our.....limitatiQ.illti .... -±.o-·.tra-nscend nat:i..o.ns.L 
isol~t:ion--nrs:t.. throngh . .9.E.r orienta'!:.~9..n~-and .. _then..through 
efforts to enter into d!.§..g.!i.~~'ii th o~e..r. tendencie§; to push the 
rightist and pass~'Bay Area organlza~ion into some semblance of 
activity around the campus radicalization and liFree Speech 110vement"; 
to squeeze another year or blO out of demoralized leading elements 
and our fe~v trade-union militants; to struggle in an exemplary 
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fashion (in our propaganda and through rent···stri;:e vJOrk and the 
Harlem Organizing Committee) to fill the vacuum left by the SHP's 
capi tulation to nationalism in the black movement; to \'lin by regroup
ment and recruitment some fresh forceso 

Our most damaging failure in the early period was in fact our 
failure to orient speedily and fully touards the thousands of radi··
calized petty-bourgeois youth in SDS. It "-las partially m·,ing to this 
failure that the polarization of SDS and the impulse on the part of 
many of its radical students to orrent toward the \'lorking class that 
Progressive Labor 'VlaS aOle-to- \vin hegemony over a section of SDS on 
the basis of a crude and ~rmed but subjectively sincere attempt 
to pose a vJOrking-class .... '}ine. 

You state that the SL Htailed after" PL and that 'de character
ized it as l'unconcious Trotskyism. II You go on to dra\7 the parallel, 
"Remember the SHP did the same thing to justify tailing after Cas
tro. ,; If this 'V,ere true, Comrade Clark, you and I should form a 
faction to root out the capitulatory and liquidationist elements 
sponsoring such a policy! But there "'las no such policy as you pro'
ject. The principal characterization that I recollect we made of PL 
in those periods that it ''las emphasizing the class struggle ,vas 
"Trotskyism \'li th a pre--frontal lobotomy. t; 11m'7 the sometime idiot 
Trotskyism iraputed to Ililt Rosen ,'las not exactly the sar.le thing as 
Castro's alleged "unconscious Iiarxism!:! 

Your impression, if it is not merely formalism in dr,9.'·li-ng the 
supposed parallelism between ou~ pqlicYto'Vlard PL an-a---tI1at of the 
SliP tovlard Castroism, may result in part from the SOP's leadership's 
constant insistence on the Stalinism of PL as a \'lay of side-stepping 
the implications of the fact that PL in those years stood in its main 
thrust clearly to the left of the S~'7P i let us not forget the right·
eous indignation of the HPAC marshalls as they forcibly ousted our 
comrades along \vi th the PLers, incanting epithets about Stalin and 
the assassination of Trotsky, in defense of an antiwar policy which, 
even aside from the organizational exclusion, was archtypically 
Stalinist~ overt class-collaboration \"ri th the "progressive" anti
war bourgeoisie. The SOP's facile characterization of groups like 
PL and the Panthers as simply "ultra-leftist' ,.,as a convenient 
evasion of the responsibility of authentic Trotskyists to expose 
and combat their concommitant opportunism. 

In any case, ".,hatever the roots of your impression, it over
looks the content of our political intervention into SDS. The pur
pose of the SHP's (Joseph Hansen) characterization of Castro as an 
-'unconscious ~iarxistr. 'VlaS to justify tailing the Cuban leadership, 
the purpose of our characterization of PL was to seek to shocJ~ their 
militants into examination of the content of the Trotskyist bugaboo 
and the implications of their mm partial and contradictory class
struggle programmatic positions. The \'Jatch\'1Ord of our intervention, 
as reflected in a headline in our press, ''las 11 SDS: TmV'ard Stalinism 
or Trotskyism? The mechanisms of this intervention included the 
production of the early mimeographed PJlC Hevlsletter (forerunner to 
the present Young Spartacus as our SDS caucus was the forerunner to 
the RCY) --a hard political \'leapon devoted primarily to exposing PL 
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and its operation in SDS for political rightism and front-·groupism 
as well as for ultra-left excrescences. Looking at your SL/S\'JP 
"tailism" analogy and e}(tending it as it should be extended, can 

80. 

you imagine the SHP in its Fair Play for Cuba ",aging a vigorous 
campaign for the defense of the persecuted Cuban (Posadasi te) Trot·· 
skyists? Or introducing resolutions for the concrete implementation 
of the institutions of \vorkers democracy through soviets? Or in a 
'-lord fighting for the political revolution in Cuba? Yet a corres
ponding hard and principled political thrust was consistently the 
motivation and practice of our SDS intervention \vhich you term 
Ii tailism" on the basis of our deliberately highly insulting charac-' 
terization of PL. 

I suppose a good example of hm" '.:le "tailed:: after PL ~,.,as in 
1964 when both t;le and the Hohlforthites ",ere publicly giving critical 
support to the S{'JP I S electoral carapaign and both orienting to PL. 
He passed out leaflets directed to the PL members explaining why 
they should change their abstentionist policy and vote SHP. :le 
caught the Hohlforthites, in particular Fred IIueller of their PC, 
hanging around a PL local club passing out PL leaflets calling for 
boycotting the elections. Hhen we confronted Uohlforth on this be
havior 've ,,,ere told this \.,as one more evidence of our tactical in-' 
flexibility, i.e. our sectarianism. Several years later ,.,hen PL 
tried to crash and smash .a.n..-SHC conference in Boston, \ole mobilized 
our more robust memberli to Delpre-pel PLls physical assault (the 
SHP even had to give ubli d ment of ou '.. You will 
find a 10n J ort on the incident and a scathing denunciation of 
PL I S Stalinist gangsterism 'vi thin the left movement on the front 
page of our entrist organ in SDS, the RHC NeHsletter (some months 
later at an SDS national conference held in Chicago, '.:le nominated 
our comrades for SDS offices as a means of obtaining additional 
floor time in nominating speeches, presenting as one comrade I s cre-
dentials his physical defense of ~!lorkers democracy against this 
example of PL hooliganism!). At about the same time, the Bulletin, 
then in its pro-P-ed Guard phase, defended a pI. attack on s"(lP elec'" 
tioneers in San Francisco« stati ng that the SI'IP IIcounter-revOIUt~on
ary_sCabs on the Chinese Reyollltj.Qn" had gotten \vhat they deserved. -- . . .. ---.. -~-.---.. " 

No\'! these are some particulars. Behind them lay our general 
guideline. He see a fundamental contradiction in those formally 
Stalinist organizations and tendencies around the \"orld Nhich simul
taneously advance a Il one- s tage" concepti.QILp;L..2!:oJetarian revolu
tion yet seek to suppor~_,_this position from the stancfpoinY"orStalin, 
Hao, etc., and "le believe -·Ehat'suc-i1'·'oi'g:aiiIZ"aiI'Qns.=ii,ie'2rorie "E6 a 
~roapIt!..ent ~o~Q.J...ariza.t.i~ especial~ . .f..~le,_c.g,ri-=A§§1st 
in making bare such a decisive contradiction., (Parentl1~tical1y, 
the evolution of the Cn~-.EE9vj,.Q.ed....r.e:tl:QJW.e.ctiJle--conf.;L;:!!!.~t.t9.:Ij·~of this 
analysis.) 

It is genuinely not clear to me \vhat you should do about apply
ing for SL menbership. But I think that the decision lies basically 
''lith you. You have been a serious comrade of proven responsibility. 
Your particular Vie\'ls evidently fall wi thin the SL Statement of 
Principles. Evidently you can accept and carry out in a disciplined 
fashion the program and present policies and decisions of the SL. 
\'le are not some kind of bureaucratic formation which picks and 
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chooses wantonly or ,,·Ii th secret criteria. Hor \'lOuld \ve seek to 
pressure prospective members into forswearing the political views 
\t'lhich they are knm..rn to hold, ~:Jhich would destroy their credibility 
should they undertake in the future to defend these positions or 
estimations wi thin the organization; it goes '-li thout saying that you 
\,lould not undertake such political abasement, which would sterilize 
your future as an articulate and experienced comrade playing a role 
in our internal life. 

Therefore, if in your m..rn estimation membership vlOuld require 
your going to \t'7ar ,·lith much of the rest of the organization, it 'vould 
really not be ,,,orth it on anybody's part, as you noted. But if you 
believe that the organization might be modified in "laYS ,,.,hich you 
believe beneficial and necessary by essentially incidental struggle, 
pressure and example rather than by the final conflict, then you 
should join. In short to give an epigrammatic telescoping: "In our 
Father's House are E1any mansions i but remember Zack!" 

cc; file 
BASL 

Comradely, 

Jim Robertson (with corrections and 
additions by Liz Gordon) 



to Vanqu"'1rc1 ---::---.. --
82. 

16 June 1974 

~ ?o the Editor~ 

, 

In nv 1;43 a correction appeared regarding the formulation of 
"workers and peasants revolution' used in the previous issue, essen'" 
tially to the effect that its (formal) logical extension implied 
the formation of a Horkers and peasants state, an un-'I1arxist concept. 
'i'Jhile the formulations of a \vorkers and peasants state I a peoples 
state, or a democratic dictatorship of the \'lorkers and peasants, 
implying a distinct historical stage in the revolutionary trans for" 
mation of bourgeois dictatorship to proletarian dictatorship, is in 
fact anti-Ilarxist, the forr.m1ation of . \'lorkers and peasants revo1u
tion ll neec:l not necessarily be so. Regarding the Spanish situation 
in 1931, Trotsky wrote: 

'To be sure the proletarian revolution is at the same time a 
peasant revo1utioni but under contenporary conditions, a 
peasant revolution tvithout a proletarian revolution is impos
sible. Ue can say to the peasant quite correctly that our 
aim is to create a workers' and peasants' republic just as, 
after the October Revolution, \ve called the government of the 
proletarian dictatorship in I!ussia a 'ylOrkers' and peasants' 
government. I But \'7e do not counterpose the workers i and pea'
sants' revolutIOn to ~he:eroletaria~ revolUtion; on the-co~·
trary \-le consider them ic(entical. This is the only correct 
Hay of putting the cpestion.:: (emphasis added), see p. 121, 
'l'he Spanish Revolution, by Trotsky. 

This statenent by Trotsky \vould seem to make the correction in 
HV 4~43 unnecessary as revolutionary Ilarxists should use the terms 
synonymously. 

~'7i til Communist Greetings I 

Jack Sherman (NYC) 

[Since this letter did not find its way into the paper, the 
author has requested it be printed in the Bulletin.] 
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OBJECTlOi\J TO IN ON niIUGHA.'rIOn OU:GS'I'I!Jl1 
83. 

by J. Brule 

I believe that the formulations in the article ,'r'Jest Europe I s 
IILlported Labor" in HV #31 are defective. The idea seems to be that 
''Ie can protect foreign vlOrkers fror,l c1.eportation and super' ·exploita-· 
tion ':'1ilile ignoring immigration quotas themelves. This is a purely 
utopian conception. (It reminds me of the joke about the policeman 
\'1ho must give up his pursuit of the bank robbers at the state linez 
if the lucky immigrant manages to slip across the border, \:ve protect 
him--but if not, too bad! It is in fact impossible to defend foreign 
workers uithout taking a clear position on imm~gration quotas. In 
fact, the conception is logically ILleaningless. If one could hypothe u 

tically 'guarantee': the protection of foreign workers I immigration 
quotas 'ilOuld serve no function for the bourgeoisie any'ilay. If it 
has any meaning lit is; Ii Ivlaybe vle should treat the Arabs in Detroit 
a little better; but we certainly don; t \'lant any more of the dirty 
bastards to enter the country.ll) 

Opposi tion to immigration quotas I like the right to self»'deter-~ 
mination, is a negative demand designed to cut through the chauvin" 
iSILl of the oppressor and the nationalism of the oppressed. \'lhile 
migration is not a solution to the problems of oppressed peoples, it 
is not for the workers movement to permit the chauvinist imperialist 
state to make these decisions. To argue that opposing immigration 
quotas is tantamount to "advocating immigration" makes no more sense 
than asserting that recognizing the right to self"'determination is 
equivalent to supporting bourgeois nationalism and separatist move
ments. 

In practice, immigration quotas are simply instruments of im-' 
perialist policy. An obvious example is the closing of borders to 
Jews after World War II. Nhen the bourgeoisie favors immigration for 
its own purposes, immigration laws are simply ignored, as with the 
importation of Hexican paupers (not workers!) to work in the fields 
of California, Texas, etc. These II laws II did not prevent immigration-
they simply assured that the immigrants ,.,ere illegal--hence, easy 
pickings for super-exploitation and use as scabs. 

'1'0 give tacit support to immigration quotas on the grounds that 
immigration per se may be harmful smacks of objectivism. In fact, 
if you really wish to discourage immigration, why not support the 
existing set-up of deportations and discrimination--why not toughen 
the laws against immigrants! Marxists have long recognized the 
utopian character of attempts to regulate the export of capital, in 
the advanced capitalist states. Ne clearly identify attempts to 
regulate the size of trusts, or their international scope, as utopi
an at best or protectionist at worst. The same holds for immigra
tion quotas. The inability of capitalism to solve the national 
question and the continuing relative impoverishment of the "colonial 
nations" in the epoch of imperialism provides the material basis for 
the migration of peoples and nationalities. Short of a socialist 
revolution in the undeveloped countries, this tendency will continue 
to assert itself. 

The "harmfulness" of immigration depends not on this or that 
demographic factor but in the last analysis on the character of the 
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leadership of the proletariat. Even tacit support for immigration 
quotas undermines the authority of communists. Such support, in the 
imperialist country, is a left cover for the chauvinist labor bureau'
cracy. In the u. S., from the time of the founding of the l\FL I' labor 
fakers have supported these quotas precisely on the grounds that 
they prevent the inundation of the native American labor force by 
11hordes of Hongols l to etc. In an oppressed country I like Hexico, 
these la\vs are Vie\·lea. (correctly) as anti "·Hexican. I f the proletar
ian vanguard fails to oppose them vigorously, it simply reinforces 
the position of the nationalists and reformists, who portray the 
u.S. (worker and capitalist alike) as the enemy. Thus, in fact, 
the vanguard surrenders its authority to argue \fJith rIexicans against 
migrating, appearing as chauvinists! 

The slogan "full citizen rights for foreign \"orkcrs II is ambi-" 
guous. A better formulation would be II Abolish all la\"s discriminat-· 
ing against non-citizens.\! Insofar as the thrust is towards rights 
the t\flO slogans are the same (the second more consistently democra·
tic, not restricted to "\flOrkers "). Nevertheless, we do not advocate 
German citizenship for Turkish workers in Germany. This would only 
foster democratic and liberal illusions among Turkish workers, while 
reinforcing the bourgeois concept of citizenship. As long as there 
remain laws discriminating against noncitizens, in general we criti
cally support reforms that would enable one to more easily obtain 
citizenship. But what our slogans should say and what we will 
support critically are not the same thing. In this instance it is 
the difference between proletarian internationalism on the one hand 
and reforming the nation state on the other. 

Of course, we distinguish between capitalist and workers states . 
While we oppose the oppression of Jews and other national minorities 
by the Soviet bureaucracy and would advocate a more liberal emigra·
tion policy, we do not advocate an "open border. II This is tantamount 
to abandoning the defense of the Soviet union. 

4 December 1973 
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by Al Garfield (Buffalo) 
4 lI.ugust 1974 

SL Political Bureau 

Dear Comrades~ 

rI'w'o "leeks ago on Friday, 19 July we had a debate and discussion 
up here between Charlie and myself over the Irish question. During 
the course of the discussion '''hich ensued' after the debate, Charlie 
put fonvard the position that the slogan of the right of self-"deter
mination for an independent and democratic Ulster should be elimina" 
ted from our program for Ireland. I put fOr\'lard the conception of 
an independent and socialist Ulster. One other comrade, Druce i' de"· 
fended keeping the slogan of the right of self-determination for an 
independent and democratic Ulster. 

At the same time as I put forward the position of an independent 
and socialist Ulster, I also put forward the vieu that ~'le should el
iminate the slogan of a unified democratic and secular Ireland. 

At this moment, I would keep the "socialist li part of my slogan 
but would eliminate the ';independent ll part. 

Let me explain my view, and hopefully, it will be clearer than I 
think it has been up to now in the minds of other comrades. FundaL' 
mentally, I think that the only solution to the Irish question, 
which is not really an "Irish ll question, but is rather an "Ulster U 

question, is for Trotskyists in Ulster to fight to vleld the working 
class together through struggling for a program of transitional and 
democratic demands. That is, I think the existence of the specially 
oppressed Catholic minority in Ulster mandates a section of our 
overall program to deal with that oppression, much, in fact, as we 
have such a section of our program to deal with the oppression of 
black people in this country. Hence, demands to deal with unequal 
pay and hiring, possibly union-controlled hiring halls with hiring 
into different jobs in each industry done on a first--come, first-· 
served basis although within the frame\'lOrk of the maintenance of a 
non-discriminatory seniority system, might be one (I mention this 
purely as an algebraic possibility, since I am not aware of the way 
trade unions are set up in Ireland); a shorter work week at the same 
pay, which is a transitional demand; a sliding scale of wages and 
hours, another transitional demand; and general demands, such as 

equality in hiring and upgrading, equality in promotions, etc., which 
have, I believe, more of a democratic character to them, would have 
to be stressed. 

In a certain sense, then, I would see our program for Ulster 
as being analogous to our now-existent position on Cyprus, a posi
tion I agree with. 

Let me explain why I am opposed to keeping the slogan of a uni
fied and democratic, secular Ireland. First of all, we have t,,,o 
Ulittle!; problems in Ulster. One, we have all the basic political 
prerequisites, up to a point in history, for nationhood there: Ul
ster has had over a period of time a separate political economy, 
first and foremost; has had it since the 1607-09 Ulster plantation, 
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though my sense is that that political economy since then has large·
ly become reincorporated into that of Great Britain's, making any 
notion of unifying Ulster with Eire a fantasy. Eesides g it has had 
(as opposed to Eire, though not necessarily as opposed to Britain) 
a Ii1ajori ty language c.nd culture, and its m,m separate terri tory 0 

Y;n1at is added to this picture, however, and considerably compli
cates it is hinted at above where I mention that Ulster has :'a major·· 
ity language and culture'; ~ namely I point nur,lber t\vO, interpenetrat
ing peoples. The two major groupings in Ulster are the Catholics and 
the Protestants. 'l'here is roughly a sixty percent Protestant major-· 
ity and a forty percent Catholic minority. The way in which Britain 
initially colonized Ulster in 1~U7-09 had an effect subsequently 
throughout all of Ulster I s history. Namely, it resulted in ivhat 
Liam de I'aor refers to as a patch\vork or hodge-podge of ::alien and 
hostile cultures" throughout the area, at some geographical loca
tions interspersed almost as the fingers of clasped hands are inter·
spersed. 

~lese two factors, Ulster's basic prerequisites for staying a 
separate entity from Eire, and the fact of interpenetrating peoples 
that exists there and nmvhere else in what many people are wrongly 
fond of designating "Ireland" make any demand for a unified and demo·
cratic, secular Ireland incorrect. To raise that slogan does two 
things: (1) it falsely raises the national question, i.e., posing a 
unity between Eire and Ulster for which there is no objective basis 
in Leninist terms (I do not believe that the struggle of the United 
Irishmen led by Theobald Wolfe Tone at all fits into a legitimate 
Leninist criterion for determining the basis for nationhood), and (2) 
it cannot, given the objective basis I've just mentioned, undercut 
the existing Protestant chauvinism of the majority of the Ulster 
population. Rather, even \-li th the word II secular" added, that slogan 
of a unified, democratic and secular Ireland can only \vave a red 
flag (and not the red flag we want to win the workers to) in the 
face of the bull of Ulster Protestantism. 

Some comrades in subsequent informal discussions, have attacked 
mu position as IlLuxemburgist. II In fact, the very existence of in-· 
terpenetrating peoples in Ulster makes the slogan of a socialist 
Ulster the only possible ~y of dealing with the severe divisions 
existing within the Ulster proletariat. Not only this, but any 
notion of imposing a unity between Eire and Ulster for which there is 
no objeCtive, LeninIst basis is itself; far, far more in line with 
the Luxernburgist view--which constructed-a-lovery~oretrcarl-y--
a:ES~ract ed~fice, --namely, "there are no !lations, the proletariat is . 
an ~nternat~onal class!" which Lenin in absolutely correct terms 
smashed as utopian and, in fact, having bureaucratist and anti
democratic connotations--than is my min, which recognizes the object
ively separate character betWeen Ulster and Eire. Those comrades who 
insist on squeezing together two political-economic and territorial 
entities who have no basis in objective terms for unification are 
themselves quilty of Luxemburgist errors. Their position simultan
eously makes it impossible to undercut the violent chauvinism of 
the Protestant working class by raising the spector--to the Protes
tants--of unification with another very different nation in which thej 
would be a very small minority, and, at the same time, abstractly 
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and in pure theoretical (i. e. q ;1 pure fl in the sense of theory di--
vorced from practice) terms negates the existence of t'·l0 different 
nations. (I term Ulster a ';nation l

; here primarily to shml it as 
incorporated, in the sense of its political economy being incorpor
ated; into Britain, and consequently, that it is separate from Eire. 
I don I t nO~J consider it a "nation ':--sepa.rate from Britain, hm1ever.) 

Initially, I was opposed to deleting the slogan of the right 
of self-determination for an independent and democratic Ulster from 
our program, though at that time I had not \'I1orked out fully my vie"Js 
on the slogan of a unified, democratic and secular Ireland. The pro-
blem with this slogan of the right of self-determination for an in·
dependent and democratic Ulster is that in speaking of that right 
for a democratic Ulster; one is speaking of it for a bourgeois Ul
ster as much as for a socialist Ulster. That is, the right of self
determination means one and only one thing, namely:: the right to 
political secession, or as I am informed that one comrade put it, 
"the right to make your O\\'n postage stamps." But for the Catholic 
minori ty in Ulster 1 \vho is interpenetrated ~li th the Protestant 
majori ty, this could only mean genocide, \'I1i thin the frame~lOrk of 
a bourgeois state that is. Hence, the problem of interpenetrating 
peoples mandates the only possible solution, which is the struggle 
for the transitional program in Ulster linked with a program of de
mands to deal \,lith the special oppression of the Catholic minority. 
I believe the slogan of a socialist Ulster encapsulates this view
point . 

I was also, t\vO weeks ago, for the slogan of an "independent 
socialist Ulster, II as I mentioned. However, I had raised 'that in con'" 
junction with the slogan of a socialist Eire and a Socialist Federa
tion of the British Isles, which last is, I believe, the key slogan 
for intervention in the Irish-Ulster situation. I had raised the 
term "independent" in my formulation because I did not then see \olhat 
I now believe to be true, namely, that Ulster's political economy 
while fundamentally separate from that of Eire, is still pretty much 
incorporated into that of Britain (which, I think, is one reason 
the Protestants do not call for separation from B~itain). Hence, the 
struggles for socialism in Ulster and in Britain closely tie in with 
each other. Another motivation for raising the "independent H part 
of my slogan was that I saw "independent socialist Ulster lt as still 
being in some sense an expression of "self-determination for Ulster," 
and in fact, found myself during the debate up here in a tacit bloc 
with Bruce in arguing against comrades who saw no basis for the right 
of self-determination for Ulster. The self-determination I saw was 
self-determination from the South (Eire), not from Britain (though 
a consistent argument against the slogan of the right of ,.self-deter
mination which carne from comrades opposed to it seemed to be: the 
Protestants don't want to self-determine from Britain, so why are 
you even talking about it? This objection completely ignored the 
fact that what was being spoken of was the right of self-determina
tion from the South, namely Eire, not from Britain). In other words, 
the way I saw it was as follows ~ we \vould say to the Protestant 
workers, all right, you fear unification with Eire? You may then 
have your mV11 nation, that is, you may secede if you wish. The pro'· 
blem w'ith this approach is that the right of self-determintion for 
an independent and democratic Ulster was posed by us in conjunction 
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with the call for a unified: democratic and secular Ireland (na~e
ly, unite Eire and Ulster) and; 'therefore, neither Orange or Green; 
but a Workers Republic ll

• The position of a unified; democratic and 
secular Ireland plus t10rkers Republic is seen as the '\vay of under
cutting the Protestants I fears-~-·especially the te~ .t secular" in 
our slogan. The ,,,hole problem is that more confusion results from 
both of these; i. e. 1 the right of self .. -determination for Ulster 
plus unified, democratic secular Ireland/Norkers Republic than is 
warranted or necessary, and furthermore, the arbitrary squeezing 
together of t'l.-lO separate areas, Ulster and Eire, is maintained 0 

(Wi th the deletion of right of self--determination for an indepen--
dent, democratic Ulster but the maintenance of the rest of our cur" 
rent slogans, that "squeezing together ll is intensified r and conse
quently the Luxemburgist character of the formulation is even more 
sharply emphasized.) With the intensification of that squeezing 
together, and of, ,""hat I believe, are the effects--namely t the im·> 
possibility of posing a thoroughgoing solution which cuts through 
all of the rival chauvinisms in the area--Trotskyists, those who 
might be in a future ooction of the International Spartacist Ten
dency in the area, would be left in a completely politically unten··· 
able position 'I.'lhere all they vlould be able to do would be to say, 
v7ell, sorry Protestants, your nation may be separate from Eire and 
indeed, even part of Britain, but that doesn't matter because you've 
simply got to be part of a bigger nation--that'll of course be 
secular--because back in the 1790' s, Theobald t,oJolfe Tone's movement 
somehow talismanically and mystically superseded all preceding and 
subsequent history by the mere fact of its existing. That, in 
fact, seems to me to be the methodology in back of some comrades' 
saying, don't you see, ,"ve've got to recognize the historical via
bility of the unified Catholic-Protestant United Irish movement and 
the slogan they raised, for a Unified Ireland. 

The only problem, by the way, with that way of posing the 
question is that, ,""ere it true that the Nolfe Tone-led movement was 
in fact a legitimate basis in itself (which I do not believe) for 
calling for a unified Ireland, then vThy did all the Protestant 
support simply dribble away from that movement in l797? Surely 
if there had been a more. solid basis for unification, then the 
reactionary Orange movement would not have found it as easy as they 
did--according to de Paor--to split the Wolfe Tone-led UI. Also, 
from reading '''hat I did read on the Irish-Ulster question in de 
Paor---which, unfortunately, was not as much as I would like to have 
finished reading--my sense was that those Protestants who were mem
bers of the Wolfe Tone-led United Irishmen were from different back
grounds and were, consequently, IIdifferent" than were those in the 
Orangemen rank and file. My sense also'was that those in the Or
angemen rank and file were probably, in terms of their backgrounds, 
more representative of the majority of Protestants in Ulster than 
were those Protestants in the United Irishmen. (I here speak in 
terms of those Orange Protestants as probably being representative 
of the large number of people who colonized Ulster in the 1600's, 
whereas it seems to me that de Paor has phrases in his book implying 
a difference between them and the Protestants in the UI, namely, 
characterizing the UI Protestants as "dissident" Protestants and so 
forth. tVhy were they dissident and what was their background are 
the two questions which came to my mind.) And this makes even more 
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sig-nificant the fact that the Orange r:lovement ",as able to split the 
UI, rather than the UI being able to split the Orangemen. Or 
rather; that last fact seems to bear out my point more. 

Any .. "ay f eliminating the call for a uni ted ~mocratic and sec'
ular Ireland/Horkers Republic eliminates the problem \.,hich really 
necessitates putting tlindependent ll prior to "socialist Ulster,': name'
ly the problem of Protestant chauvinist fears of being "drmmed" in 
a Catholic majority I:sea." It is this and my sense that the Ulster 
economy is incorporated into that of Britain \\'hich leads me to elim·
inate the :. independent I; portion of my slogan, and simply to pose the 
solution as f For a Socialist Ulster; for the right of self-determina·· 
tion from Britain of Eire, and a Horkers Republic, for a Socialist 
Federation of the British. Isles. Hithin Ulster, the primary task of 
revolutionary Trotskyists is to struggle for the construction of a 
Catholic and Protestant revolutionary socialist vanguard party. I 
suspect that a primary and absolutely central task that would be part 
of our work there ,,,ould be the recruitment of a Trotskyist cadre of 
Irish Catholic minorityites,since I suspect that the doubly oppressed 
Catholic minority there will playa leading role in the coming soci
alist revolution in Ulster and consequently, any Trotskyist party 
llJ'orth its salt must have as a basic task recruitment from among this 
section of the population. 

I apologize for the typing errors and somewhat sloppy way in 
\-lhich I rather hurriedly dashed this out. If possible, ""ould some
one there be able to type it over for inclusion in pre'''Conference 
discussion? Also, I have kept one copy for myself and provided one 
copy to the Buffalo local files. Hm.,ever, since I've referred to 
Charlie in this letter, perhaps you could xerox up a copy and give 
it to him since I am currently out of work and don't at this immediatt 
moment have access to a xerox machine which doesn't cost anything. 
As for my mention of Bruce, he is in the local here and can read the 
local file copy. 

Thanks ahead of time for help in these last matters. 

Comradely, 
A. Garfield 

* * * * 
ADDENDUM 

1. l'lliat about the imperialist partition? 

The basis for Ulster's being a separate entity from Eire does 
not reside in the fact of the partition established by imperialist 

} Britain in the 1920's. To even pose the question this way in arguing 
against what is really a straw man (It's a straw man because I do not 
recognize any imperialist partition--though I und~rline this term 
"imperialist" because there could arise a hypothetical situation in 
which a partition would arise in the course of a real and legitimate 
national uprising or in the course of a socialist revolution that 
granted the right of secession to various oppressed nations which 
we would defend), betrays a serious misunderstanding of the national 
question. The basis for a nation, any nation, is not in the estaf,t 
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blishment of it as a ::nation,:: that is l as an artificially-·construct-
ed entity by various super-powers inthe epoch of imperialism. In 
fact, even in pre-imperialist epochsr Iiarxists did not recognize any 
integrity to the fallaciously and artificially-constructed Austro
Hungarian empire f \-lhich Ne sought to see dissolved. Ho, the basis 
of a nation is ':organic Il it resides in the commonality of political 

r • f economy, terri toriali ty, language and psychological make-up mam_ est-
ing itself in a common culture. This is the materialist basis for 
nationhoodi those \"lho would argue against my position have a res
ponsibility to revise this criterion for nationhood. I believe, by 
the \"lay, that seeing the Holfe Tone--led movement as having "histori-
cal viabilityU '''hich \ole must defend as a basis for a unified Ireland 
is a revision of the vie,,] \V'hich, up to nmV', we've held on vThat con"· 
stitutes the basis for a nation. 

2. Some clarification on my view that my slogans are not 
Luxemburgist: 

I believe not only that calling for a unified democratic and sec'd 

ular Ireland is incorrect and betrays an element of Luxemburgism . 
(though this is an even worse kind of Luxemburgism than is embodied 
in the slogan of a united Workers Republic, because it puts fon"ard 
unity of blO separate entities and leaves the class character of that 
unity up in the air, at least leaving the possibility that it could 
be a unity on a bourgeois basis, with the consequent impingement upon 
the democratic rights of the Protestants of Ulster which a unified, 
democratic and secular Ireland could pose under these circumstances), 
but further, that the slogan of a vlorkers Republic (that is, seen as 
a vJorkers Republic made up of Eire and Ulster) does this. It was, 
after all, Luxemburg who put forward the view that national self
determination ,,,as a fraud and in fact, "what's needed is socialism, Il 
i.e. for her, that lovely theoretically abstract edifice of "we 
Marxists never defend national boundaries!" Yes, comrades, it is a 
lovely edifice--in theory--but the truth is concrete. l~7e have to deal 
with the historically specific situation of Ireland/Ulster, not 
something existing in the heaven of our imagination. . 

4 August 1974 
* * * * 

ADDENDUM II 
5 August 1974 

1. The question of whether or not Ulster's economy is funda
mentally incorporated into that of Britain's, and therefore whether 
or not one would call for some slogan implying Ulster's independence 
from Britain has been brought up to me; since last night the local 
went through several rounds of discussion on the Middle East, and 
then again on the Irish-Ulster question. My impulse was initially 
to say, no, we would not call for such a slogan. But after hearing 
arguments, especially relating to the Canadian political economy's 
essential incorporation into the economy of U.s. imperialism, I am 
now at best unsure. 

The basic question in my letter of yesterday, however, remains 
twofold: (a) whether the Irish-Ulster question can be solved or even 
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posed short of raising the dictatorship of the proletariat, and by 
tlraisingH it I do not mean to say, tiraising it as a slogan.!: Rather, 
I wish to emphasize that the slogan of a Socialist Ulster is meant 
to encapsulate the vie,', that the only method for smashing dm·m the 
chauvinistic barrier bet\'leen Catholic and Protestant in the North is 
the struggle for the program of transitional demands linked up vlith 
the program of demands to deal \·Ii th the special oppression of the 
Catholics; and (b) whether raising unification of Ulster and Eire 
can do anything but impede the process of welding together the Pro'
testant and Catholic v70rkers in the North by exacerbating the fears 
of the Protestants and, indirectly, turning them even more ferocious
ly against the Catholics. It does not seem to me that putting I! inde
pendent Ii before my current slogan, or not putting it before it \"ould 
fundamentally alter the primary issues lim trying to deal ''lith here, 
and which I think are encapsulated in the Socialist Ulster slogan. 
Hhether or not I would add "independenttf again--that is, revert fun
damentally back to the vie\'l I held t\ITO '''leek.s ago--\lTould be contingent 
upon my being entirely convinced that either Ulster's political econ
omy is not so incorporated into that of Britain's, or, and after last 
night's local discussions and ensuing informal discussions with com
rades this seems to be the view I'm more closely tending towards, 
that the question of incorporation/non-incorporation of political 
economies isn't fundamental to whether or not we raise the slogan of 
independence with socialism here, but rather something else super
cedes that (It's that "something else" I am looking for). 

2. "Self-determination for Ulster ':? 

I would still, however t oppose ra~s~ng the classless slogan of 
the right of self-determination for Ulster, because, like Cyprus, 
the problem of interpenetrating peoples in Ulster cannot be solved 
short of the struggle for the transitional program. Unlike Cyprus, 
this program must deal with two relatively unequal groups, the 
Protestants and the oppressed Catholics. Hence, the even greater 
necessity for a stress upon the programmatic aspects dealing with 
the special oppression of the Catholics. 

The right of self-determination in and of itself for Ulster is a 
slogan which leaves open the class character of that right. In a 
context where sixty percent of the population is Protestant and forty 
percent is Catholic, that means "leaving openll the possibility of a 
slaughter of the Catholic minority by the Protestant majority. 

There is a symmetrical error in this formulation, an error that 
is symmetrical to the error in the formulation of a unifeid, demo
cratic and secular Ireland (i.e., Eire and Ulster). That symmetrical 
error resides in this: both positions maintain the existing deep
going and historically-rooted divisions between Catholic and Protes
tant workers in Ulster. Neither cuts through the fact of interpene
trating peoples, and the chauvinisms rivalling eac~other in Ulster. 
While saying "reunify Ulster with Eire ll both denies the validity of thE 
the proposition that there is or ever was a nation in Ulster and also 
denies validity to the notion that interpenetration of peoples is 
even applicable to the Irish-Llster situation, calling for the right 
of self-determination for Ulster denies the existence of forty percent 
of the population of Ulster. 
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Only the struggle for the transitional program, linked up with 
struggle for demands dealing with the special oppression of the 
Catholic national minority in Ulster, can solve the Ulster question. 

5 August 1974 
* * * * 

[Buffalo] 
5 August 1974 

SL Political Bureau 

Dear Comrades, 

In my letter of 4 August 1974 to you ,dealing with the Ireland-
Ulster question, and specifically referring to a debate that occurred 
in the Buffalo local on 19 July 1974, a Friday, I wrote: "One other 
comrade, Bruce, defended keeping the slogan of the right of self
determination for an independent and democratic Ulster. I: 

I now feel that having included this statement in my 4 August 
letter \'las unfair to Bruce, since during discussions in the Buffa:i·o 
local last night, he indicated that he had changed his previous posi
tion. Consequently, to indicate without any correction \'lhat his 
view was on the 19th of July, as I did in my letter, would be to 
present a half-accurate picture. 

Therefore, would you kindly publish this letter as an addition 
to my 4 August letter, and 4-5 August Addendums, or else make 
appropriate corrections in my letter . 

Oh, also, I had mentioned the position which Charlie had 
taken in that Debate. I do not currently know if he's got the same 
position, but again, if he does not, I would ask that this be pub
lished in addition to my letter of 4 August or else that appropriate 
corrections in my 4 August letter be made in order to right any 
wrong misconceptions my mentioning him might have caused as well. 

Thanks ahead of time for help in these matters. 

Comradely, 

A. Garfield 
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LETTER ON SELF-DETEPJ."VJ:INF,TION 93. 

By Nartin Cobet (Cleveland) 

[Reuben Samuels] August 5, 1974 

Dear comrade, 

I'm \vri ting this letter in anticipation of your visit to Cleve
land. As you know, I've found myself in the minority in recent 
O.C. discussions on the national question. Given your authority on 
that subject, your trip here should prove to be particularly useful . 

Obviously, if you have a sense of my position prior to arriving 
in Cleveland you'll be better prepared to speak to the points in 
dispute, and the discussion will be more fruitful. Hence this let
ter .•• 

Let me begin Hith some preliminary comments on the Horden mo
tion, passed unanimously as an amendment to a motion by cde. Robert
son at the 'rhird Plenum of the Third Central Committee, 16-17 I·1arch 
1974. It reads: 

That the right of self-determination is a general democratic 
right \vhich applies to all nations, including Hebrew and Arab
speaking peoples in the Near East. However, whether Leninists 
advocate separation depends on a number of concrete circum
stances. The right of selfo-determination cannot be implemented 
by suppressing the right of self-determination for another 
people. 

I believe that this motion at least implicitly obscures three im
portant distinctions, i.e., 
a) the distinction bet'-leen a bourgeois-democratic right and a 

programmatic demand, 
b) the distinction between the demand for the right of nations to 

self-determination and the principle of the equality of nations, 
and 

c) the distinction between the nation and the (national or mUlti
national) State. 

Bourgeois-democratic rights are, by virtue of the historical 
context of their generation and, virtually by definition, trans-class 
in character, i. e. I equally applicable to both oppressor and op'
pressed, exploiter and exploited, bourgeoisie and proletariat. There 
is, however, a distinction bet\'leen the abstract generality of such 
bourgeois-democratic rights and the concrete specificity of demands, 
raised by the proletarian vanguard, calling on one party or another 
to recognise the legitimacy of the application of such rights in a 
particular case. The abstract existence of such bourgeois-democratic 
rights does not, in itself, legitimize (much less render mandatory) 
demands which speak to those rights. At \.,hat point, for example I 
did BangIa Desh lose the right to self-determination? At ~vhat point 
did the demand'for the right of BangIa Desh to self-determination 
lose its legitimacy? 

You see, cde. Norden in the first phrase of the first sentence 
of his motion intends more than a simple affirmation of the general 
applicability of bourgeois-democratic rights. He sees in this ample 
justification for raising the demand for self-determination for the 
'Hebrew and Arab-speaking peoples of the Near East'. One could 
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similarly justify the demands for self-determination for France and 
universal suffrage in the u.s. 

The last sentence of cde. Norden1s motion is obviously and cur
iously incorrect. "The right of self-determination cannot be imple
mented by suppressing the right of self-determination for another 
people. " In fact I this right has, more often than not, been imple
mented precisely at the expense of another people, as the establish
ment of the Israeli State so vividly points out; further examples 
of the I unfairness' of the implementation of bourgeois--democratic 
rights by the bourgeoisie can be found in OV {i45 (pg .11, col. 1 , 
para. 3). It is precisely because of this that \ve prefer, in general, 
to posit the 'negative' demand for the right of nations to self
determination--that is, their right to secede--rather than give 
blanket political support to the positive implementation of that 
right. lJhether or not intended, cde. Norden seems to equate the de
mand for the right to secede \vi th the principle of the equality of 
nations. 

I believe this to represent a mystification of Clause ~f9 of the 
Hussian Program. And, in this respect, cde. lJorden merely reflects 
an equally curious formulation in t'lV 4~45: liThe demand for self-
determination of oppressed peoples:means that they should have the 
same national rights already achieved by already established nations, 
••• " First of all, the counterposition bebleen 'oppressed peoples' and 
and 'already established nations' is itself a strange formulation, 
the Black population in fuis country and the pre-revolution Russian 
Je'ltlry could properly be called 'oppressed peoples I, Hhile Poland and 
the Ukraine \vere both 'already established nations' \-lhile under Rus
sian rule. The counterposition is either meaningless or it's an 
example of peculiarly non-Harxist terminology, i.e., 'oppressed 
peoples' meaning nations, and 'already established nations' repre
senting an euphemism for the State. 

Secondly, Ii ••• if 'ltle 'ltlant to grasp the meaning of self-determina
tion of nations, not by juggling 'ltli th legal definitions, or 'invent
ing' abstract definitions, but by examining the historico-economic 
condi tions of the national movements, 'ltlC must inevitably reach the 
conclusion that the self-determination of nations means the politi
cal separation of these nations from alien national bodies, and the 
formation of an independent national state. Later on 'ole shall see 
still other reasons "lhy it would be 'ltlrong to interpret the right 
of self-determination as meaning anything but the right to existence 
a~ a separate State.' (Lenin, The Right of nations to Self·-Determina
t10n). I vlant to return to this point, but first there is one more 
distinction which is, I believe, implicitly obscured by the Norden 
motion. 

The first sentence of the motion does more that affirm the 
general applicability of bourgeois·-democratic rights when he includes 
the "Hebrevl and Arab-speaking peoples of the Near East" in the cate
gory of nations. The nation and the national State are not equival
ents, the State is not simply the t,.,o categories of 'nation' and 
'government' added together. tIe have a different orientation to\vards 
bourgeois States, i.e., we demand, thru the vehicle of the transition
al program, the revolutionary resolution of the class struggle. 
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"Under normal circumstances, i' admits HV 4}45, "the self-deter
mination of oppressor nations (States) is of course not in question. II 
But what if the bourgeois-democratic rights of the oppressor State 
is impacted? Though \-le can beat to death the peculiarity of the 
Near East situation, He must first recognize the general truth that 
the political program of every bourgeois ''lar has been, and ~lill be, 
the unbridled and violent rape of national rights, in the case of 
nations, and of political sovereignty, in the case of States. In 
this, the situation in the Near East is but a specific, though vi
cious, manifestation of the norm • 

Uhere we are dealing with nations and the violation of national 
right, Harxists have traditionally put fon-lard the demand for the 
right of nations to self-determination, i.e., the right to secede. 
Hhere \"Ie are dealing with violations of the political sovereignty 
of oppressor states of roughly the same socio-economic plane, \ole 

have called for revolutionary defeatism; and ,,,,here \'le are dealing 
with imperialist attacks upon the political sovereignty of backward 
countries (the Sino--Japanese l'lar) or \vith attempted violations of 
the political sovereignty of the deformed \"Jorkers' States, we have 
demanded revolutionary defensism. 

In fact, under 'normal circumstances,' the political sovereign
ty of various States is constantly being called into question in the 
epoch of imperalism 1 from the i>lonroe Doctrine to the Lebensraum of 
the Third Reich. The bourgeoisie of every State impacted by imper
ialist policy has hastily pointed to the threatened violations of its 
'national rights.' 

To apply the demand for the right of nations to self·-determina-
tion to tI1e bourgeois State means to fundamentally re--define that 
demand. It means to call for the right of the State to political 
sovereignty and, in the context of "Tar, to the right of the proletar
iat to defend that sovereignty against attack by other bourgeois 
powers. Implicitly, it is to condone voting \'Tar credits for the de
fense of one's 'o\Oln' sovereignty. It means to divest the principle 
of revolutionary defensism of its class content. 

That is ",hy, for example, this demand vias not raised by revolu
tionary Trotskyists in the case of nazi-occupied France or Czecho
slovakia during Btl II. In both cases the threat to the 'national 
rights' of the Czech and French was real and significant. In the 
former \'le called for defensism, in the latter for defeatism, but never 
for the right to self-determination, and not because (as \'las implied 
by some cdes. during a recent discussion) the threat to these 'na-
t ions' was a little threat \"hile the threat to the 'Hebre\v-speaking 
nation' is a big threat, which is a patently absurd and historically 
inaccurate criteria for the application of a demand \'lhich seeks to 
codify a bourgeois-democratic right • 

No doubt I am l:eing some\vhat unfair to cde. Hordeni motions 
rarely have the thought-out character of theses, and this particular 
motion vTaS obviously put fon-lard to concretize elements of a dis
cussion in \'lhich I did not take part and \vhich \'las certainly more com
prehensive than the motion itself. I feel justified in speaking to 
the motion because, as far as I can determine, it reflects in embryo 
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errors in the political thrust of the articles in \'JV Hos. 45 & 47. 

So, in summary: 

1. the demand for the right of nations to self-·determination 
is the specific demand that an oppressed nation have the right to 
form an independent national state. 

2. the demand is inapplicable to nations which have already 
achieved statehood. 

3. \-lhile appropriate in the case of Palestine (selfo-determin
ation for the Palestinians) it is inappropriate and dangerously mis
leading \vhen applied to the 'Hebre\v and Arab-speaking peoples of 
the Hear East.' 

4. that we speak to questions of violation of political sov
ereignty thru the positions of revolutionary defeatisln and revolu
tionary defensism, these being the fundamental programmatic ele
ments of our position on the 'national question' in regards to the 
national or multi-national state. 

5. that the correct position on the '48 vlar is one of revol
utionary defeatismi that this position is based on a class analysis 
of that conflict rather than upon ne\'l military data indicating that 
neigher side had a significant advantage (vle don't suggest revolu
tionary defeatism to the Israelis because we've determined that 
the l..rabs are incapable of ensuring that defeat) 

• 6. the question of 'self-determination for interpenetrated 
peoples' is analogous to the Black question and points to the fun
damental importance of territoriality as a criteria for a nation 
and, hence, a justification for the application of the demand for 
self-determination. 

Please forgive the sketchiness of the above outline. In any 
event I hope it serve as some aid in preparing you for your visit. 
I sincerely look fonmrd to it. 

Cor.lr ade ly , 

i lartin Cobet 


